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“Nine months after having the typhoid fever, my head was perfectly bald.
I was induced to try Ayer’s Hair Vigor,
and before I had used half a bottle, the
hair began to grow. Two more bottles
brought out as good a head of hair as
ever I had.
On my recommendation,
my brother William Craig made use of
Ayer’s Hair Vigor with the same good
results.”—Stephen Craig, 832 Charlotte
at., Philadelphia, Pa.
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as

Patten,
Dana Sarsaparilla Co. :
Gentlemen
While working In charge
of a crew of men lumbering among the
mountains of N. H., I found my Kidneys
Maine.

fresh fruit.

ABSOLUTELY PURE.
(No chemicals or acids.)

FULL

9

>

MEASURE,

and Liver were badly affected, my Kidneys so badly that I had to be up every
half boar nights, and could not sleep*
I concluded to try a bottle of

(No short weight panel bottles)
Although costing a trifle more than brands of
questionable merits, are so far superior In

DANA’S

STRENGTH and FLAVOR
as

to

use.

make them muoh more economical to
Sold by grocers everywhere.
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SARSAPARILLA,

It helped

Tu,Th&8

SPECIAL

MITCHELL,

helped

TELEPHONE CONNECTION

me

at once,

me

and three bottles
I am per-

marvelously.

fectly well, and gladly recommend this
Wonderful Remedy to all suffering with
Kidney Troubles.
Very truly,
R. G. MITCHELL.
Patten, Me.

Garments Cleansed

I hereby certify that I am personally
quainted with Roscoe G, Mitchell, and

lieve

-OK-

ac-

behis statement to be entitled to credit.
DANIEL SCRIBNER, P. M.

Patten, Me.

Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.
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NO SWEAT SHOP
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No. 13 Preble Street.

tenement-house-made cigar, but manufactured by well paid union labor in our
own

WM. M.

factory.
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ire the delight of
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smokers.
LOc. each.
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Boston, July 6.—Local forecast for
Sew
England for Thursday: Fair;
slightly warmer. For Friday: Fair;
continued slowly rising
temperature.
Possibly fair and warmer Saturday.
I.ocal Weather

Report.

Portland, Me, July 6,1892.

i

8 A.

M.j8

P. M.

FSarometer. 30.410 30.466
rhermometer. 62.5
62.0
Oew Point. 50.
53.
74.
Tumidity. 64.

A. Haskell of Charlestown,
Mass., Rescued from the Grave.
Mrs. L. A. Haskell was a dreadful sufferer
irom nervous debility. Life was
gradually
wasting away. She could barely walk.
Beoame but a shadow of her former self.
Prominent physicians could not help her.
Weeks in the country were of no avail.
Turned her
sadly homeward.
Family and friends felt anxious. Thought
she must die. A friend recommended Hid*
it
den’s
Magnetic Compound,
proved an angel helper. ’Twas the Good
Samaritan in the hour of need. It rescued
her from the very brink of the grave. Under date of Jan. 24, 1892, she says:
I am now
in very excellent health—a living testimonial to the rare worth of Hidden’s
Compound.” They all tell
the same story.
Patients improve from the
very first dose. The flush of health returns.
and strong. Our compound
well
are
soon
They
Is not a sarsaparilla. Do not confound it with
such mixtures. It is a valuable all the year
’round medicine.
It cures nervous diseases,
paralysis, rheumatism, heart disease, diseases
and stomach
of the
liver and
troubles of every name and nature. Hid*

The following

everywhere.
posed of carefully selected and scientifically
new

Com-

herbs and barks, it is a natural
If you
cures in the natural way.
try it once you will always recommend it. It
is the coming medicine. Druggists. $1. BUY
IT, TRY IT, TWILL DO YOU GOOD. If you
are sick do not delay. Try

roots,
prepared
meaioifie. It

are

Newburyport, Mass.

the observations

of

S p. m., 75th meridian time, the oblervations for each station being given in
;his order:

Temperature, direction
;he wind, state of the weather:

1

|

of

Boston, 62°, cloudless; New York,
10°, SE, cloudless; Philadelphia, 70°, S,
iloudless; Washington, 72°, S, cloudy;
ilbany, 68°, N, cloudless; Buffalo, 68°,
STW, cloudless; Detroit, 70°, E, partly
iloudy; Chicago, 68°, N, cloudless; St.
Paul, 76°, SE, cloudless; St. Vincent,
16°, SE, cloudless; Huron, So. Dak., 74°,
3E,
cloudless; Bismarck, 74°,
SE,
lartlv cloudy; Jacksonville,
78°, W,
iloudy.
Instantly Killed.

Augusta, July 6.—William Gallagher,
iged 16, was caught in a pulley in Elias
Slilliken’s Sons’ saw mill this morning
His body was termd instantly killed.
ribly mangled.
Good for the

HlDflEM JIEDICIHE po..

Observations.

Agricultural Department Weather
Bureau for yesterday, July 6, taken at

kidneys,

boomed.
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trialVins
friends
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Magnetic
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SW

Velocity.9

Weather

footsteps

blood,

Wind.N

Weather.Cl’dles Cl’dles
Vtean daily ther.. .62.0 Max. vel. wind... 12SW
Maximum ther.. .70.0 Total precip.0
Minimum ther... 53.0

SAVED HER LIFE.

Pittsburg, Pa., July 6.—Pittsburg has
had another experience with labor riots.
This time, as during the fearful scenes
witnessed during the railroad riots of
1877, blood has been shed, life jeopardized and valuable property placed in
danger. This time there was no destruction of property but the mob was
thoroughly well organized, well disciplined and had efficient officers at its
head to conduct its
The
operation.
force embraced all the men employed
in the extensive plants of the Carnegie
Iron and Steel Company at Homeltead,
eight miles east of Pittsburg. The battle, which for blood thirstiness and boldness of execution, has not been excelled
in actual warfare, raged from four o’clock in the morning until five this afternoon, and only ceased when the force of
Pinkertons brought to the place to supstrike unconditionally surpress the
rendered, leaving their arms in the
barges in which they were transported to
the works.
Yesterday the Carnegie Company announced its intention to proceed to get
The officials
ready to make repairs.
asked the sheriff to appoint deputies to
protect their property. The sheriff sent
a small squad of men to the works bu*
the strikers assembled in force and notitucm

Keeley Patients.

Farmington, July 6— Contracts were
closed today for the immediate construction of the system of the Farmington
Water Company.
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order was intended and no d;
e
would be done to any property. The
men even offered to be sworn in as deputies and give bonds for the faithful
performance of their duties as conserve
tors of the peace.
When this offer was
declined, the advisory committee, which
had been directing the action of the
workmen and had held the turbulent
spirits among them in check, immediately dissolved and all the records of the
committee

mill enclosure.
At an
early hour this morning
300
Pinkerton
detectives
arrived
in Pittsburg from the
East.
They
were
quietly marched to the Mo-

nongahela river, where they were loaded
on
barges and shipped to Homestead.
The news of their arrival spread rapidly,
and when the steam tug Tide, towing
the barges, arrived at Homestead, there
were 5000 people waiting to meet them.
As soon as the Pinkertons attempted to
land they were met by a firm resistance

from the men, and a battle followed.
Both sides opened fire, and at the first
volley two workmen fell. This fired the
crowd, and they bore down upon the
Pinkertons with resisless force. Nobody
stopped to inquire whether the new

deputy sheriffs, Pinkerton

non-union laborers.
After the exchange of several shots
the crewel fell back and rushed toward
the big trestle leading to the Pemieky
railroad bridge. The first man to fall in
the engagement was Martin Merry, a
heater in one of the mills. He was shot
in the left side and fell face downward.
Close beside Merry stood a big Hungarian, who stooped over Merry’s prostrate
body, and, as he was in the act of raising
him, he staggered, and an instant later
fell by the side of his comrade. This
bloody spectacle roused the drooping
spirits of the crowd, and with a hoarse
cheer half a dozen men rushed to the

place where Merry and the Hungarian
lay. They picked up the bodies and
carried them behind the trestle.
the rescuers,
the left leg

One of
was shot in

Welshman,
just as he raised Merrys
head from the ground. Five more of the
a

Strikers Were

Congressman Wins

We want a man who knows the
tactics of the enemy, and is familiar
with their record.
Mr. L. L. Walton of Skowhegan spoke
for the Wiswell Club of Skowhegan,
with much earnestness, but hurt his
cause more than he helped it by injudicious threats, and was

in

Wounded,

and two of them very seriously.
It was exactly 4 o’clock when

the
steamer and barges were sighted by the
watchers gathered on the river bank a
mile below the town.
Directly the fleet
was sighted
three
messengers, each
mounted on a horse, started for Homestead, shouting as they went in advance
of the dreaded barges.
Some one notified the engineer at the electric light
and
the
harsh-voiced
works,
whistle
sounded the general alarm.
The people
with
wonderful
responded
alacrity ;there
were old men, young men, and any number of children.
The throng headed
toward the river.
The day was iust

OND

BALLOT.

brothers and sons.
From Homestead to the pump house it
is two miles, but, all things considered,
these half-dressed men and women
of Candidates Sat Side
made the journey in record-breakOnce there they gathered
ing time.
in one solid mass, the. women, or at least
Side and Shared the Cheers.
the most of them, on the outskits.
Tiie
front rank of this solid wall of humanity
stood at the water’s edge, and every
moment the crowd grew in numbers and
determination.
Slowly the tug brought her silent con- INCIDENTS OF THE CONVENTIONsort down the channel. Just below the
THE DECISIVE VOTE:
Pemicky bridge she partly turned her
prow toward the shore and then, amid
he shrieks of steam whistles and
the
those
angry groans and hisses from
gathered on the banks, the occupants of
the boats stripped for action.
Each
one was armed with a loaded Winchester
Whole Number.
381
ime.
the
boat
slowly
edged towed the
to a Choice.191
Necessary
and
when
the
keels
of
the
landing,
barges
grated on the sand, the grim faces of the
Milliken had.
196 1-2
invaders were within a few feet of their
Burleigh.100 1-2
opponents gathered on the shore.
There was one lonely instant of awful
Wiswell... 84
silence, and then a bright flash and a
sharp report announced that the first
[Special to the Press.]
shot of the battle had been fired.
It alWaterviixe, July 6.—The Third Disso proved that the detectives had detertrict Congressional Convention did its
mined to take extreme measures and, if
their
to
the
mill. work up in a single session and adnecessary, fight
way
Almost immediately after the first shot journed at 5 o’clock. It was called to
had been fired, the firing became general meet at 11 a.
m., but it was nearly 12.30
on both sides.
At first the strikers rewhen it was called to order by Hon. Natreated, and for a moment it looked as
though they were completely routed, but thaniel Meader, chairman of the district
the men rallied, and although they re- committee. The long wait was caused
tired from the immediate vicinity of the
by the hearing before the committee in
boats, they held their own, and by the the four cases of contested seats from
sheer weight of numbers they compelled
the deputies to proceed with caution. plantations in upper Somerset county.
Up to this time no one bad attempted to The report of the committee was acceptleave the boat, but suddenly fifty ed as final without
discussion.
In the
or more of the invaders
attempted to case of The Forks both contestants were
jump ashore, The stiikers
admitted, each being given one-half a
Responded with a Sharp Volley,
vote. This accounts for the fractions in
and so thick and fast came the bullets the balloting.
that the deputies retired to the lower
George G. Weeks, a Fairfield lawyer,
deck. It was in this attempt to force was chosen president and made a good
the fighting that the Pinkerton men sus- one. The vice
president were Hon. E.
tained their most serious loss.
Their F. Webb, Hon. J. Manchester Haynes, O.
captain was carried to the pilot house of Tuell, Omar Clark, J. O. Johnson, Hanthe steamer badly wounded.
Directly nibal E. Hamlin, Frank Moore, Oramel
after this episode both r;des rested for a
Dr. G. M.
few moments and then after another Murray and L, C. Morse.

Quartette

sharp volley,
age to either

which did little or no dam-

side, hostilities ceased. The

following workmen

were

wounded:

William Fkey, probably fatally injured.
Michael Murray, dangerously injured.
Andrew Sourler. seriously wounded.
John Kane, badly hurt.
Harry Hughes, slightly wounded.
Martin Merry, seriously wounded.
Two unknown men, badly wounded.
The news of the riot reached
Pittsburg
as early as six in the morning.
Thousands of mill workers, all now idle pending the conference on the scale, congregated in the streets, while hundreds of
others, armed with guns and revolvers
and well supplied with ammunition, took
up tne line ot march to reinforce the
strikers.
As soon as day broke, the

strikers

small brass 10-pounder
cannon and planted it within a steel billet
embrasure to command the barges moored at the bank of the river. At the same
time, a force of more than a thousand
men took up position on the
opposite side
of the river and planted a cannon, which
they protected with a breastwork of rail]
road ties. The fire from both sides was
kept up, the barges having been pierced
secured a

of the strikers were expert marksand sent shot after shot into the
portholes in the boats, inflicting terrible

Many

men

injury on

the

imprisoned

men.

When it was found that little impression could bo made on the boats by the
cannon, an effort was made to Are the

barges.
spouted
barges.

A hose was

procured

the decks and
While this was

on

barrels of oil

were

emptied

and oil
sides of the

being done,

into the river

above the mooring place, the object being
to allow it to float against the boats and
then ignite it. This terrible deed was
attempted several times but the boats
did not burn. Then the mob became infuriated and hurled dynamite bombs at
the vessels with great effect.
Three
times the men in the baraes ran un a, flaoof truce and as many times it was stricken

down by bullets fired by the strikers.

Then it became evident that the ammuni
tion of the besieged detectives
was
either exhausted or they were too much
worn out to continue the fight.
For
nearly two hours before the end of the
struggle was reached, not a shot

fired.
Toward dusk, efforts were
again made to burn the boats and they
doubtless would have succeeded had it
not been for the interposition of the
leading officers of the Amalgamated Association who went to the scene of war
in the afternoon. Through their efforts
it was agreed to allow the detectives to
was

surrender,

but

this

was

not

secured

without the greatest objection on|the part
of the men, many of whom had lost
friends and acquaintances during the

day.

The detectives had

no

alternative, and

promptly accepted an unconditional surrender.
When an inspection of the
boats was made, it was found that at
least seven Pinkerton men were killed
and 20 or 30 wounded, many so badly
As they were
they will die.
brought
from the boat, they presented a terrible
appearance, many being besmeared with
blood, while all showed signs of exhaustion from their long confinement in close
quarters
Most

between the

Shocking

an<l

decks.

Dastardly

Deeds

committed while the prisoners
were being escorted through the streets
by the guards appointed by the strikers.
were

Continued

on

Second Page,

by

Twitchell

name

and

pledged

the sup-

his followers to whoever wras
nominated. Ho described his man as a
human being, not an angel, and admitted
that he was tainted with some of the

RENOMINATED ON THE SEC-

apparently as anxious to parin the conflict as their husbands,

Manley’s

port

of

weaknesses of our human nature. He
told what Mr. Manley had done for Augusta, for the state and for the party, and
said it was no disparagement to him that
he was Mr. Blaine’s intimate friend.
Hon. Oramandel Smith of Litchfield
spoke for Gov. Burleigh, the farmers’
friend, described his youth and young
manhood, and his services to the state
and the taxpayers, although confronted
by such a powerful combination. He referred to the Governor’s services when
hordes came from the west of the state
to carry off the state house and Gov. Bureigh organized a movement which saved
it. He showed howT Milliken ran behind
Burleigh two years ago and said this convention showed the people protesting
against the present incumbent, a statement which was
Greeted With Shouts of

“No,**
He pleaded for the selection
of Burleigh as the strongest candidate. E.
N. Merrill of Skowhegan seconded "this
nomination.
S. J. Walton of Skowhegan made a
very short and pointed Milliken speech.
Then Dr. A. J. Billings of Freedom
spoke for Milliken, and said something
which excited Mr. Smith of Litchfield
and hisses.

who wanted to ask a question.
Dr.
Billings refused to give way and spoke
with great vehemence of Milliken as the
friend of the soldier and referred to his
own army experience.
He woke up the
convention, and was applauded most
half
the
enthusiastically,
delegates being on their feet and shouting and

waving their hats.

When he got through

it was found Mr. Smith wanted to inquire
if Dr. Billings was a
delegate, but the
president wisely suggested it was rather
too late to be profitable to go into that.
The Balloting.
At 2.15 voting began, but it was 3.25
o’clock before the committee reported.
The vote stood:
SethL. Milliken.160%
K. C. Burleigh..101%
A. P. Wiswell..%.... 86
J. H. Manley.. i..
32

O. D. Baker...

1

No choice.
It was voted to proceed to a second
ballot and at once
Howard Owen
climbed upon
a table
and
withdrew the name of Joseph H. Manley.
The second ballot required over an hour
and resulted as follows:
Whole number of votes.381
Necessary for choice.191

Milliken.196%
Burleigh.100%

Augusta was secretary,
Wiswell. 84
with Byron Boyd, A. F. Carlton and
Theh Followed a Scene,
Thomas J. Young as assistants.
Every such as no convention in this state ever
seat was filled and all the standing room,
saw.
The cheering and racket of all
while hundreds

were

kinds lasted

Unable to Gain

to the

hall, which

Admission

seats

some

1200.

It

should have been said before that while
the people were gathering in the hall the

candidates

than five minutes.
Twenty tin horns added to the discord
and a crowd of young men on the platform spelled out Milliken’s name in
college style and cheered him again and

again.

Wiswell men, seconded by

and

platform all day,

_T

made

a.

enthusiasm

in

up
i..

n

AWVttVU

UUIUUCIO.

111

Gov. Burleigh was seated in the centre
with Mr. Milliken on one side and Mr.
Wiswell on the other.
J. Manchester
Haynes was on Mr. Milliken’s right and
Mr. Manley on Judge Wis well’s left,
while Gen. Beal and Orville Baker were
extras.
The band played and there
were loud calls on Orville Baker for a
speech but he would not respond. The
committee
were
following district
selected by the several counties:
Kennebec—Nathaniel Mender of Waterville.
Somerset—F. W. Hovey of Pittsfield.
Hancock—Albert W. Cushman of Ellsworth.
Waldo—J. W. Black of Searsport.
On motion of Hannibal E. Hamlin of
Ellsworth, the youngest son of the late
ex-vice president, it was decided to
ballot by counties, a committee of five
receiving the votes, the list of towns
being called and each county voting in a
separate box. This proved a very slow
method when put in practice, but it left
no chance for fraud, if any had been
anticipated. The committee to receive,
sort and count votes consisted of H. E.
Hamlin, S. A. Nye of Fairfield, J. W.
Chase of Augusta, E. C. Stevens of
Chelsea and Arthur I. Brown of Waldo.
A committee on resolutions was appointed, consisting of Hons. E. F. Webb
of Waterville, George Flint of Somerset,
George M. Warren of Hancock, and Fred
Atwood of Waldo.

j
UUU

Nobody Thought

WU

IA/U

UllUUtVO

presentation

of

Dinner,

UOIUtO

A

V1V/V/1V

of candidates was

UUC

begun.

Grindle of Mt. Desert \*as
the first speaker.
He dwelt upon the
ability of Mr. AViswell, praised the exSpoaker’s record, and said the preference of the Hancock delegation for him
was based on something more than mere
sectional pride, which was only a minor
consideration. He said Mr. AViswell was
a man who would command
the respect
of the best elements of society, and
whose influence would be ten-fold as
weighty as his vote. He would be a man
Dr.

R.

L.

who could

help

maintain the

prodigious-

disproportionate influence which this
ly
little state has been enabled to exercise
in
on

our

national policy.

sending

our

AVe must keep

best men to

AVashington.

Dr. Grindle made an excellent speech,
and offended none of his opponents.
The Milliken men were very fortunate
in their selection of a spokesman, Rev.
E. M. Smith of Readfield, president of
the seminary at Kent’s Hill. He spoke
of the self-control Americans exercise in
these contests compared with the French
and English, who even throw gingerbread at their statesmen. To be calm
has been defined as the first duty of the
citizen.
He referred to our present delegation in Congress, mentioning Mr.
Reed as one skilled in arithmetic and
knowing how to count, gradually working up to Milliken, whom he characterized as a man who was not an experiment, a typical Maine man, who has the
habit of being on the right side. He
will not go to Washington, be registered.

On

motion

of

Mr.

of the
Mr. Merrill
the nomina-

Grindle,

for Gov. Burleigh’s forces,
tion was made unanimous.
Mr. Milliken, who had been upon the

spoke briefly
rTVOOtoci-

was

called out, and he
feeling. The

and with great
in

in O n

tlio

notion

lin

oeiiJ

might be proud to represent such a constituency. He spoke of the contest now
ended as a good-natured one, such as a
stalwart party can wage and a weak one
cannot, and said the Republican party
has still the brain, brawn, muscle and
convictions which have made it for 30
years the greatest party the world ever
saw.

He pledged his hearers that if their
nomination was ratified his most earnest
efforts should be given to proving himself worthy of their confidence, and said
those who had so earnestly and good

naturedly supported him should find
better and

no

friend in the future

warmer

than he. Maine has struck the key note
for 30 years in Presidential campaigns
and owes it to herself to do it again and
to give every encouragement to the reelection of the great man who has given
us so

wise, prudent and patriotic

an

ad,

ministration.

The Resolutions.

The committee

ported through

resolutions then

on

their

chairman,

Gray

Put Down Zealor

Young’s Insurrection.
YOUNG

ATTEMPTED

TO

CLOSE A

KNOX COUNTY ROAD.

He Claimed that the Sea Had Eaten

Away

Original Road and Passers Tres-

the

passed

on

His

Land—So

He

Built

a

Barricade of Logs and Fought Hard
to Defend

It.

[Special to the Press.]
Rockland, July 6.—The court bouse
jail has another occupant tonight in the
person of Zealor X. Young, a resident of
Owl’s Head. Mr. Young came to grief in
this wise: The road which passes his
house lies along the shore front, where
for years, ever since Mr. Young can remember, the sea waves have beat against
its sides in angry defiance. Little by
little the road began to wear away and,
greatly to his vexation, Mr. Young saw
the passers by trespassing on his property. Time only made matters worse and
he soon made threats of suing the town.
Two thousand dollars damage he would
claim. Evidently his threats were disregarded and he resolved on a last despex-ate measure. Yestei’dav afternoon, the
neighbors were astonished at seeing
Young, assisted by his horse, dragging
and piling logs across the street in such
a manner as to make it impassable. Word
reached the first selectman of what was
transpiring, and he in turn telephoned
for Sheriff Gray.
Mr. Gray promptly
drove to Owl’s Head and with the selecthastened to the scene of action.
found tlieir man busily at work
was invited to desist.
Young responded that he didn’t care for any sheriff,
or selectman and that he would never be
taken alive. Furthermore, he didn’t care
whether he lived or not. The sheriff
man

They

and he

his
l’equest and empha»
by tapping Young on the
shouldei-.
Young apparently xeached
for his revolver,
when the sheriff
He
seeing trouble ahead opened up.
dealt his opponent a blow which made
the latter stagger and then the men
clinched. During the struggle Young-5

repeated
sized

it

inflicted.
Young was knocked
amongst some fish nets and in attempting
to extricate himself had one of the hooks
drawn into the back of his head.
He
was arrested and brought to this
city.
The hearing which took place before
trial Justice Ulmer was a most interesting one. Young was put under §100
bonds for maintaining a nuisance, $200
for assaulting an officer and $200 moro
was

to

the peace.

keep

FOR THE AMERICA’S CUP.
rhe

Earl

of

re-

Hon. E.

F. Webb of Waterville.

The resolutions
endorse the state and national platforms,
compliment Mr. Milliken on his past
record and brilliant service in Congress,
and pledge him hearty support in his
sixth re-election. The other resolutions
are as follows:
Resolved, That this convention recalls with
tender feelings that it was within these walls
that was given his first nomination for Congress

to one who has since become the acknowledged
leaner and cmet of his party, a statesman bv intuition, of ripest knowledge ot national attainments, whose name is revered in America and

respected abroad, Hon. James G. Blaine,
And whereas, he is sorely stricken with grief
in the death of beloved sons,
blossom and summer time of

who fell in the
manhood, whose
lives promised golden fruitage, we tender to
him our sincere condolence.
It was a great convention and happilydisappointed those who looked for
trouble and discord.
The popular interest was shown by a bigger array of newspaper reporters than ever attended a convention in this state.
Mr. Milliken was serenaded tonight at
the Elmwood and made a speech in reHoward Owen, H. M. Heath
sponse.
and A. M. Spear of Gardiner also addressed the crowd.

Dunraven

Wants

to

Make

Another Trial.

more

were escorted one by one to
seats upon the platform by Sheriff Stevens of Kennebec county, each in turn be-

ing greeted by applause. Mr. Manley’s
following was conspicuously small

How Sheriff

fastened his teeth in the sheriff’s arm
with such ferocity that a severe wound

Total.381

of

CENTS.

STORMED A BARRICADE.

Roundly Hissed Again and Again.
Howard Owen of Augusta presented
Mr.

the Third District.

were

promptly destroyed.
The developments today showed that the
application made for the assistance of
the sheriff was merely for the purpose
along the sides. Shortly before 9 the
of covering what was intended to be a cannon were trained
on the boats for
coup-de-main on the part of the Carnegie several hours and an
Company in clandestinely introducing a
Awful Bombardment Was Kept Up,
body of Pinkerton detectives into the
were

comers were
detectives or

The

never be heard of again.
We might
well send a pine tree as that sort of

man.

were

ticipate

J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
by Druggists Everywhere.
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spoken, and those sprang
From the Lips of the Women,
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THE FIGHT RAGED.
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from out of the shadows were seen the
lights of a steamer, and on either side of

her were the barges.
The moment the people on the bank
caught a glimpse of the flotilla they made
a break down the road toward the works.
When the head of the line reached the
City Farm fence, which has been buiit
out several feet into the water, 50 men or
more used their shoulders as
battering
rams, and almost in a twinkling had battered down the barrier. Once through
the fence the crowd ponred along the
stone embankment skirting the river
fence of the Carnegie Company, and, de-

PRESS.

the mud and the uneven character
of the ground, they made rapid
It was a strangely silent crowd. Few

Dr.

Sold

dawning, and clouds of thick, grayish
vapor hung over the water. Suddenly,

spite

>
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Hair Vigor

Ayer’s

Page 8.

Brief

Rifles Rattled and Cannon

Everywhere Popular

towns.

Page

Vigor

Kestores faded, thin, and gray hair
to its original color, texture, and
abundance; prevents it from falling
out, checks tendency to baldness,
and promotes a new and vigorous
growth. A clean, safe, elegant, and
economical hair-dressing,

Death of Hon. Koscoe L. Bowers.
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New York, July 6.—A challenge for
the America’s Cup has arrived here from
England, and it will be presented to the
New York Yacht Club as soon as the
present deed of gift is so modified as to
do away with the objectionable “dimension clause.” A prominent member of
* the New Yoi’k Yacht Club, who
is also
well known in shipping circles, has recently returned from England with the
challenge, which he is instructed to present to the New York Yacht Club the
moment the deed of gift is modified.
The challenge comes from the Royal
Yacht Squadron of England, and while
the name of the person in whose behalf
the squadron challenges has not been
made public, it is supposed to be the
Earl of Dunraven.
The bearer of the
challenge told the fact of his having been
commissioned to offer it a few nights ago
in the house of the New York Yacht Club,
before a gathering of some of the most
ictive yachtsmen in the club. The matter will probably be considered at tho
next meeting.
If any way can be found
by which the last deed of gift can be
stripped of the objectionable clause
known as the dimension clause a boat
will at once be built in England to compete for the cup. The dimension clause
in the amended deed of gift provides that
i challenge shall be issued ten months
before the race and that it shall contain
the dimensions of the challenger’s boat,
rhis is held by many to be unfair, as givng the challenged party knowledge of
she opponent’s craft and time to build a
boat to beat it.
The Belfast & Moosehead.

Belfast, July

6.—The annual election

if directors of the Belfast & Moosehead

railroad

held today. C. B. HazelBrooks, Edward Johnson,
Josiah Mitchell, W. M. Woods, Edward
Sibley, W. C. Marshall, G. B. Fergerson,

;ine,

was

John G.

md A. A. Hawes were elected directors.
3. B. Hazeltine was chosen president,
md John Quimby clerk and treasurer.

—

The Pension List.

Washington, July 6.—Pensions have
granted to the following Maine,
people :
been

ORIGINAL.

Clark i‘. Burgess.
ADDITIONAL.

Jas. Leslie.
•Tas. S Newman.
Xanthens A. Wither',
John

Samuel S. Lamson,

Henry Curtis,
Amos Smith,

Kilgore.

INCREASE.

John Gorge,
J«hu M. Bean,
Geo. A. Taylor,
Samuel B. Spaulding,

Woodland Lewis,

H.

Swarbick,

John S. Daggett,
Albion P. K. Botry.

ORIGINAL WIDOWS. ETC.

Carrie M. Chase.

1

A cream

Absolutely
of tartar

Pure.
baking powdor. Highest of

ill in leavening strength.—Latest United States
Government Food Report.
Royal Basuk* Pow-DEit Co., 10G
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His

J. R. LIBBY.
Hundred

Men Were

Locked Out at Homestead,
AND

WANTED

THE COMPANY

TO

BRING IN NEW HANDS.

DR. WARNER'S

The Works Were Prepared for Siege and
tlie Locked Out Men
New

Celebrated Corsets.
Coraline

Corsets.

The merit and popularity of Dr. Warner’s
Coraline Corsets is attested by the fact that the
sales have now reached $2,OOO,000 annually
and are increasing rapidly year by year.

DR. WARNER’S 50c CORSETS.
Fifty

cent Corsets are sold without any profit
to the manufacturer and almost without profit
to the merchant. Nevertheless there is a large
demand for 60c Corsets, and we challenge comparison between Dr. Warner’s fancy strip Corsets and any others at similar prices ever offered to the public.

Dr. Warner’s Coraline Corsets 1.00.
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DR. WARNER’S

Scale

of

Company.

July
present
trouble at the Carnegie Steel Company’s
Works at Homestead began last Wednesday, when the company stole a march on
their employes by serving notice of discharge on every man of them. This was
24 hours earlier than they expected, the
scale not expiring until Thursday at midnight. The notice was posted at midnight and directed the men to call for
their pay on Saturday.
The shutdown
involves 3800
worked under

6.—The

The

men.
an

have

men

agreement fixing

a

scale of prices which the company refused to renew, intending to adopt a lower standard of
wages. This the men refused to accept and the conflict between
the employers and employes began with
1-1_a.

1__a._j._J

Another grievance of the men was the
announcement that, if they re-engaged
with the company, they must do so as
individuals and not as "members of a la-

bor organization.
The intense feeling of the workmen,
which has been heretofore well controlled, soon broke forth. There were
numerous hostile and
exciting demonstrations on their part.
H. C. Frick,
William McBroom and several others
were hanged in
in
the
mill yard on
effigy
the electric light poles.
When James
Dinkey, chief of the electrical department, climbed the poles to cut down the
effigy of Frick, the workmen turned one
of the hose that had been prepared as a
defense of the plant upon him, and
caused the gentleman to beat a hasty retreat.

Another, figure was cut down by a
Hungarian laborer upon command of the
yardmaster. As he carried the figure
through the yard he was
Met with Hoots and Jeers

every side. William McBroom, who
was also hung in effigy, is chief of the
steel works police.
He has many friends
in Homestead and
among the workmen.
The only grievance against him is his
position. He felt very badly about the
affair; and tried to show the men that
they had treated him unjustly.
The mill company had
prepared for
trouble.
Tire works were barricaded,
and the buildings connected with
bridges.
Through the fences surrounding the
were
made loop holes with
premises
which an attacking party might be met
with a stream of hot water or, perhaps,
a storm of
bullets.
Armed watchmen
moved about in the deserted
buildings
and the place soon came to resemble a
fortress prepared for a siege. At the
same time, arrangements were made to
bring in men to take the places of those
who had been locked out. At
Allegheny,
on

_fsis the most popular SI.00 Corset ever
manufactured. It is made in two lengths, medium and extra long, and in white, drab and
black.

DR. WARNER’S

Four-in-Hand Goraiine Corsets 1.00.
Ladies who have large hips and those who
have trouble with their Corsets breaking down
will find the Four-in-Hand especially adapted
to their needs.
It gives a graceful figure, is
very comfortable and is a special favorite with
V large class of ladies. Made in white and drab.

DR. WARNER’S

444

Goraiine

They

Corsets

1.25.

French strip Corsets, designed after the latest Paris fashions.
They are constructed throughout of the finest English Satteen, are light in weight and long waisted, giving a lady a neat and graceful form.
are

DR. WARNER’S

Coraline

Health

Corsets

1.25.

This is the largest selling and most standard
Corset in the world. Millions attest its merits.
The elastic Coraline busts insure an elegant
form and well fitting dress. Made in medium
and long waists, and in white, drab, black and

two

I

Dr.

Warners

Perfection Waists.

These justly popular Waists are made of fine
satteen, and fastened by flexible tape in place
of steel clasps.
They are provided with thin
flexible steels in front and on the sides, but
these can be removed if desired.

JACKSON FAVORITE WAIST
lias an international reputation, and embrace
many features which no other Waist embodies.
It is designed to meet the requirements of ladies who cannot comfortably wear a stiff and
rigid Corset. While it can be worn with as
much
comfort as an ordinary dress waist,
yetit will give the same elegance of contour as
the heaviest boned Corset.
*
Sold only by us.

FERRIS WAISTS.
We carry the most popular styles of the Ferris Waists for ladies and misses.

Or. Warner’s Summer Corsets
this year better than ever before. The
thread lace netting used in them is far superior
in appearance and durability to any other netting ever employed for Summer Corsets. They
are boned with Coraline.
are

and barrels, to be ,sent to Homstead for
the men who were to take the places of
the locked-out iron and steel workers.
A large crowd gathered around, watching the loading apparently with great interest, making many guesses in regard
to the contents of the boxes that were
being rolled up the gangway, and many
uncomplimentary remarks were passed
about the men doing the loading.
One man said:
“Those
boxes

that they
full

Corsets are equal in
quality to those we sold last season it 75c.
of
are
made
They
good netting and fine satine
strips and are excellent shape.
50e. Summer

R. & G. CORSETS.

here from Chicago. It was
not possible to find out how near that
statement came to the truth, as the boats
were closely guarded by men who had
strict orders to allow no strangers aboard.
The barges are each 210 feet long by 40
feet wide, and are covered. The llonongahela is fitted up with 500 bunks, arranged in rows of three tiers, with narrow aisles between the rows.
The Iron
Moun ain lias two long tables made of

They

came

planed lumber, extending nearly the entire length of the barge.
On either side
of the tables are low benches, which
serve in place of chairs..
One end of the
barge is fitted up as a kitchen, with
mammoth
large stoves,
pots, kettles and

pans and tin dishes.
The occupants of these barges would
evidently run no risk of starving, as hogshead after hogshead of cured meats,
great barrels of crackers, large quantities of canned goods and other provisions were taken aboard.
The Iron
Mountain also had about 400 folding cots
her
decks.
These
two
piled upon
barges
would accommodate about 1000 men, with
and
eating
sleeping quarters.
Meanwhile, the locked out men were
not idle. Their system of signals, as
completed, enables the leaders to bring
together 1,500 men prepared for conflict
in five minutes. The line of pickets cov-

the river, roads and railways so
tightly that no stranger can enter the
town without being known to the strikers.
About 20 men are at each of the
railroad stations at all times on the lookers

lot that
out at less than import cost.
a

broken

are

and
a

special trains.
member of the

advisory committee, distinguished by a
big red badge on the coat lapel. On the
northern side of the Monongahela river
260 men are patrolling the railroad day
and night. They are
relieved
every
eight hours. The gates at the steel
works are watched by squads of strikThis

FRENCH C. P. CORSETS.
have

regular

ers.

We have quite a full line of these celebrated
Corsets, which we are selling at close prices.

IVe

handling

was

the situation up to yesterday,

when the sheriff and ten deputies were
driven out of town by the locked out
men and the sheriff’s notice
warning persons against interfering with the com-

pany’s

new' men

and making

ance, was torn dow n and

being closed

Good Races

Coifigress Street.

ie28

dtf

disturb-

at Exeter.
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AB.

R.

TB. PO.

B.

Hawes, lb. 6

I

Bradley,

4

0
0
1
0
1
2
2
0

2
1
0
2
0
0
1
1
1

Totals.36

7

8

4

ss.

McGuane, 3b.5
Began, 2b. 4
Hart, If. 3

McCauley,

c.

4

Carl, If. 3
McCarthy, cf. 4

Sullivan,

p.

A.

E.

1
1
0

0
2
2
2
0
2
0
1
3

O
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

27

12

0

TB. PO. A.

E.

3
1
0
2
0
0
1
1
2

10
0
6
4
0

10

5

PORTLANDS.
AB.

R.

B.

Annis, If.
O’Brien, cf........
Bogers, lb.
Clymer. 2b.

0
3
0
0
2
0
0
3011100
4
0
2
2
9
0
1
0
O
3
0
4
4
1
4
0
1116
0
Burns,3b.
0
0
0
Flynn, c. 4
2
2
1
1
1
1
5
3
1
Thornton, ss. 3
O
0
0
O
O
1
Platt, rf. 3
0
1
1
0
O
2
Carey, p. 3

Totals. 30

1

6

6

24

B

17

Innings.1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Lowells.1 0000402 X— 7
Portlands.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0—1
Umpire—Mahoney. Time—lh. 30m. Earned
runs—Lowells, 3; Portlands, 1. Two base hits
—Sullivan. Sacrifice hits -Hawes, Hart, SulliStolen base—Hawes. First base
van, Platt.
on balls—O’Brien. Annis, McCauley 2, Hart.
Bradley, Carl. Wild pitches—Cary, Sullivan.
Struck out—Annis. Bogers, Carey, Clymer, Carl,
Double plays—Bradley, Began and HawesAT BROCKTON.

Innings.1 2345678a
Brocktons.4 1 0 010 0 1 0 x—16
Lewistons_..3 2000020 0—7
Base hits—Brftktons, 17; Lewistons, 8.
Errors—Brocktons, 7; Lewistons, 3. Batteries—
Lincoln and Burke; Welch, Keele and Lezotte.
The

The

National

following

League.

games

played

were

in

the National League yesterday:
At Cleveland—Clevelands. 3; Baltimores, 2.
At Cincinnati—Phiiadelpliias, 11; Cincinnati,

5.

At
At
At
At

Pittsburg—Washingtons, 9; Pittsburgs,
St. Louis—St. Louis, 10; Bostons, 8.
Louisville—New Yorks, 5; Louisvilles,
Chicago—Brooklyns, 5; Chicagos, ‘J.
Notes,

charge of two deputies, the mill

men

8.
4.

The Alerts accept the challenge of
for this afternoon at 2.30 o’clock
the Eastern Promenade.

on

FIELD DAY IN THE HOUSE.
Still

Filibustering Against

the

Free Coin-

age BilL

Mr. Blanchard of Louisiana called up
the conference report on the river and
harbor appropriation bill, and it was

agreed to.
The silver bill then came up as the
regular order, the pending question being on Mr. Tracey’s motion to refer the
measure
«uu

to the

committee

cuncucj.

on

muuuu

wdi>

banking
ucicatr

ed—yeas, 43; nays, 153.
Mr. Williams of Massachusetts, who
voted in the negative with that object
in view, moved a reconsideration.
Mr. Bland moved to lay the motion on
the table, and upon this vote the Republicans showed a determination to remain neutral and allow the two factions
of the Democrats to light the question
out without
interference.
With few
exceptions, they voted to table the motion to recons'der.
While the roll
call was in progress, aconference was held by Messrs.
Tracey,

Williams,
Fitch,

Coombs and

Rayner,

Harter,

as to
the
course
The motion to table
the reconsideration motion was agreed
to—yeas, 157; nays, 38.
Mr. Bland then moved the reference of
the bill to the committee on coinage,
weights and measures, and on that motion demanded the previous question,
pending which Mr. Tracey moved adjournment. The motion to adjourn was
defeated—yeas, 6; nays, 164.
Four filibustering motions were interjected here.
Mr. Tracy thought the
House should take a recess until 9
o’clock tomorrow, and Mr. Warner of
New York suggested, as an amendment,
8 o’clock. Mr. Raynor of Maryland suggested that it might be well to order
that when the House adjourn today it be
to meet Friday next, and Mr. Fitch of
New York made a motion that the
House shall not meet until Saturday. On
the motion for adjournment until Saturday, 156 votes were cast, of which 155
were in the negative.
This being no
quorum, on motion of Mr. Bland, a call
of the House was ordered.
Two hundred and twenty-seven members reto
their
and
further
sponded
names,
proceedings under the call were dispensed

proper to follow.

with.

Mr. McCreary of Kentucky presented
conference report on the diplomatic

and consular appropriation bill. After
good debate, without disposition of the retoday. port, the House adjourned.

a

Proctor for

as

Men,

Women

and

works
low

by

Hein describes the scenes
while the boats were passing up the river
and during the futile attempts to land
the men, “When we reached the Baltimore and Ohio bridge above Glenwood
there was just
daylight enough to show
that there was a heavy fog, which obscured the river banks, but we could
hear shouts and.calls of men, women and
children on the Homestead side.
As we
neared the works firing commenced from
the bank and the rattle of discharging
firearms was like the wirr of. bees.
The
boat in the centre of the two barges
steamed up to the

Chairman.

Washington, July 6.—It
night upon good authority

is stated tothat
the

President and his advisors are favorable
to the election of Senator Proctor of Vermont as chairman of the Republican
National Committee and it is altogether

probable he will be selected.

the steel works and then backed down

to the landing.
When the next barge to
the shore swung in, one of our men and
threw
a
myself
plank ashore. The firing
had then ceased, and we could by this
time see swarms of people crowding
from the tall bank right down to the water’s edge.
As soon as the plank was
thrown ashore, Kline, in advance, and
myself started down the plank. Kline
reached the shore, and 1 saw him scuffling with some men. Then the firing
commenced, and before I had taken two
steps on the plank I received a shot in
the leg and fell on the plank with my
shoulders on the deck. Afterward the
boat pulled out and steamed to Port
Perry, where we were placed on board
of a Baltimore & Ohio train and brought
to the city.”
ON THE LITTLE BILL.
the

Imprisoned

Men

Oodged

,,ne

Leaden Hail.

and we took our barge up in front of
Homestead and then went back for the
Tide’s barge. We made a landing at the
Homestead mills at about 5 this morn-

ing. The shore

was crowded with locked
The
sympathizers.
armed Pinkerton men commenced to
climb up the banks. Then the workmen
opened tire on the detectives. The men
tired first, and not until three Pinkerton
men had fallen did they respond to the
to the tire. The workmen were so
strong
in numbers that it was useless for the
350 or 400 Pinkerton men to oppose them
further, so they retreated.”
MeCurry said that the Little Bill took
the wounded to Port Perry and returned.
They were again tired on and he was
wounded. The bullets crashed through
the glass pilot house and, to save his
All
life, the pilot had to rush below.
hands then lay down to
the bulescape
lets. There was a cessation in the firing
at last and the
pilot secured control of
the boat before it ran into the bank,
which it came near doing.

out men and their

THE COMPANY’S VERSION.

Only Trying

to

last

Citizens to the

Protect Their Property
a Mob.

from

Pittsburg, Pa., July 6.—The Carnegie Steel Company have given out the
following statement to the Associated
Press: “Our Homestead Steel Works

Symphony;

OPEN JUNE 25th.
For further

Post

jul7,3mo

Office in house.

information and circularsaddress C. R. MILL.IKEN, Prop.

Through

Mud and Rain
Hardy, of Camden, Me.,
tramped 3o*years ago. He helped
W. R.

men,

!Led

leader of orchestra.

Telegraph and

These

night.

Swansboorne, of the Boston

1

the Union, but he lost his
health. He says that for 29 years
he tried every medicine he could
hear of, but nothing helped him
until he tried
to save

ALLENS
SARSAPARILLA.
That has been worth to him, he 1
It has made a j
says, $25 a bottle.
new man of him, and for the first
time since the war he feels well.
Wouldn’t it pay you to try it for \
1
that trouble of yours ?
50 Cents. |
128 Doses,
All Druggists.

GUARANTEED TO CURE YOU.

Allen’s

Sarsaparilla Co., Woodfords, Me.

Boston Office, 125 Broad St.

—.—-

!

Pittsburg, July 6.—Sheriff McCleary
;oday sent the following to Governor
Pattison:
“The works at Homestead
ire in the possession of an armed mob,
-vho number thousands.
I have no
neans at my command to meet the
A large force will be reimergency.

luired,

and any

delay

ACTION IN CONGRESS,
lesolutions Looking to

at DRIVE I STM HATS.

may lead to fur-

her bloodshed and great destruction of
You are therefore urged to
iroperty.
let at once.”
Governor Pattison, at 3.45 this after: loon, sent a
telegram to Sheriff Mci Jleary of Pittsburg,
saying: “Your tel,
indicates
that you have not made
igram
to
execute
the law to enmy attempt
orce order.
I must insist on your callj ng upon the citizens for an adequate
j lumber of deputies.”
In response, the sheriff has called on
i he citizens,
but he says even if he can
ecure men, he regards it as suicide for
i hem to go to Homestead.

Gantlemen’s Fine Straw Hats Selling for
HALF PRICE.
Cents’Mack. Rolled Brim,
38cents
“
“
Canton
“.38 “
“
Mackinaw Flat Brim,
38
“
Fine Straw Hats with Black Brim,
38
“
Black Straw for Old Centlemen,
38

Boys' and Gldren's Straws at Less tlian Half Price.

Investigation

an

SILK. HATS.

Presented in Each House.

Washington, July tl.—In the Senate,
i oday, Mr. Gallinger offered the followj ng resolution and asked for immediate

$8.00 Silk Hats for
$6.00
7.00
..5.00
“
“
“
6.00
4.00
■

•

iction:

Whereas, The newspaper press brings intelli;ence of a deadly conflict between workmen
j ,nd Pinkerton
detectives at Homestead, Pa.,

Full Line of Yacht and Jockey Caps at the Lowest Prices.

j ,n d.

Whereas, All good citizens, irrespective of
arty, deprecate violence and bloodshed; tliere-

j ore,

Resolved, That the committee on education
,nd labor be instructed to make immediate and
areful investigation into all the circumstances
onnected with the
matter and report the
J acts to the Senate at its earliest convenience.
Mr. Vest—“Let it go over.”
The resolution went over until tomor1 ow.
Subsequently, Mr. Peffer offered a
ubstitute for it, which also went over,
1 iroviding for the appointment of a select
ommittee of three Senators “of differnt political
parties” to investigate
nd report the facts in relation to the
xistence and employment of Pinkerton
letectives since their first appearance in
he United States.
How they were or:anized; how and for what purpose and
1 ly whom employed; and what legislaion is necessary to prevent their further
:
■

THE ATKINSON COMPANV
Middle,
ISAAC
]y6 dtf

C.

Pearl and Vine Streets.

General

ATKINSON,

Manager.
0

j

and employment.
Representative Caminetti of California

ise

in the House a resolution au] ntroduced
liorizing the appointment by the Speaker
1 if a committee of five to
investigate and
1

eport

on

-the

causes

of the strike at the
the conditions

lomestead, (Pa.) mills,
1 iroducing the same, etc.

The President received frequent press
mlletins during the day from Pittsburg
He feels considerable
i [bout the riot.
nterest in the state of affairs. It is said
le is seriously concerned at the grave
urn the situation has assumed.

Pittsburg, July 6.—The steamboat
“Little Bill” came down from Homestead this afternoon.
As they steamed
into the landing with a new American
flag floating at the flagstaff, she showed
the effects of the fusilade of bullets she
had gone through.
Many panes of glass
in the pilot house and elsewhere were
shattered and the woodwork was perforated in a dozen places.
Most of the
bullet holes looked as large as if from a
38 calibre revolver.
Some
went half
through the boat. On board was John
T. MeCurry, shot in the groin.
A reporter interviewed the wounded man as
he
lay on a couch on the lower
deck. MeCurry said:
“Our boat had in tow one barge of
Pinkerton men and the Tide had the other. While going
up, the Tide was disabled

3W.

/.-•

who had

done.”
Captain

Wonderful Glen Springs.

who followed along
the river banks and fired rifles and revolvers at the boats.
This shooting was
continuous for 25 minutes before one
shot was returned from the boats, which
tied up at our landing. On the arrival
of the boats, the mob tore down a large
portion of the fence about the works,
and filled the bluff above the landing,
keeping up a continuoue fire and wounding three of our watchmen. Then, and
not until then, was the fire returned, resulting, we are advised, in some loss of
life.
The mob was so large as to prevent the landing of the guards, who, at
this time, were on the boats awaiting oriers from tire authorities.
We are not
;aking any active part in the matter at
present, as we cannot interfere with the
sheriff in the discharge of his duty. We
ire now awaiting his further action.”

amalgamated

Gathered for the Fray.

How

boat

CONTINENT.

ON THE

met more than half a mile bethe works
by an armed mob of

Children

shot in the aim, but he left
the hospital and the authorities did not
know his name.
When seen in one of the rooms at the
hospital this afternoon, Capt. Hein said:
“I had charge of these men, who were
picked up in Chicago and Hew York,
They numbered 200 all told, and I gave
them strict orders not to shoot until they
were fired upon.
When we proceeded to
land the whistle blew, and immediately
the strikers commenced to shoot.
To
protect ourselves we had to return the
fire. Seven or eight of our men are hurt,
but I do not know their names.
‘The
odds were against us.” said the Captain,
‘and it was hard to do anything.
1 regret very much that any shooting was

Greatest Health and Pleasure Resort

men were

GOVERNOR REFUSES AID

er man was

Scenery,

MISCELLANEOUS.

Unsurpassed Cuisine.

of our property.
The sheriff went to Homestead and on
his return sent his deputies to the works
and posted a proclamation ordering the
men to disperse.
His deputies were
routed and his proclamation torn down.
The sheriff, through his chief deputy,
then
to
take
800
attempted
of
our
sent
to
the
watchmen,

Until the Sheriff Has

Pittsburg, July 6.—Capt. F. H. Hein,
charge of the Pinkerton men at
Homestead, was brought here to the
Homoeopathic Hospital this afternoon
with five companions who were wounded. Their names are: J. W, Kline, fatally shot in the head; Capt. F. H.
Hein, shot in left leg, will recover; Russell Wells, shot in right shoulder; J. G.
Hoffman, shot in right leg; David Tester,
shot in head, seriously injured.
Anoth-

The Grandest

regaining possession

THE CAPTAIN’S STORY.
Scenes

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

denied admission thereto. We were also notified by the
self-styled advisory
committee that no fires would be permitted at the works, lest the men become excited to further unlawful acts.
This continued until yesterday, when
we called upon the sheriff of Allegheny
county for protection and assistance in

An angry mob lined the streets on both
sides. As the men passed by, each in

Pittsburg, McKeesport
the and Youghiogheny Railroad bridge at

Dunlaps

a

attendance at the races at Exeter
The 2.55 class was won in straight heats
by Meg, John Abbott of Garland, owner;
Morrill Withers, second. The 2.87 race
was won by Bayonet Chief, R.
W. Burrill of Unity, in straight heats; Bay Dick
second. The free-for-all race was won
by Van Helmont, Dr. I. r. Tash; St.
Lawrence, second. E. L. Robinson of
Dover won the bicycle race.

Continued From First Page.

LOWELLS.

destroyed.

Bangor, July 6.—There

J. R. LIBBY,

a

ROAR OF RATTLE.

the Tress.]

Washington, July 6.—Four leaves of
large
absence were granted in the House this
are
carefully
morning, all based on sickness.

so

Guns and Ammunition.

Here and there will be

50c. SUMMER CORSETS.
Our

are

to

on July 1 were taken possession of by a
mob, which was immediately thereafter
organized by local representatives of the
Amalgamated Association of Iron and
Steelworkers. All our mechanics, mill
men and even our foremen and
superintendents of departments were forcibly

and their friends kicked them and threw
some down.
The unfortunate detectives begged for mercy.
Some had pistol shot wounds in the head, three had
their eyes shot out, and several were shot
in the shoulders, arms and legs so that
they could scarcely limp along. Blood
was running in streams
down their
shirts and they fairly yelled with pain.
Fully oO Injured men were taken to the
town hall. One had his eye punched out
by an umbrella in the hands of a woman.
Eobie’s council.
He leaves a widow Sand was thrown in their
eyes and they
and four children, Dr. John Bowers of were hit with clubs and other missiles.
Portland, Walter T. Bowers of Portland, Many were knocked down with clubs
Oregon, Misses Annie and Mary Bowers. and trampled ou. The men used the
stocks of their rifles and struck the deHe was a prominent member of Saco
lodge of Masons and of the Knights of tectives over the head and shoulders, inPythias. Mr. Bowers was a life long flicting serious and in some cases, perEepublican and has for many years been haps, fatal injuries. As the procession
a prominent politician in this part of the
reached
the Amalgamated Associastate.
tion
the
detectives
building,
liad
to
remove
their
hats and
LOWELLS MADE NO ERRORS.
salute tiie flag.
When they removed
their hats, men and women hit them
They Defeated the League Headers Seven with umbrellas and sticks, and abused
them in every imaginable way. It was
to One.
with the greatest difficulty the demonlike crowd could be restrained. The
Lowell, July 6.—The Lowells played men were
finally lodged in the opera
another errorless game of ball today that house.
created some enthusiasm. The features
A complete list of killed and wounded
not obtainable at midnight.
So far
were Sullivan’s two bagger in the
eighth, is
as can be ascertained 11 workmen and 9
sending in two runs. Both teams played detectives are killed and 18 workmen
a clean game.
Attendance 400.
The and 21 detectives
injured. At least 100
more were injured after the surrender.

large barges,
Monongahela and
the Iron Mountain, were loaded with
and
numerous boxes
provisions, beddihg

out for the

new

[Special

Evening,

Saco, July 7.—Hon. Eoscoe L. Bowers, state railroad commissioner, died
very suddenly at his home here last
night at about 11 o'clock of heart disHe had been talkease, aged 57 years.
ing all the evening with liis son, Dr.
John Bowers of Portland, apparently in
the best of health, and retired to bed a
little later than usual, to expire almost
immediately. Mr. Bowers was one of
the most prominent citizens of Saco, and
served as its mgiyor in 1885 and 1886, besides having represented it in the legislature, and
serving on Governor

the

ventilating.
Dr. Warner’s Genuine Improved Coraline
Corsets give better value and better service for
the money than any others.

Sudden Heath at His Home in Saco
Hast

Thirty-eight

I

ROSCOE L. BOWERS.

HON.

THE CAUSE OF THE WAR,

NOTHING FOR ANTI-SNAPPERS.
Fh« Mfn who

Fought Hill

Now

Shunned

by Cleveland.
hew

>f the

rork, July 6.—Ask any member
Provisional
Democratic State

Committee which organized the anti-Hill
lampaign in this state and secured the
lomination of ex-President Cleveland
vhat he thinks of Mr. Cleveland and he
vill either decline to be interviewed or
vill say something about ingratitude.
E. Ellery Anderson, ex-Secretary Fairihild ex-Mayor Grace and others who
levoted three months of their time and
noney lavishly to show the Democrats
1 >f the
country that New York was not
: igainst Mr.
Cleveland, have not only re1 vived no
letter of thanks from Mr.
1 Cleveland since their
victory was won,
>ut have had no message from him what1 iver.
find
themselves suddenly
They
‘out of politics.”
Before the ex-President left New York

Buzzard’s Bay he held frequent conwith the anti-snap leaders, re1 vived their
reports and seemed grateful
or what they were doing.
Mr. Villard
>f the Northern Pacific Railroad and
)resident of the North American Railvay and Electric Trust, was so interest1 id in Mr.
Cleveland’s change of heart
1 hat he contributed
$10,000 to the camj >aign fund and went to Chicago a week
n advance of the convention to influence
he delegates as they arrived from the
Northwest states, where Mr. Villard’s
i [reat railway interests gave him a wide
nfluence.
One of the leaders of the provisional
1 lommittee said at this time:
“It is wonlerful how much Cleveland has learned
lince he left the White House.
He realy seems to know his friends, and I beieve if he is re-elected he will remember
1 hem.”
Now that a special Cleveland commitee has done all that it could to advance
I lis fortunes and has spent $30,000 to deeat his enemies, they complain that Mr.
j Cleveland
has turned his back upon
, hem and knows them no
more.
None
c >f them have
had even a note of thanks.
1 or
:

J
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“Castoria is so well adapted to children that
t reoommend itas superior to any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
“The use of ‘Castoria’is so universal and
its merits so well known that it seems a work
of supererogation to endorse it. Few are the
intelligent families who do not keep Castoria
within easy reach.”
Carlos Martyr, D. D„
New York City.
Late Pastor Bioomingdale Reformed Church.

Castoria cures Colic, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea. Eructation,
Kills Worms, gives sleep, and. promotes digestion,
Without injurious medication.
For several years I have recommended
Castoria, and shall always continue to
it has invariably produced beneficial
results.”
Edwin F. Pabdsi, M. D.,
The Winthrop,” 186th Street and 7th Ave.,
New York City.

Sour

o so as

The Centaur Company, 77 Murray Street, New Yore.

TO TALK WITH MONKEYS.
Gamer

and

His

Phonograph Going

African

to

Wilds.

Kew "Vork, July 6.—The man who
speaks the language of the monkeys
starts for Europe today, and within two
months will probably be on the western
coast of Africa, ready to undertake his
journey into the abode of the large gorillas and chimpanzees.

This man is Robert B. Garner, Mr.
Garner has never been in Africa, all of
his former work in studying monkey
language having been done with such

monkeys as are either imprisoned in public menageries or else are owned by private collectors.
But the time has come when Mr. Garner thinks he ought to carry out his sci-

entific investigations on a larger scale.
He has chosen for his base of operations
a portion of that vast continent of Africa
which has never been visited by a white
man.
He will go direct from London to
Cape Lopez, a trading station in the
French Congo district, about 400 miles
north of the mouth of the Congo river.
Two hundred miles back in the
country
from Cape Lopez, in the upper
valley of
the Ogoli river, there is said to dwell a
species of ape that builds huts out of
dead wood and the bark of trees.
When Mr. Garner reaches the headwaters of the Osheba river, lie will be
just under the Equator and within 200
miles or so of Stanley Falls. Here he
expects to find plenty of big monkeys,

and will also be among a tribe of blacks
but little advanced from the wild animals of the forest,
Mr. Garner’s two chief aims are to
learn the language of the apes in that region and converse with them if possible,
and then, by studying the speech of the
natives to see if there is any similarity or
connection between the language of the
apes and that of the natives. To do this
as perfectly as possible
he is going to
take the phonograph into Africa and use
this instrument to catch their speech.
British Elections.

The

London, July 7.—The total returns received up to one this morning show the
election of 122 Conservatives, 93 Liberals,

19 Liberal Unionists and 4
ites.

anti Parnell-

.*«

MONEY TO LOAN.
—

T EC 33

—

on household
furniorgans, horses and carriages,
and machinery; also pays up furniture leases, allowing the property to remain
with owner. All loans may be repaid by installAlso
ments reducing principle and interest.
advance money on watches, diamonds, jewelry,
and
re111
bond
warehouse
bonds,
goods
stocks,
ceipts. Business strictly confidential. Enquiries
attended
to.
Room
Office,
l.
mail
promptly
by
No. 478Va Congress Street, (up stairs directly
Preble
Me.
the
Portland,
House)
opposite

Negotiates mortgages

ture. pianos,

farming

stock

GEO. L.
apis

FISH, Manager.
MW&FU

MISCELLANEOUS.

King’s

Sarsaparilla
Is the Monarch of Health and
King of Blood Purifiers. It
brings health to your body, roses
to your cheeks, vigor to your

mind, strength
and

cures

to your

muscles,

when all else fails.

King Manufacturing Co.,
Bridgton, Me.
jy4
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Instead of

LARD,

The Democratic Candidate for VicePresident’s Home Life.
Hl« Venerable Mother—Ills Wife and
Three Pretty Daughters—He has bul
One

Sou

—

Their

Bloomington,

Modest

Home

In

Illinois.

The home life of Adlai E. Stevenson,
the democratic candidate, is a highly interesting one. His family consists oi
three remarkably interesting girls, an
amiable mother and an old and very dear
grandmother. The masculine portion ol
Gen. Stevenson’s family consists only of
the general himself and of his son, Louis
Green Stevenson, a man of twenty-three.
Louis is an interesting and a manly
young man, but his health iB not good,
and for that reason it is probable that he
will not figure very largely in the coming
campaign. He was at Exeter school, in
New Hampshire, a few years ago, preparing for Yale College. One day while out
shooting his shoulder was injured by the
explosion of his gun. The hurt prostrated his system generally, and for quite
a while he was an invalid.
For a year
and a half he had to remain within doors.
Only recently was he able to leave the
house. He was taken to Southern California, and there health, in a large measure, came back to him. He is now in
Bloomington, 111., their home, participating in the glories of the fame which
has come to his father, and looking quite
well and particularly happy.
Letftia, the youngest of the girls, was
sixteen years old June 22, the day before
her father was nominated for the vicepresidency, ner eyes are nice tnose oi
ox-eyed Juno, demure at times and then
sparkling with merriment. She has a
crown of hair which would win a painter’s admiration. The sun has tinted it
with that rare and beautiful color which
Titian gave to the greatest of his master-

And the Pfe will be

BETTER.
only by

N. K. FAIRBANK & CO.,
CHICAGO, and

Julia Scott Stevenson is seventeen years
old. The oast in her countenance is classic, and for pure form of face a eculptor
would find her a most admirable model.
There are some who say she is the beauty
of the family, but it is ungracious to attempt to distinguish in this respect
among three such lovely young women.
It is as if one were to undertake to decide which were the most beautiful, the
lily, the rose or the violet. In one respect of personal charm Julia does differ
from her sisters. She is a brunette and
the only one of dark complexion in the

family.

All

eodly&w

IN THE WOXHjXJ.
Our patent spiral spring; attachment is without a rival, as its
method of application renders the adjustment of the screens perfectly simple; and easy, and experience has fully proven that in
durability and retention of spring power it leads all others.
Measures taken and estimates furnished for orders of any size
large or small.

COTTON UNDERWEAR portlanTTscreen
Brief Description of

”

classical songs compiled in one volume; a
selection which few buyers could equal.
30

DRAWERS.

38c. Night Robes,

25c. DRAWERS.

front and sleeve.

33 carefully selected songs from the best
foreign and American composers, including
many notable triumphs.

ULA53IU

or

utMS,
Bass.

songs,

Any of the above series by mail, postpaid, in
heavy paper, $1; boards, $1.25; cloth gilt, $2.

neck,

one

QUARTETTES

NEW HARVARD SONG BOOK
All the new Harvard Songs of the last three
years, with some old favorites, 92 pages. Sent
by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price $1.

Ditson

Company,

Washington Street, Boston.
dla\vth&weowl9

my 12

75c, Night Robe,

Best cotton, 5 tucks, wide hamtrimming and one lot
Lonsdale with 4 clusters of tucks
of 4 tucks each. Also out sizes
that are usually hard to find.

65c. DRAWERS.

Mary Ewing Stevenson is the eldest ot
the girls. She is nineteen years old. She
is the lily. Her manner is most gracious,
her carriage stately and the contour of
her face most regular and bewitching.

very handsome hamburg insertion and tucked yoke, hamburg
and tucked full sleeve, and one
lot low neck, torchon trimmed,
with 24 tucks,
torchon
and
tucked sleeve.

H

...

PORTABLE

Cooking

range

FOR WOOD OR COAL.
With the fact in view that with the practical
housekeeper the question of domestic economy is
always an important one, we invite attention to

the famous

Gold Clarion Portable Range,

with its many valuable labor-saving
ments suggested by over fifty years' experience.

improve,

Made

in every variety and style
wanted, by skilful mechanics,

from the best materials.
We warrant the CLARION to comprise more improvements than
any other make.
Its great sales prove the fact that it
leads all competitors.
Sold by wide-awake Stove Dealers. If not for
nAAAAAAoAoASAo

> OEND for 32-page book (
c
? V
of testimonials.
S
<
..

..

sale in your locality,
send to the makers,
who will lijform you
how to purchase this

1/wva/wvwww celebrated
Manufactured and for sale by

Range.

WOOD, BISHOP & CO,
FOR SALE BY

A. R.

An

ALEXANDER,

22 Monument Sq., Portland, Me.
—ASP—

H. T. BOYNTON,
95

apr28

Main St., Westbrook, Me.
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Ath-lo-pho-ros
The one

T

Standard and Scientific Specific

Remedy

L

2
p
Q
R
^

if

for

RHEUMATISM
NEURALGIA,
and Kindred Diseases.
Prompt relief; permanent

cure.

Sold by all druggists. $1 per bottle; 6 for *5.
Beautiful picture free to any address.

THE ATHLOPHOROS COMPANY,
New Haven, Conn.
Tu,Th,S.ceS6mnnn

janl6

SMOKED

For several years, the tide has been
in a way to waft tho
UNION MUTUAL forward in the
current of continued and increasing
success. Its policy contracts taken
as a whole are the most liberal of any
in the market.

steadily flowing

All the girls dress well and know what
colors go together.
Letitia is just completing her preparatory schooling. The
others are about ready to enter college.
In one of the rooms in Gen. Stevenson’s
house hangs a picture of Mrs. Stevenson,
taken just before her marriage. She was
a Kentucky girl, the belle of Danville,
the seat of Centre College. The painting
represents Mrs. Stevenson in a gown such
as gentle-women wore
before the war.
The skirt is full and spreading, as was the
fashion in those times, and the bodice is
cut low and without sleeves. She stands
in a stately pose and her hair, parted in
the simple style of that era, enhances the
beauty of her picture. Mrs. Stevenson
Her father was
was then Letitia Green.
the Rev. Dr. Louis W. Green, President
of Centre College.
Mrs. Stevenson has been of almost as
.much assistaace to her husband in political affairs as have been his closest political
allies. Yet she is essentially a woman
whose chief interests are bound up in the
affairs of family and home. She is a wife,
a mother, more than a woman of public
prominence. She is matronly, has a low,
well-modulated voice, that most desirable
thing in a woman, and amiability and
benevolence characterize her face. She
likes pictures and books, and it cannot be
Baid that she has any particular fadB.

elaborately tucked and insertion
yoke, low neck effect, tucked
and hamburg sleeve, and one
lot 4 rows fine insertion, 6 broad
tucks, hamburg and insertion

oonofiiolltr

f'nncni/'iinna

ficmwa

under the Stevenson roof-treeisMrs.
Eliza A. Stevenson, the general’s aged
mother. She is eighty-three years old.
Her physical strength is slipping from
her, but her mental faculties retain their
vigor. She hears and sees quite well for
one so old.
Grandmother Stevenson, for of course
the name which the children give her is
used by all the family, is wrapped up in
the fortunes of her son. She is as happy
and as proud as any mother in the land.
She believes that her boy, he who ha3
taken care of her through these many
years, will be elected to the high office
for which his party has nominated him,
and she believes, too, that she will live to
see him inaugurated at Washington on
March fourth next.
What she says of her son is just the
simple praise that any mother in her poBut the mothersition would speak.
light shines in her eyes, and it is not
weakness of age but fulness of heart that
makes her voice tremble as she speaks of
that son to whom honor and distinction
have come. She says:
My boy was always what I would wish
him to be. He loved me and words never
His
were necessary to make me know it.
acts proved it. He was dutiful, he was
honest; he was a good boy and he has
been a good man.”
Gen. Stevenson’s house, in Bloomington, 111., is a modest two-story structure
of brick.
An inviting porch and a broad
piazza stretch along half of its front and
reach along the whole length of the sides.
The house stands back from the street
and is surrounded with trees and bushes
and vines.
On each side are broad,
well-kept lawns. There is a hallway
in the middle of Gen. Stevenson’s house.
The rooms are not expensively furnished,
but, nevertheless, they are fitted up according to the dictates ot an artistic
tastenow

back,

75c. DRAWERS.
Best cotton, 10 tucks, 3 row's
feather edge, line wide hamburg trimming, and one lot line
hmstitcheed
trimhamburg
Also line lines up to
ming.

F.

CO.

& W.

Oval Fire Box

Ranges
With oscillating draw centre
anti-clinker grate, have the most
perfect combustion, the freest
burning and clearest fire.
The most economical, cleanly
and durable Ranges ever constructed.
Continuous fire can be kept
without any trouble.
Guaranteed made of the best material.
Perfect in workmanship, finish
and operation.

CORSET COVERS.
12 1-2c. CORSET COVERS.

long

Portland, Me.

the finest

cotton,
shape, square and high neck,
liamburg neck.
V

Fine cambric, high neck, elaborately trimmed with liamburg,
low neck, with liamburg front.

Skirls,

above. One lot 7 inch cambric
narrow hamburg edge, 4
tucks above.

Liebig Company’s

75c.

Extract of Beef.”
nomic

cookery.

^SoupSy

Sauces

For
and

50c. CORSET COVERS.
Fine cambric and cotton, high
and low neck, V shape and
square, liamburg and torchon
trimmed.

$1.00 CORSET COVERS.

Skirls,

Fine cambric, liamburg and
lace insertion neck and sleeves,

especially adapted

ju23

$1.25 Skirts,

inch hemstitched hamburg
ruffle, 5 clusters of tucks above.
Also line lines up to $5.00.
7

SMOKE AX

ruffles.

Excellent
tucked
material,
front, and one lot with ruffles.

75c. Chemise.
Good cotton, all over fronts,
sleeves
hainburg neck and
worth $1.00.

eodtf

The dread of forfeiture has been
the greatest drawback against life
insurance. The absolute removal of
this possibility is one of the prime
causes of the UNION
MUTUAL’S

LARGEST

IN

THE

WORLD

Our Prices Are tlie
screens will wear at least three
difference between a Portland made

Lowest,

times

as long as cheaply made screens.
There is some
carriage and one made in the West, but there is a greater
difference between our screens and the cheaper grades that are sold at priees in advance of
ours.
We make screens to order only and will send men to 3how samples, give estimates, or
take measures.

E,Ju7T. BURROWES & CO., 70 FREE ST., PORTLAND MAINE.

eod2m

SUMMER

VISITORS.

Sign ofGrOld Soot,
LADIES’
and shades.

Stylish Oxfords in many styles

LADIES’
The© Ties and N. If. Slippers in many

and half sizes.

shades, all sizes

LADIES’
Russet Boots and Oxfords.

CIIILDDEIV’S,
KonK mill

0\foril«.

MISSES’ and LADIES’

LADIES’
New Style Blucher Front Lace.
LADIES’

New and Stylish Blucher Oxfords.
MDEDXT’S

P. L. Bals, all widths, sizes and half sizes, price $6.80.

IKLIESEIF*

COOL

hy wearing Brown’s Russets, Oxfords and Blucher Bals.

J.R. LIBBY,

success.

©28.

Congress
°

Street.

Stylish Footwear.

iilTl

jpn

SIGN OF GOLD boot.

B ROW N ,461 Congress St.
BRANCH STORE,

38c. Chemise.

9 inch hamburg

eodtf

worn

25c. Chemise.

$1.00 Skirls,

ruffle, <» tucks
above. One lot, 14 inch ruffle,
10 tucks, 10 tucks above ruffle.

be

CHEMISE.

inch hamburg tucks above
ruffle. One lot, lO inch cambric
ruffle 8 tucks, 10 tucks above
ruffle.
6

to

with thin waists.

Good cotton with

Jan24

THE

equipped

and our

Slippers,

*

the stock-pot, and ruffle,

Genuine only with
signature. Invaluable
in improved and eco-

ARE

Serienced
residences.

38c. CORSET COVERS.

Fine cambric and cotton, high
and low neck front and back,
square and V shape, liamburg
and lace trimmed.

“The very soul of 9 inch tucked ruffle, broad tuck
is

FACTORIES

YOUTHS’ and BOYS’

50c.

stock-pot

SCREEN

Fine cambric anti best

75c. CORSET COVERS.

SKIRTS.

French Chef
is

25c. CORSET COVERS.

$3.50.

A Famous

cooking

OUR

1? I JR RO WES’ IMPROVED WIRE WINDOW AND DOOR SCREENS are made from
stock which has been In preparation from one to three years. Every part of the work is done
with machinery) by e\carefully and systematically (in large rooms thoroughly
screen makers.
We have already this year screened more than one hundred miles of

d2m

may27

wrote:

Fine cambric, liamburg neck.

hamburg

broad tucks, front and back,
wide hamburg collar and cuff.
One lot solid
insertion
and
tucked yoke, insertion sleeve.
One lot broad tuck front and
back, sailor collar, hamburg
and feather edge trimmed collar and cuff, and fine lines up

C. A. CUMMINCS.

once

pointed

17c. CORSET COVERS.

front and

$1.25 Night Robe,

to

_

Plain, well made, of the best
material.

collar, and hamburg cuffs. One
lot 14 hemstitched tucks, V neck
front and
back, hemstitched
tuck aud hamburg sleeve.
One
lot 32 tucks in clusters, V neck,
elaborately tucked and hemstitched hamburg cuff.

and

Wire Screens

ne

20 tucks in clusters,

P. P. STEWART

burrowes’Mproved

Best cotton, 10 narrow and one
wide
broad
tuck,
hamburg

$1.50.

88c. Night Robe,

$1.00 Night Robe,

rang©

dtf

trimming.

^GUARAWEED

"5TOVE5

ME.
PORTLAND,eocttf

may 16

50c. DRAWERS.

sleeve.
ADLAI E. STEVENSON.

DRAWERS.

Good cotton, 5 tucks and wide
hamburg trimmings, and one
lot Lonsdale with broad hem
and four tucks.

burg

very

—the:—

453-463

lace

good cotton, 30 tucks in
yoke, tucked cuffs and sailor
collar, and one lot tucked hamburg and insertion yoke, liamburg sleeve and broad collar.
Quartettes, origi-

NEW .MALE

Oliver

tucks,

front, and

65c. Night Robe,

EMERSON’S

—#*THE-K»-

sleeve and
lot 12 tucks,
pointed collar, cambric ruffle,
collar and sleeves.
18

not too difficult, yet high class.
Every singer will recognize the advantage of
having such a collection in one book.
24

ST.,

PHOTOGRAPHS.
Mr. J. H. Lamson informs his old
friends and patrons that he has repurchased the wellknown LAMSON’ STUDIO, and has added many novelties
to the already very complete appointments of this famous
Photo establishment.
Having visited most of the leading
studios of our largest cities, during his absence, and been
actively engaged in his profession in California, he feels
better prepared than ever before to insure his patrons the
most satisfactory work, especially as he will give every
sitter his personal attention. STUDIO, No. 5 Temple Street,
opposite Falmouth Hotel, Portland, Me.

Made of good cotton, 4 tucks,
one lot with ruffles,
superior
shape and lit.

38c.

50c. Night Robe,

tsamone

vuual

myl7

CARD TO THE PUBLIC.

NIGHT ROBES.
good cotton, cambric ruffle neck,

“CLASSIC VOCAL GEMS,” Alto.

93 HANOVER

[>

GEMS," Soprano.
GEMS, Tenor.

Few Leading

a

WUMBER.S.

classical songs, carefully selected, representing some of the foremost European composers.

CLASSIC VOCAL

CO.,

OFFICE AND FACTORY,

31

“

GOODS.

Great Sale

Jliisic

“CLASSIC VOCAL

DRY

mOBBY:

Aboard!

Make haste. Your baggage is all right, but
have you got a supply of Hostetter’s Stomach
Bitters?
No! Then you have made a sad
omission, and if you are troubled with stomachic qualms en route—if you are sea sick, my dear
sir, or madam, you will have deserved your
fate. How dreadfully the wavjs or the jarring
of the engine or screw shakes you up! Now
here is a mute but aw'ful call to the ship’s side.
Now, if you had the Bitters along with you this
wouldn’t happen. Travellers and tourists, take
our advice, and before you start on your yatchting or ocean voyage, your coast-wise trip or
inland outing, obtain the Bitters, and thus
fortify yourselves against stomachic difficulties,
malaria, dyspepsia, and the effects of exposure
Take
in rough weather or bad diet or water,
it, too, for biliousness, kidney trouble and
rheumatism.
jy2eod&wlw

Just issued, a collection of
nally selected and arranged by L. O. EMERSON. The pieces are not difficult, the tenors
are not too high, and the collection is especially
valuable to every male quartette,
128 pages, 35 quartettes. Price in boards, 75
cents, postpaid, or $6.75 a dozen not prepaid.
In'paper, 60 cents postpaid; $5.4(4 per dozen,
not postpaid. Sent on receipt of price.

6 Central Wharf, Boston.

mhl9

DRY GOODS.

Composition of Chalk.

All chalk is composed of fossils. If
you take the tintiest bit and place it under a powerful microscope you will see
an infinite number of extremely diminutive shells, and no spectacle on a larger
scale is more beautiful than the varied
forms of these diminutive homes of animal life which are disclosed by powerful glasses.—St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

pieces.

✓

Manufactured

The

ADLAI E. STEVENSOS.

Union Station..
*
Jy2

944

Street.
Congress
°
eodtf

Another Grid Bargain Sain to Close Out th Stock.
I case 10c Printed Challies 6 l-4-c.
I case $5.00ToiietQuilts $3.75.
I case |pc Printed Cambric 8c.
Best Cocheco Prints 5c.
Steel Scissors, all sizes, 25c.
Ruchings at half price.
Leather Shopping Bags half price.
Portmonnaies half p:»ice.
Colored Dress Coods half price.
Nice Vases half price.
Colored Lansdown 80c, worth $1.25.
6-4 Plaid Cloakings 69c, worth $1.25.
Brown, Green and Blue Faille Silk for dresses 85c,
worth $1.25.
Wine, Drab, Blue, Creen and Peacock Satin Rhadame
75c, worth $i.25.
Antique Lace Tidies 7 and i3c, worth 20c and 30c.
Fans for graduating classes, very cheap.
Ladies’ Colored Ribbed Hose 25c, former price 75c.
“
“
8,12 1-2, 15c,
Misses’Fancy Cotton
50,62,75c
The best 25c Fast Black Hose in the world.
15 inch White Brocade Sash Ribbon $1.25, worth $2.50.
Our special discount sale of Handkerchiefs will be continued this week.
_
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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
AND

STATE PRESS.

MAINE

Subscription Rates.
Daily (In advance) $6 per year; $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier any where within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press. (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
50 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Rates.
In Daily Prf.ss $1.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three insertions or less, $1.00 per square. Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
“A Square" is a space of
column and one inch long.

Special Notices,

on

first

the width of

page,

one

a

third ad-

that he will not prove faithful to the
duties of that office. It admits that the
present sheriff has proved faithful, and
on that very account they ask the voters
to vote against him. This is the whole
issue in this sheriff campaign.
The wisdom or folly of prohibition is not concerned in it. The question simply is,
Shall a man

who will not perform the
duties of his office be preferred to one
who will? If the voters say yes, then
they decide that unfaithfulness is superior to faithfulness.
SILVER IN THE HOUSE.

The silver plank of the Democratic
platform is fairly sound. It is mani.
festly opposed to the free and unlimited
coinage of silver. If the masses of the
Democratic party believed in it there
would not be the slightest danger of the
passage by the House of the Stewart
silver bill, for the representatives of the
party in Congress would not, especially
in a Presidential
their

year, no matter what
convictions might be, am

personal

tagonize the views

and wishes of their

constitutents.

statesmnu, great

The

or

such places, one of
shop. From Union

them a wholesale
street to Exchange

street I remember five such places, one
of them a wholesale shop on a large
scale. Down Exchange street on the
right and left into B’ore street were several such places one of them on the right
a wholesale auctioneer’s shop.
I have
often seen auction sales of rum on Exchange street. Five, ten, fifteen, twenty
puncheons of rum with a red flag (a sign
of danger) selling rum to the highest
bidder. West India rum, New England
rum, Rectified rum, all warranted to kill.
Opposite the foot of Exchange street a
famous wholesale shop.
Opposite the
head of Central wharf two wholesale
shops and one notorious grog shop. At
the corner of Fore street and Central
wharf a large wholesale concern; and at
at least one such on Central wharf. On
Long wharf a large wholesale establishment, perhaps more. On Fore street
opposite Long wharf and Commercial
wharf, a long string of grog shops, a
famous one at the corner of Market and
Fore streets, and about the same all over
town except in the parts of it occupied
All these
by respectable dwellings.
shops gathered in a great deal of money
from our people, largely from our working people, giving no valuable return for
it. The wages that should go to the
w ife and children at
home, went into the
tills of the grog-shops; the wife at home
and
bare-foot and the childbeing ragged
ren in the same attire,
winter and summer, being about our wharves and car-

small, in a Presidential year fixes his eye
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.0Q per pretty steadily upon the voters and will
not wittingly do anything that will have
square each week. Three insertions or less
penter shops, picking up chips and iri the
$1.50 per square.
a tendency to alienate them from the
residental parts of the town with baskets
Reading Notices in nonpariel type and classed party to which he belongs. The danger
begging for cold victuals.
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each
of the passage by the House of tfie StewEleven o’clock and four o’clock were
insertion.
art bill springs from the fact that the the grog-times every day; the town bell
used to ring at those hours to call the
iicuui/ty
Chicago silver resolution does not renre25 cents per line each insertion.
working people to their grog, as on shipsent the views of the masses of the De- board in those
days the crews were
Want, To Let, For Sale and similar adbut
called
the
reverse.
That
quite
together at so many bells around
vertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance, mocracy,
resolution was made for Mr. Cleveland the grog-tub. Our respectable men who
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed adand a few eastern Democrats, to enable a
vertisements under these headlines, and all adgood thing, know nothing whatever of
tisements not paid in advance, will be charged the former to be a candidate and the
their relation to the poverty, pauperism,
at regular rates.
latter
to proclaim
in
New
York vagabondism and crime of the communiIn Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
ty, because they know nothing of the
that the Democratic
was not
party
for
cents
square
and
50
per
for first insertion,
state of things in Portland and generally
in favor of free coinage.
The
West
insertion.
in Maine in the old rum time. Every reeach subsequent
and
South
assented
to
it
because
spectable family in town in those days
Address all communications relating to sub
had
customers (children) begging
scnptions and advertisements to Portland they probably felt that there was little for regular
cold victuals.
97 Exchange Street,
chance of passing a silver bill before
Publishing Co.,
Three or four months after the Maine
Portland. Me.
election, and after election the resolution law I met Gen. Appleton in the
could be readily ignored. But an unex- street, his face radiant with smiles.
pected opportunity has occurred to pass He said a moment before he met
THEE
one
of
the
two
little
children
a silver bill at this session of
Congress who had been
regular customers at
and
the
Democratic
from
7.
representatives
his house for cold victuals, but who had
THURSDAY, JULY
ditional.

1

livestors,

AtMijf
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This company was founded in 1872,
rated under the laws of Minnesota in 1884,
and had on Jan. 19th 1892, according to the re-

incorpo-

mui,

ii uMin

vuv

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

$f 59000

Railroad
P. O. Box 346.

of banks of the State of Minnesota.
Capital Stock paid in.$1,250,000.00
Surplus fund.
125,000.00
Additional Liability of stock
holders under laws of Minnesota $1,250,000,00
It has never passed a dividend, or defaulted
a
payment. In a letter written by its Vice
President to us on the 27th of June, he says,
“We are today mailing checks to our stock
holders, the seventeenth (17th) semi-annual
dividend at the rate of eight (8) percent per annum.
We will add Twenty-Five Thousand
dollars to surplus account July 1st.”
We are offering for the present, at par and
accrued interest, The Gold Debenture Bonds
of this company, issued in denomination of ®50,
$100, $500; $1000, bearing interest at the rate
of 6 per cent, payable semi-annually.
These bonds are fully secured by a deposit
of real estate and other loans, with its Trustees,
and also by a guaranty fund.
We also offer Prime Commercial Paper,
Guaranteed by this Company, in every case
secured by ample collaterals, at current rate
of interest.
We have handled large amounts of this paper,
and in every instance ft has been promptly paid
at

maturity.

We solicit the most searching investigation
into the methods and affairs of the company,
as when ever this has been made it has been
greatly to its advantage.

Inquiries by

mail

promptly answered.

CHAPMAN BANKING CO.,
187 Middle Street.
eodtf
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Plan of Conversion, in effect June 1,
1892, hy the following appointed agencies:

under the

UNION TRUST CO. OF NEW-YORK,
At Office of Atcliison Co., 95

Milk St., Boston.
UNION TRUST CO, OF NEW-YORK,
80 B’way, New York City.
BARING BROTHERS & CO., LIMITED

Bishopsgate-wlthin,

THESE CERTIFICATES HAVE BEEN
LISTED ON THE STOCK EXCHANGES
IN BOSTON, NEW YORK AND ABROAD.

Bond

Scrip of any class will be received for exchange, the same as the bonds, in
amounts not less than $100, and in even hundreds or thousands.
Holders of any of the bonds called for exchange, under Circular 63 of Oct. 15, 1889,
upon presenting their bonds to any of the
Agencies mentioned, can effect the original and
present exchanges at the same time.

PRESIDENT,

FOR

Benjamin Harrison.
FOR VICE

PRESIDENT,

WHITELAW REID.
FOR

GOVERNOR,

Cleaves,

B.

Henry

OF PORTLAND.

pressed as an issue in the House simply
impossible without a fuller knowl- because the Democratic party—that
edge of the facts to place the responsi- is the majority of it—is in favor of free
bility for the shocking affair at Hom- coinage. If Mr. Bland’s constituency did
stead where it belongs. The workmen, not want free
coinage and if the constiturefusing to accept a reduction of wages, encies of a hundred other Democrats in
On the House did not want it there would
were locked out several days ago.
Tuesday the sheriff of the county under- be no danger of the passage of the Stewtook to place a guard in one of the mills, art bill. The revival of the
question must
but the workmen refused to allow it, and must
necessarily be harmful to Demohis force being entirely inadequate to cratic success in the national
campaign,
cope with the strikers, he retired. Yes- and the representatives of the party in.the
Iloiino
riot
to
have
seems
been
precipiterday’s
tated by the arrival and attempt to land of that fact.
But the constituencies
of a large body of Pinkerton men, who which
many of them represent are so
had come‘probably for lithe purpose of
violently in favor of free coinage that
»UlA.Cl»lC8iaiCU,
£U<*XU.XXlg
they dare not antagonize the Stewart bill
and a regular battle ensued, with large
lest they may encounter a storm of oppoloss of life. The Pinkertons were resition that will endanger their election.
pulsed and took refuge on their boat.
Several other attempts to land met with
MAGAZINE NOTICES.
It is

-„

LI1C

the

111 ill.

XUC

determined and successful

same

sistance.

_

It was a

great

to

error

bring

There is

a

their presence was certain to inflame
them to madness. The Carnegies un-

piece is an etching by J. Dobie, from the
painting Circe by J. W. Waterhouse, A.
R. A. The opening article of the number

doubtedly
right
erty, and the right to protect it, but they
means

have

to their own prop-

exhausted

other

every

gaining possession before they

of

called in the Pinkertons. On the other
hand, the firing of the strikers (assuming
it to be true that they began the fire)
was unjustifiable.
Of course there will
be an investigation, and then it will be
to express an intelligent judgment in regard to the affair, which is ex-

possible

ceedingly deplorable, and may be
reaching in its consequences.

far-

At the beginning of a political camit is important that the questions
at issue should be clearly stated. At the

paign

coming

election in this state a

governor
are to be

and members of the legislature
chosen, but in every county also there
are to be
elected certain executive
officers. The governor and members of
the

Therelegislature make the laws.
only proper, but absolutely

fore it is not

consider their views on
necessary,
matters of public policy, because their
to

o

oiu/otiju

in

xu

lxxo

in illustration and

text.

The

Cleaves while the
Democratic candidates for representatives will agree with Mr. Johnson. Which
hold the sounder views?
Which hold
views that when embodied in the laws
will be most conducive to the public welThis is a perfectly legitimate
fare?

question
tory
one

for

public discussion,
that

it follows
issue

to

raise

candidacy

is
in

a

the

perfectly

and

of

prohibiproper

connection with the

of these men.

county officers to be elected
stand on an entirely different footing.
They have nothing to do with making
laws. They are purely executive officers.
The crucial question as regards them is,
assuming the candidates to be of good
character and sufficient ability, Will
they faithfully performthe duties of their
offices, that is to say, will they faithfully
execute the laws of the State? But the
Democratic party has reversed this test
and is appealing to the voters to elect a
man to an executive office on the ground
But the

iL

are

sold that minister to the necessities and
the comforts of the people and the adornments of their homes. In proportion as
grog shops flourish all other branches of
industry languish and die.
Neal Dow.

ORAL AND WRITTEN INQUIRIES concerning this Plan and applications for Circulars

and blanks for use thereunder can be made of
any of the above agencies, and of J. W. REINHART, VICE PRESIDENT, ATCHISON
COMPANY, 95 MILK STREET, BOSTON.
By order of the Board of Directors.
GEORGE C. MAGOUN, Chairman.
J. W. REINHART, Vice President.
eodtf.
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two of the illustrations

showing

Everett Millais in a somewhat
of

H. M. PAYSOI &

THIS WEEK.

•

36 dozen
Ladies’ fine Hemstitched Handkerchiefs at only
12 l-2c each.
10 dozen Ladies’ Biarritz Gloves,
summer shades, only 75c pair.
Ladies’ Summer Corsets at
50c pair.

only

Coos R. R., N. H., 1st
4s and 41-2s
Mtge., 40 yr.

Principal

and Interest Guaranteed by
Maine Central Railroad.
Banks

Trenton (N. J.) Passenger Ry.
Co. 1st Mtge. Sinking
Fund Gold 40 yr.
6s
4s
Worcester, Mass., 30 yr
Ansonia, Conn., 10-20 yr. Gold 4s
5s
Omaha, Neb., 20 yr. School
412s
Cleveland, 0., 10 yr.
5s
Ogden, Utah, 10-20 yr. Gold
6s
Bessemer, Ala., 30 yr. Gold
Franklin County, 0., 1 to 10 yr. 6s
Send for Jnly general list of Bond Investments and for Special Circulars or
first two issues.

131 Devonshire St.
BOSTOKT,

MASS.

jy5,7,9
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TO HOLDERS

ORCHARD BEACH CAMPGROUND

-OF—-

ADVENTS

line

KITE TRACK
Largest and finest field of 68 horses ever in
Maine. Records will be broken.
Track pronounced by horsemen as the fastest in the
POPULAR PRICES.

BIG

CROWD.

dtf

INVESTMENT
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PAVILION
P. J.

__d3t

THEATRE, PEAKS ISLAND.

McCallum, Manager, 4tli Season.

Monday Evening, July4th.

City of Westbrook, lie,
4 PER. CENT BONDS,

DIE 1901.
Population

7,000

McCallum’s New York Comedy Co.,

Appearing in the Great Sensational Drama

en-

titled

THE MIDNIGHT EXPRESS
New Scenery,
every afternoon and evening.
New Music, New Songs, New play every week.
Take Casco Bay Steamers, Custom Housa
Wharf.
Reserved seats for sale at Stockbridge’s. Fare for round trip with admittance
to theatre, 25 cents; Children, Half
price. Reserve seats, 10 and 20 cents.
Boat coupons
admit to Theatre.
■ivd
Ht.f

SPRING is

GRANITE

:::
CASING
Long Island,

Thomas ancl

Watson,

Managers,

Afternoon and Evening Performances.
Assessed Valuation $3,054,923.25
The New York Ideal Opera Company
Total Indebtness Including this issue $93,102.30 MASCOT.’
Star cast of 25 people.

Take Harpswell Steamboat Company’s boats,

(Columbus, County seat.)

30 dozen Gents’ Fast Blacic Half
Hose, at only 12 l-2c.

r-—

AXMVTISSIOfSr 50 CT9.

BANKERS.

7

WOODBURY

Portland Pier, 2.00 p. m. for afternoon perfor; 7.30 p. m. for evening performances.
Boats return to Portland at close of each enter-

mances

MOULTON,

tainment.

jy6
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CRAND

BANICEnS,

OPENING
OF

Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

FORTIjAND,

50 dozen fine all Linen Huck
Towels at only 18c each.

THE NEW

-OF

recommend this Bond to
Specialties Between tlie Acts.
parties desiring investment for Round trip tickets, Port’and to Long Island,
Trust Funds.
with admission into Casino Theatre 25 cents.

(Legal Investments for Mass. Savings

50 dozen Bleached Turkish Bath
Towels at only 25c each.

OPENING

GRAND

CO.,

]y-t_

HOME

Owing to heavy rains, till THURSDAY.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY,
July 7, 8, 9, ’93.

country.

FOB SALE BY-

—.—

RACES

POSTPONED

We

•

Sir John

new

BONDS

specials Upper

jy6d4t

is Mr. Heinemann’s second paper on The
Royal Academy, which is fully illustrated

and a desirable assortment of
other securities for investment
paying from four to six per cent
interest.

HOLDERS SHOULD DEPOSIT
THEIR
INCOME BONDS BEFORE JULY 15, 1893

Eastman Bros.
& Bancroft.

frontis-

me.
dtf
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JULY INVESTMENT
WE OFFEIl

of Portland 4’s
1902-1912
Due,
“
of Portland 6’s
1907
“
of
4’s
1897
City
Peering
“
of
Calais
I’s
1901-1911
City
“
1894
City of Bangor 6’s
“
1898
City of Bath 6’s
“
Town of Dexter 6’s
1897
City of Cincinnati, O. “
6’s
1894
City of Cleveland, 0. “
6’s
1897
“
City of Toledo, 0. 5’s “ 1893 to 1896
1895 to 1899
City of Canton, 0. 5’s
City of Stillwater,
“
Minn. 5’s
1921

City
City

_,1

Greenwood Garden,
JULY 4th.
MONDAY,

Al.

Haynes,

Something going on al! the time from 10 a. m.
to 10 p. m.
No waits, no delays, no postponeme nt on account of the weather.
Take steamer at Portland Pier, near foot ol
Exchange street.
25 cents pays fare both ways, including admission to Garden.
Reserved Seats in Theatre 5 and 10 cents.
]y2dlw.

FIRST

1

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO

ORGANS
Very Fancy

UliVX

“
Cons. Mort. 4’s
Maine, Central R. R.
“
First Mort. 7’s
Maine Central R. R.
Cons. Mort. 5’s and
“
7’s
Portland and Kennebec
“
R. R. 6’s
Leeds and Farmington
R. R. First Mort.
“
6’s
Duluth Street Railway
First Mort. Gold

1927

CLASS

PIANOS

iar„x_n.

Wi I1UUU

Manager*

-----

or

Plain

at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

1898

—

W.

1912

dec!7

1895

AT

—

P. HASTINGS’.
dll

JUST ARRIVED.

1896

Another

Carload

of

HORSES.

“
1920
5’s,
First National Bank Stock.
Casco National Bank Stock.
Portland Water Co. Stock.
Particulars regarding any of
above securities furnished upon

the
ap-

plication.

Among; them are some fine
drivers and
some
extra nice
draft horses. These horses can
be seen at our sales stables on
lock Street on and after July 2.

From this

we turn to a
painting.
paper on Scenic Art by Professor Herkomer, which is illustrated by drawings
of Actors in Motion, as seen from different points of view. An interesting paper
on The Pupil of the Eye as a Factor in
Expression, is contributed by Samuel
Wilks. M. D.
Following this Claude

GAMP MEETING, road Company Securities. SWAN &BARRETT,
HOLDERS

solution

new

to

the

June 35th Continu-

ing until July 5th.

Helen Zimmern on Cracow and its Arl
Treasures, illustrated, and this with notes
of great variety and exhaustiveness bring
the number to a close.

To the Editor

of the Press:

The Maine law was

enacted

in June

1857: that

than a

what it was in that old time.

There are

respectable people living here whc
think no harm would come of it—perhaps
there might be good, by going back te
some

the

time

when

we

had

licensed grog

up and down our streets; mixer
in with the many wholesale liquor-deal

shops all
ers.
were

Many of these, perhaps all of then
respectable men and good citizens

and would be reaarded
but the

liquor-selling.

such now, al
I well remembei

as

the streets of Portland as
lined on either side with

wholesale and retail.
little about it.

they were thei
liquor shops

I will

Beginning on Congress

SALVATION ARMY

tell

street

you
at

£

tlit

head of Green street, I remember tei
grog-shops to Oak street on both sides
and seven to Preble street. A great ont
at the corner of Centre street, another .or
the ground floor of the old city hall, another at the corner of Preble street
From Preble street to Elm was a long
ow of wooden shops, except a tavern 01
brick; I think at all these shops as wel
as the tavern, liquor was sold.
Dowr
Middle street to Union 1 remember sever

FRED E. RICHARDS & CO.

PORTLAND NATIONAL

Portland, Me., May 31,1893.

Physicians and Nervines

•

BOTH FAILED!

NERVOUS PROSTRATION

CAMP
July

Of Years’ Standing

my31

MEETING,

9th

CURED BY SKODA’S!

Then and Now.

BANKERS,
186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
je!7
dtf

application.

discussed

much

mystery of Holbein’s Ambassadors, wlricli
has roused the ire of certain English
critics. There is an interesting paper by

Rumfard F’aUs & Buckfield
Railroad Company bonds due July 1st,
and
holders
of Receivers Certificates due
1898,
1893 and 1895, can exchange the same ona safe
and profitable basis for the First Mortgage
Bonds of the Portland & Rumford Falls Railour
office.
Particulars given on
way, at
of

Philips discusses Bastien-Lepage, and
gives some characteristic examples of liis
beautiful work. W. Fred. Dickes gives a

xano

will agree with Mr.

course

_,1J_X

number of the

was forty-one years
ago. More
has passed away since
generation
yc
ixicj
that time. Persons now living who are
make. Mr. Cleaves believes in the wisnot more than fifty years old can have nc
dom and efficacy of prohibition as a
recollection of what the liquor traffic was
means of restraining the liquor traffic.
They see whai
Mr. Johnson does not.
Presumably the forty-one years ago.
Portland is now but know nothing o1
candidates
for
the
Republican
legislature
jo

_:

shops where the thousand things

good deal of variety in the
Magazine of Art, both

July

should

people think

re.

the Pinkertons on the scene, for they are
peculiarly hateful to the strikers, and

had a

Some very respectable

that grog shops are good for the business
of the town. Will some one please explain to us how this can be? The liquor
traffic earns nothing—not a penny; all the
money it gets comes from the earnings
of other people. Grog shops cannot earn
a penny even for the support of the proprietor, much less as an addition to the
common stock of wealth.
They are like
gambling shops in this respect, living
upon the earnings of others, at the same
time making these workers less inclined
to honest industry, and at last unfitting
them for it. Then they become loafers,
tramps, beggars, thieves, living, as the
grog shops do, upon the earnings of others.
There is nothing in political, social
and domestic economy more true and
sure than this—that nothing is so much
calculated to retard the growth and prosperity of a town as grog shops, wherever
they exist. They waste the wages of
laborjand the profits of legitimate industry of whatever kind; they absorb the

6s
City of Portland
City of Bath.4s

TO ENABLE THE COMPANY AND ITS
AGENCIES TO PROMPTLY CARRY OUT
THE EXCHANGE OFFERED HEREIN,

uo

not been there for some weeks. He said
to her: “Sally, where have you been?
We’ve not seen you for a long time.”
“O, sir,” she replied, “we have warm
victuals at home now. Father’s wages
are not going to the tills of the rumshops any more.” Where is he who will
not admit that this was better than the
way it was in the old rum time?

London, E. C.

All expenses of transmission of bonds delivered at either of the above agencies will be
paid by the Atchison Company.
Pending preparation of engraved bonds, tire
work upon which is proceeding with despatch,
Negotiable Certificates of the Company and
Depository will be delivered Income Bondholders, to be exchanged without unnecessary delay for the former hi due course.

Income

OLD ORCHARD

SIXES.

Income Bonds are now being received for exchange into Second Mortgage Bonds, Class A,

8

AMUSEMENTS.

Portland Water Co.

UNDER CIRCULAR NO. 68.

PRESS.

the West and South dare not refuse to
take advantage of it simply because they
know that if they do they will be punished by their constituents. It is the
rank and file of the Democratic party
that is really pushing the Stewart bill to
the front in the House—not the rank and
file
of
the
party in the East,
though even here there is a considerable silver sentiment among them,
but of the
West
and
especially
of the South, which is now as it always
has been the really governing wing of the
Democratic party. Free coinage is to be

Company,

No, 05 Milk St., Boston, July 1.
1892-

Income Bond Conversion

port of the public Examiner and Superintendent

-v

I’m v

FINANCIAL.

Is invited to the Securities of the Northwertern
Guaranty Loan Company of Minneapolis,

Minn.

—

x nrc

FINANCIAL,.

FINANCIAL.

19th.

Gents
Your President, Dr. G. C. Kilgore, will recall the fact that last June
when in the City Drug Store in your City,
I told him that on account of extreme
nervousness I had been unable to attend

New York Band will be

present
and contribute to tbe interest of
tlie meeting.

to business for several years, and
that 1 was then
from all labor—mental and
physical. I was trusting in Nature as
last resort, as
and NerIvfnnu
nffnvlw failnd in mv ouba
At that time I was troubled with Nervousness so badly that I could not sleep
an hour some nights.
I would have a
crawling or creeping sensation in my
limbs, that was more unendurable than
.-Brain
any pain. My
a
U A
would feel
tired
if I tried
anil confused, ■ ■
to think upon any subject for ten minutes.
Dr. Kilgore gave me six bottles of SKODA’S DISCOVERY, and (three boxes of
LITTLE TABLETS,telling me they would
greatly help me and he thought would

[resting
|
[a

and is

at

the

as

all

concerts

and

a

host of

others.

as

THURSTON'S"PIANO
;

3 Free St.

Block,

S.

mb,,

SECURITY

COMPANY.

the

in

THURSTON.

aprll___<m
SMOKE AH

of the

ONION

Accounts of individuals. Arms and
tions received on favorable terms.

Interest allowed

on

corpora

a

limited

shares

of

a

number

of

MAINE
d6m

CODFISH.
Packed in 3 to 6

cartoons.

pound boxes and 2 pound
Try it. It is the best.

TO BE HAD

AT

GROCERS.

ALL
jel8,lmo

One of the best life insurance companies and one that is coming to the
front in the regard of the insuring
public, is the UNION MUTUAL
of Maine.

prosperous

known

business
October

in

April.

Darticulars call

For

and
on

address

time

G. D. WAINWRIGHT &

Stepheil.Small,
MarshallR.Coding,
Cashier.
President.
m

GO.,

BiYKTKEIlS,

28
Juas

State

Street, Boston.
diit

*

\

SMOKE AJV

men.

Dividends

or

deposits.
teb!4

CO.,

“Diamond Wedge Brand.”

Boston, managed by able and

well

12 Free St.,Portland.

quality, lowest prices.
CHASE & SONS &

manufacturing company located

agency

HOUSE,

Mends.

'"'
We offer

Incorporated 1824.

general

dtf

12

PORTXjAUP,

Rubber and Cotton Rubber Lined,
Hose Reels and Nozzles; best

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

presentation at the office of WOODBUKY & MOULTON on and after that date.
FKEDEKICK F. TALBOT, Secretary.
tf
jn30_
-OF —

HOSE!

PORTLAND,
jam 9_

upon

by

dlw

57 and 59 Kennebec Street.

our

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

MUNICIPAL

FIRST, by such great

The

Deposits in

jly25

—tub—

STEVENS,

musical firmament

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier,

All Bonds and Cupons of Series A and a 1
Cupons from Series B Bonds of the Municipal
Security Company due July 1, 3 892 will be paid

DR. HANS VON BULOW,
EUGEN D’ALBERT,

The only medicine sold with a
GUARANTEE CONTRACT WITH EACH BOTTry a course (6 bottles) at
TLE.
OUR RISK, IF NOT BENEFITTED RETURN
BOTELES AN D GET YOUR MONEY. PAY

UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY are framed
so as to cover every conceivable requirement of the intending insurer.

commended

lights in

sleep

People of diflerent circumstances
necessarily requires contracts materially differing in chacter. The policies

nsed

NISS NEALLY

Nerves are strong.
Eat heartily,
and am well. I have told scores what
it has done for me. Resp’ly yours,
I. M. HARMON.
Portland, Me.

ME.

piano Is

This

I took the medicine according to directions and have seen no symptoms of Nervousness
since taking the fourth mz (Tl ■
il
v ■■
bottle. I
well.

BELFAST,

dtf

KNABE.

cure me.

SKODA DISCOVERY GO.,

je9

Orchard Beach Camp Meeting tickets 45 cts.
Portland to Old Orchard and return 45 cts.
Camp Meeting tickets.
eodtf
jy2

pi

ONLY FOR THE GOOD YOU RECEIVE.

BONDS.

We have for sale the Portland & Rochester Railroad
Terminal Bonds, interest
guaranteed by Boston &
Maine Railroad Company.
FRED. E. RICHARDS & CO.

Ask for

Physicians

Tj

July

until

PORTLAND

dtf

BANK,

CUMMINGS BROTHERS,

jy2

QnioN
M. C. M.

a7~

of the Maine
THE
Charitable Mechanics' Association will be
held
EVENING.

regular monthly meeting

THURSDAY

jyod3t

.July 7, 1892.
E. C. MITCH EEL,

Secretary.

FIRST DISTRICT CONVENTION.
Items

of

The Republicans of the First Congressional
District will hold a convention in Reception

Hall, Portland, on Wednesday, July 27, at 2
o’clock p. m. for the purpose of nominating a
candidate for Representative in Congress, and
of transacting any other business that may
properly

come

before them.

The basis of representation will be as follows:
Each city and town will be entitled to one delegate, and for each 76 votes cast for the Repubin
lican candidate for governor
1888.
an
for
a
additional
delegate, and
40
votes in excess
of
fraction of
75
votes, an additional delegate.
Vacancies in the delegation of any city or
town can only be filled by residents of the town
or city in which the vacancy exists.
The District Committee will be in session at
the hall at 1 o’clock on the afternoon of the
convention for the purpose of receiving the
credentials of delegates.
By order of the Republican District Committee.
ANDREW HAWES, Chairman.
S. W. JUNKINS, Secretary.

Portland, July 4,1892.
FIRE DEPARTMENT RELIEF.
lnnual Meeting, Reports of Officers and
Elections.

The annual meeting of the Relief Association, Portland Fire Department, was
held at the Chief Engineer’s office yesterday, President Thomas Payne in the
chair.
The secretary made the following re-

port:
The trustees

have held four regular and one

special meeting.

The association has held
to take action on the death

one

of

special meeting
H. li. Page, a

member of the association.
The committee on relief have held thirteen
meetings. By vote of the committee I have
drawn drafts on the treasurer for' sick benefits
amounting to $628.
At the present time there is no member of the
fire department on tiie sick list, James S.
Mitchell, who was injured at a fire in 1850, is
still drawing benefits from the association.
Iiespeetfully submitted,
John N. Long, Secretary.

The treasurer, Mr. A. J. Cummings,
submitted the following report:

Interest Gathered

Pownal.

Total.$2,011.09
EXPENDITURES.

110 weeks’sick benefits_$
Donation.
Funeral expenses.
Trustees of Evergreen Cem-

tery.

Safe deposit vault.
Ambulance.
Advertising and printing...
Salaries.

heavy gale of wind, accompanied by a
very heavy fall of rain, last Sunday afternoon.
During the shower the barn frame
raised the day previous on Joshua Chapman’s place was blown down. This barn
was being built to replace the one destroyed in the gale about three weeks

So much

tvus

to cause

many

for

plans

the clay to be abandoned.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Allen of Dennysville were in town last week, the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. John T. Lawrence. Mr.
and Mrs. Allen were just returning from
Minneapolis, they being among the number going West to attend the National
convention from Maine.
Hon. M. P. Frank was in town last
Saturday to attend the raising of the
barn which was blown down Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. James K. Marsh and two
children from Boston, also Joseph Merrill, passed the Fourth at Mr. C, H. Merrill’s. Mrs. Marsh and children are to
remain at Mr. Merrill’s for some weeks.
Mr. George Noyes, the oldest man in
our town, is very ill with congestion of
the lungs.
Although his attendant
physician pronounced his condition for
the last day or two more hopeful, his recovery is considered doubtful.
Mr. Anthony Savage, from Chelsea,
Mass., lias been spending a weelc at Mr.
C. H. Merrill’s.
Mrs. Sarah Noyes left town last week
for Dudley, Mass., where she is to spend
some weeks with her daughter, Mrs. T.
C. Richards.
At present the outlook is rather hard
for haying.
The frequent rains of the
past three weeks have caused a decided
increase in the crop, but the ground is so
wet and the clouds hang so heavy the
most of the time that there is not much
chance to make hay.
Gray.

Donald.

arrangements for the annual ball.
At the close of the association meeting

meeting of the trustees was held
the following officers were elected:

Among the arrivals to spend the 4th

Adrain Frank of Auburn and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Stewart of Falmouth.
There wras a large gathering at Dry
Pond the 4th there being about a hundred couple at the Pavilion to the dance
in the evening.
Everything passed off

quietly with

OBITUARY.

a

general good time.

Miss Mabel Powers has

Reading, Mass.,

returned from

accompanied by her

sister Jennie Plummer.
Miss Fannie Quint is at
Geo. E. Merrill’s.

work at

Mrs.

in

politics

by

are

from

Maine,

was

becoming

a

[Written by JOHN HOLMES, Esq., of
Alfred.]
1810, “Heathen Mythology."
1812, “The Tinker turned Taylor."

TUNE in
tune

in

York County Demos, of late, had
THE
ing,
The
was
but

a meet"

Wednesday.—Ann Barry and Elizabeth JStanton.
Intoxication; each fined $3 and onehalf costs.
Patrick Mulkern and Mathey McLinohv, Intoxication ; 30 days in county jail.
Annette M. Prince and Michael J. Flannagan.
Common drunkards; eaeh SO days in county

jail.

Patrick J. Malia.
Intoxication; fine three
dollars and costs.
Patrick J. Malia. Assault on an officer; 30
days in county jail.
Dennis J. McGovern. Assault; four months
in county jail.
J. Mulkern. Resisting officer; fined
.Patrick
$30 and costs.
Timothy J. Twige. Search and seizure; two
cases.
Fined $100 and costs and SO days in
county jail in each case. Appealed.

Absolutely
.It is- iichest in pure
It is strongest in wholesome leavening power;
It has the best keeping qualities and
cream

is the most

of tartar;

economical;

It contains no alum, ammonia or
other deleterious substance;
All the ingredients used are published on the label.

hearty;

it
ment.

swore

Inasmuch
party;

was

as

had

the station Saturday.

wrong to procure his impeach-

Baking Powderj

In

special values

at

Tlie Society for the Protection of Ani
mals have put a telephoae into the office

beast.

Perry, Esq.
a

more than one piece

Its

call on it will
the suffering

for

jly.1

jyTeodtl

RAYMOND’S
VACATION
EXCURSIONS.

a

insertings

offer

we

l-2c, 18c, 20c, and 25c.

In all over Embroideries from 62c to $2.62.

fancy Tuckings 50c, 75c, 87c and $1.00.
When you are in the store be sure and inspect

our

printer,
Insipid and stupid he has been from his
youth;
bribe will induce him to lie for his party.
I’ll swear he would starve by telling the
truth.”
Then dram-selling Kettle, (i)
And horse-trading Little, Ik)
Agreed, to a little.
In the plan and the sum;
When the bargain was made,
And the money was paid,
And they sanction’d tne trade
With a bottle ot—Rum.

For

party will leave Boston September
Grand Tour of Sixty-one Days to

store.

But the Caucus agreed to remove the objection,
•'By spungivg the Feds, anti starving the poor.''
Some thought that a quarter
Might be added in water.
And that Woodman aud Rice, (Im)
Would not be quite so nice,
But would join In a trice,
And help pay lor the Rum.

5 for

line of Embroideries.

RINES

j

Greatest Bargains

a

—

SEASON
-IKT—

i

32 inches wide, made to sell for
37 l»2c* within two picks as fine as
the “Anderson” Scotch Ginghams that
sell for 40c. Beautiful Scotch styles,
fast colors.
Our price for all styles,
without limiting the quality,

SUMER TOURISTS

Free Exhibition for One Week
--

A.T

Are

Fully Appreciating

WITH

W. L. WILSON & CO.

for inflamed feet and bunions, as well as for tan and
sunburn.
It is a luxury.

The National Pure Food Co.’s

—

SOUPS

ers.

Into office, by the votes they had purchased
for Gerry:
When all shouted applause,
To the Jacobin Cause,
And declar’d, by the laws.
They would never be dumb j
And most solemnly swore,
That to re-elect Gore,

In this city, July 7, by Rev. Dr. Dalton, Philip
E. Hanuaford of Cape Elizabeth and Miss Virginia J. Dyer of Portland.
In this city, July 5, bv Rev. Matt S. Hughes,
Nelson A. Bruns and Miss Minna E. Garrett,
of Portland.
In this city, July 3, by Rev. S. F. Pearson,
Joseph E. Queen and Miss Mary Ettinger, both

Deering.

In Deering, July 6, by Rev. Dr. Blanchard,
George Henry Parsons and Miss Mary N oyes
Winslow, both of Deering.
In Westbrook, June 29, by Rev. E. M. Cousins, Willard Lewis Hall and Miss Bertha J.
Grant, both of Westbrook.
In Gray, June 22, Lewis Gilman of Saccarappa ana Miss Mabel H. Cobb of Gray.
In Bath, July 2, Fred M. Cook of Boston and
Miss Jennie E. Southworthof Bath.
In Lewiston, July 4, Thomas H. Barrett and
Miss Delphina R. Smith, both of Auburn.
In Lewiston, July 4, Walter C. Carlisle and
Miss Lydia E. Lamb.
In Farmington, Conn., June 30, by Rev. E. A.
Smith, Alice F. McKeen of Brunswick, Me, and
Frederick L. Scott.

SOLD BY

To Thomas B.

Haskell, of the Town of Cape
Elizabeth,
County of Cumberland,
in the

GREETING:

ity; just

spot for restand recuperation;
post office; $4 to $7 per week. Address
J. L. KIMBALL.
jy7dlw
near

iaid

Treasurer.

Portland, Me., July 1,1892.

jy7dlw

NOTICE.
Dow & P inkham

this day
dissolved by the death of Sterliug Dow.
THE
will be continued
The
the underArm of

was

business
by
signed under the same Arm name. All persons having claims of any kind against said
Arm are requested to present the same and
all persons owing said Arm are requested to
make early payment at the ofHce, 35 Exchange
HEBBKBT N. PINKHAM.

St.

Portland, June 30th, 1892.

During July
August our store
be closed every

FRYE'S

cept Saturdays when
we shall close at
9
o’clock.

AMANDINE

in your pocket to apply
to your face, neck and
bauds, and yon will find
it soothing and cooling
to the skin, preventing
sunburn and tan.
—

SOLD BY

FI

even-

o'clock

ex-

STANDARD

Clothing Company,!

—

jy7d3t
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fl WFR5v in ARTISTIC DESIGNS

255 MIDDLE STREET.

dlw

,—

F0R ALL purposes.

''areas' 1

nriofl nan
nht.afnnd.
Art.
To see if the town will vote to sell
o Howard E. Dyer for ($260) two hundred and
ifty dollars a certain lot of land situated on Urn
lortheasteriy side of the Ocean House road,
ind adj.
southeasterly, land of one J. h.
’arrott, said lot being (60) fifty feet in front on
aid Ocean House road and extending hack

herefrom northeasterly (4 Vi) four and onelalf rods, being a part of the lot occupied by
he old Town House;
and authorize tile treasirer of the town to convey the same to the said
Iyer ou the payment of said sum.
Art. 7.—To see if the town will vote to sell
0 L. C. Jewell and others, that portion of the
ild Town House lot left after leaving out the
] lart that was taken for widening the village
1 oad as per plan of C. E. Staples made Novein1 ier 10 and 11, 1874, said plan being on file in
he town office. Also sell the (10) ten feet adjaaid old Town
House lot. being the land
mrchased of J. L. Parrott, February 28, la?3,
nd fix a price on the same.
Given under our hands this first day of July
1. D. 1892.
Geo. C. Mountfort, )
Selectmen
E. C. Robinson,
of
[
M. B. Fuller,
) Cape Elizabeth.
1 true copy.
Attest:
Thomas B. Haskell.

]

John Conley & Son.1

Lubricating, Burning and Leather Oils
Naphthas

and Gasolene, Tallow, Axle and
Machinery Greases, Parafine Wax
and Candles, Cod Liver Oil for
Medicinal Purposes, and all
Kinds of Fish Oils.

OIL

jy4dlw

BARRELS, TANKS AND CANS,

33 and 35 Commercial St„
may 16

city, April 6, at the Maine General
Hospital, Henry H. Gray, aged 35 years 1
month 28 days.
[Funeral on Friday afternoon at 1 o’clock,
from his late residence, Monmouth, Me.
Iu Bath, July 5, Geo S. Costain, aged 23 years

PORTLAND,

MAINE,

dtt

this

years.
At Biddeford Pool, July 4, Nora Callahan,
years.

"rr^WFRQ
rLAJVVfcHd

meeting.

,nrv

J. M. DYER.
jy7eodrf
i uu n i-iiu

at 6

ing

name

ART- 8.—To see if the town will vote to remind the vote passed at the annual meeting In
which a clerical error appears in the report of
Selectmen on laying out proposed street at
Pleasantdale.
Art. 3.—To hear and act upon the report of
:he Selectmen, upon the petition of Albert
Spaulding and others, to lay out a town way,
aeglnning at a point on the southeasterly side
>f Sumner street, on a straight line with Main
street, extending over land of Win. Thompson,
Nathan S 'Pickett heirs. Morrill Lewis Heirs,
tnd Albert Spaulding, terminating near bank
>f Creek.
Art. 4.—To hear and act upon the report of
,hd Selectmen upon tne petition of Edward
Fletcher and others, to lay out a town way, befinniug at a point in the southeasterly side of'
he Saco road, about (200)
two hundred
•arc]s southeast of the Boston and Maine R. R.
rack, and extending parallel with said track,
>ne and two-flfth miles to the gear boro line.
Art. 5.—To see if the town will vote to remind the vote passed at a special town meeting
mid March 30, 18U2, whereby tile town voted
hat the Selectmen be instructed to sell the old
rown House lot (so called) provided a satisfac-

and
will

When out, boating keep
small bottle of

the

IN

Good Country Board.

NOTICE.

DEATHS.

aged 23

of the State of Maine, you are
hereby required to notify and warn the inhabitants of said town of Cape Elizabeth, qualified by law to vote in town affair*, to assemble
it the Town Hall, in said town, on Saturday,
the ninth day of July, A. D. 18s;j, at 2.30
D’cfock in the afternoon, then and there to aut
upon the following articles, to wit:
Art. 1.—To choose a Moderator to preside at

Poland. Me; famous Poland water; beauAT tiful
pine groves and dry healthful localthe

NOTICE.

At a meeting of the Directors
of The Atkinson House Furnishing Co., held this day, a semiannual dividend of 5 per cent
( being the loth semi-annual)
was declared. Payable July 15th
to stockholders of record July 1,
FRANK N. DEANE,
1892.

dtf

—

eodtf

DIVIDEND

Congress Street.

jy6

RINES BROS.
jy7eodtf

They are not to be classed with the inferior articles so freely offered, but will be found FAR SUPERIOR to any other preparation now in use. They are prepared from select materials rich in
STRENGTH and PURITY, and are of uniform excellent and HIGH
STANDARD QUALITY. They are carefully prepared by a most
competent and justly distinguished CHEF DE CUISINE whose
brilliant reputation in leading hotels, clubs, etc., both in this
country and abroad is sufficient guarantee of their excellence.
jy7

rTubby,

j.

QUINCE

—OF-

To bribing the printer, and treating the voters,
Was the plan they adopted, the election to
carry;
And ride, by the help of those tipsey support-

16 2-3c fa.

Frye’s Amandine

——

OP XHK—*

Tours to Alaska, outward via the Canadian
Pacific Route, homeward through the Yellowstone Park, July 28.
Excursions to Colorado and the Yellowstone Park August 9 and 21); to the yellowstone Park direct and return, September 5.
Annual Winter Trips to California once a
month or oftener, beginning in October.
Send for descriptive
circular
mentioning
whether Yellowstone, Alaska, or Summer book
is desired.
RAYMOND & WHITCOMB,
896 Washington Street (opposite
School
Street). Boston, Mass.d3t
jy7

BROS.

C. W.A1.1J X
<itf

j

Portland, arideonthe Columbia River,
picturesque Shasta Route and extended
visits to San Francisco, Monterey, Santa Barbara, Eos Angeles, San Diego, etc., returning
via the Santa Fe Route.
Sixty-five Summer Trips of One to Four
Weeks to the Principal Resorts of New England, New York and Canada, in July, August
and September.

VI.

In

O.' BAILEY & CO.,

F. O B.lILEY
mar 14

and
tlie

V.
A doubt next arose, how to aid the election.
The nun must be bought, as they’d nothing in

of

dtd

F.

A

In

months.
In Southport, June 28, Miss Lillian Coolin,
aged 21 years.
In Milo, Beatrice E. Mowers, aged 18 years.
In East Monmouth, June 26, Hiram G. Titus,

Speedy Protection of Animals.

agent,
number is (540-4, and
mean quick rescue

and
12

IOc,

#

Seal Brand
©

aged

N.

mot

Hamburg edges

Rev. George W. Reynolds and wife of
Gorham, who have just returned from a
five months tour to Europe and Palestine,
aged 57 years.
In Augusta, July 3, John Kinsman, aged 81
were given a reception at the residence
years.
of ex-Gov. Robie on Friday evening.
In Leeds, July 1, Calvin Campbell,
68

E.

& BANCROFT.

THE YELLOWSf ONE
ANDweekCALIFORNIA
Tins trip will luolude
Hamburg edges and insertings Park,
In the National
ample stops at Seattle, Victoria, Tacoma

“to cheat” was the right of his

2

Gorham.

of their

EASTMAN BROS.

Auctioneers and Commission Mordants

EMBROIDERIES.

a

always been

MARRIAGES.

Quite a number of visitors were in
town on the Fourth.
Mr. Emmitts has bought the fish pond
of Mr. Darling Severance and is contemplating a number of improvements.
Sheriff Butler seized some liquor at

13UKSUANT

cts.

IV.

A

Auctioneers.

to a license* frum tin* Ilonorab «
Henry C. Benbudy, Judge oi Brooate for
th*5 County of Cumberland, I shall sell at Bublic
Auction, at the house .uiuerly occupied by
Sophronia Butler, situated on Mechanic street,
Woodford.. Corner. Deer tug, on Thiirailay,
at lo a. iu., all the household
July 7,
furniture, consists tr of sofas, chairs, bedsteads
bureaus, carpet*, bedtiimf, stoves, lamps.books
pictures, dishes. silver-ware, jewelry, etc.. et3.
Bropertvean be ex.o. inert on morning of sale.
DKANCIS IUG Cl INS,
Administrator of Hu- esuite sopiirotrta Butler.

The Marshal remark'd “here’s a poor weekly

PROGRAMME.

WEST BUXTON.

mar-

SOLD BY

Our line of
full length skirtings and all over embroderies on
Swiss Cambric and Nainsook is very large. The
patterns have all been most carefully selected
many of them being of our own importation.

With united expression,
They said ’twas oppression.
To punish transgression—
,Twas all but a Aunt;
Tho’ his honor were slain,
He could raise it again,
With a hogshead ot—Rum

brook.

The Fourth was ushered in by ringing
of the church bell about 4 o’clock a. m.
The “Horribles,” from Buxton Center
made their appearance in the village
about 10 o’clock, causing considerable
amusement, as some of their rigs were
very original. A dance in the afternoon
and evening wound up the exercises of

in the

preparation
ket.

CO^

AdniiiiiNtrsitoi'S Kale of I'ersotuil
Properly at Auction.

ALL TRAVELLING EXPENSES INCLUDED

aiA.

Afternoon Session.
3.—Praise, Prayer and Testimony Service led
by Rev. E. E. Bacon, Westbrook,
2.46—Business.
4.—Basket Lunch.
Evening Session.
7— Praise Service.
7.16—Reports of the Societies by the Secretaries.
7.30— Discussion—Christian Endeavor and
the Evangelization of the World.
8— Question Box.
8.30— Address, Rev. E. M. Cousins, Cumberland Mills.
Freewill Offering.

F. 0. BAILEY &

indicates that it is the
delightful toilet

most

will be sold to any customer.

III.

speachment,

limited,

Quantity

All voted for—Rum.

And said in the Cause he

QATUBIIAY, at 10«. in., at .salesroom, J8
Exchange street, at 12 m., In rear of
salesroom. 1 U ui .se. 2 good grade Jersey new
milk cows, to close an estate.
jlyTdtd

Salesroom IS Exchange Street.

parted
gain the election, and carry the prize;
Nath. (£>) the bully.
Then argued it fully;
When black Saco Billy, (el
And Samuel (d) the dumb,
With Joseph (e) the thick-plate,
And Ben (/) the apostate,
And Stephen (g) the ingrate,

famous T— K-r (A) then made them

Only 6

FOlt

Frye’s Amandine

And lessen the sum;

[From Our Regular Correspondent.]
As there has been so much rain recently farmers will not begin to hay until the
second week in July. It is thought that
the hay crop will be much lighter than it
was last year.
Apples are looking well and it is generally thought that there will be a good
crop.
Mr.
John Cartret and Miss Nellie

For the

Clevelands

Our Price Per yd.

Soon after refreshment, a question was started.
If Justice and Truth, or if Spirit and Lies,
Could, with the most hope of success be im-

The

on

Good weight, soft finish and the kind that generally seiis for 9c per yard. Each piece is slightly damaged having a stain on the edge which
will not affect its wearing qualities.

II.

the day.

the Best.

shall place
Thursday, July 7th,
sale a Special value in 36 inch
Bleached Cotton.
we

ing,

To rag, tag and bod-tail, to meet at his call
He call’d for attention.
While he made objection
To Gore’s re-election,
And wish’d they’d be mum,-.
But while he was stating
The cause of the meeting,
The Caucus were prating,
And calling tor—Rum.

Thorne were married recently.
Henry H. Gray,
Mrs. Susan Sawyer, wife of the late
Henry H. Gray died at the Maine Wallace
Sawyer of East Baldwin buried
General Hospital yesterday of septicemia, her little son
July 1st. She has the symThey had rather give more
from
the
of
all in her bereavement.
of
his
resulting
amputation
leg. pathy
Than a hogshead of Rum.
Mrs.
N.
visited
her
sister
is
Mr. Gray was a carpenter at Monmouth and
Wiggin
by
Miss Deering of Chicago, 111. and Rev.
NOTES.
fell from a staging and fractured his
leg and Mrs. Trueman Perry of Limerick.
(a) We bar all prosecution for libels by deand was brought here for treatment. He
Mr. L. M. Sanborn who graduated at claring we merely suppose that. Mr. Holmes
here meant Mr. Thornton, the Marshal of
was a brother of Mr. George
Gray, en- Bates College Jmne 30 is home on a vaca- Maine.
tion.
*
at
The historical election anecdote of the purthe
He
leaves
a
wife
gineer
hospital.
Misses Ernestine Sanborn, Alice D. chase of Rum to carry on the election in York
and two children.
Wiggin and Hattie Wiggin have returned County is well-known.
(i>) Supposed to mean Nathaniel Lord.
from North Bridgton where they have
Improvements in the Recorder's Office,
(c)
Supposed to intend the Hon. Wm.
been attending school.
Moody',Esq.
A much needed improvement has been
Miss Emma Brown of Bethel is visit(d) Supposed to mean one Samuel Lord.
(e) Supposed to portray the Ex-Hon. Joseph
made in the recorder’s office of the Mu- ing Ida M. Chadbourne.
A severe thunder atorm passed over Storer.
(/iSupposed to mean the Hon. Benjamin
nicipal Court. A portion of the office is this
place Sunday afternoon about four Greene.
below the surface of the ground, and o’clock.
It did no serious damage but
(p) Supposed to Intend the Hon. Stephen
Thacher.
hence there has been considerable damp- struck in several places.
(7t) Supposed to designate one Thomas
ness.
Buxton.
Mayor Ingraham has had a fine
Keeler, Esquire—well-known.
(i) Supposed to mean one Kettle, of LimMEETING
AT
OF
of
Y.
8.
brick
GROVEVILEE
P.
C.
E.
fireplace
constructed, with an
erick.
The third quarterly meeting of the
(fc) Supposed to mean one Dr. Little, of
elegant mantel of quartered oak and tile
Kennebunk.
hearth. The county commissioners have Presumpscot Local Union of Christian
gentlemen here named are supportEndeavor was held at Pine Park Grove, ers(7?n)The
of the Hon. Messrs. Woodman, an Ex-Senfurnished andirons, shovel and tongs.
Groveville, on Saturday afternoon, and ator ; and Hon. Mr. Kick, who has been elected
at the North Congregational Church in a Counsellor.
U. S. DISTRICT COURT.
the
eyening. There was a good
attendance and a profitable meeting. A
BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.
On a small twig recently broken off
Wednesday—United States vs. Alphonse basket lunch in the Grove after the afterfrom an apple tree near Gainesville, Ga.,
Nichols of Fort Fairfield. Retail liquor dealer noon meeting was much enjoyed.
The
there were twenty-six apples each the
without United States license. Pleaded guilty.
VIZ.
GUIlipUbCU
SUUltJLltJS,
Judge Webb inflicted a fine with costs, which Groveville. Gorham, South
size of a large hickory nut.
Windham,
respondent paid.
Cumberland Mills, and two at West-

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

—

the party was small,
great,
The Marshal (a) had issued his Circulars, greet-

To

CO., Auctioneers.

General Household Furniture,

THE DEMAND

object

Mr.

MUNICIPAL COURT.

BY F. 0. BAILEY &

can-

A SONG

NORTH BALDWIN.

UlliUU 1(5

AUCTION SALES.

no

didate of the Democracy in the District of
Maine, a York County correspondent of
the Boston Sentinel, resurrected the following verses for Mr. Holmes’s benefit,
and sent them to that paper. They were
published, and a copy yellow with age
was brought into the Peess office the
other day:
“KENNEBUNK CAUCUS.”

jsaiawin.

and

President—Thomas Payne.
Viee President—John £. Loring.
Secretary—J. N. Long.
Treasurer—A. J. Cummings.
Finance Committee—G. A. Dow, J. E. Cady.
G. C. Barrows.
Belief Committee—J. N. Long, G. A. Dow, M.
N. Eldridge, F. B. Bragg, S. M. Kelsey.

ators,

George Mc-

Dry Mills were Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Goff, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Fields, Mr. and
Mrs. Flye and Miss. Elizabeth Shaw of
Cumberland Mills, Mr. and Mrs. James
Libby of Freeport, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Brown and Newman Libby of Portland,
at

i,,,,,i.in,,,tv,

Mrs.

funny things

is

Davis, of Raymond,

sister’s,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Immortalized in Verse by John

confined to this generation.
In
1812, when John Holmes, of Alfred, later
in 1820 one of the first United States Sen-

He

ble damage.

Hattie
at her

NEW

means

[From Our Regular Correspondent.]
During the shower Sunday afternoon
there were several chimneys blown down
at Dray comer, among them two from
off the F. B. Church house, one breaking
through the roof and doing considera-

visiting

18.00
10.00
2.00
7.75
70.00

a

very quietly herethe early morning

passed
dampness in

rather served

Miss

693.00
35.00
102.00

$ 837.75
Cash on hand.1.173.34
--—$2,011.09
The following were elected trustees for
the ensuing year:
W. E. Hanson,
J. B. Brown,
F. B. Bragg,
George A. Dow,
M. N. Eldridge,
J. M. Farnsworth,
A. F, Griffin,
J. E. Cady,
B. A. Norton,
G. C, Barrows,
A. J. Cummings,
Thomas Payne,
J. M. Hersey,
F. E. Berry.
A cnmmihflfi

The

DBY MILLS.
353.37
100.00
647.52
699.20
15.00
196.00

was

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Holmes.

[From Our Regular Correspondent.]
Our town was visited
by another

RECEIPTS.

Cash on hand July 1,1891.$
Donations.
Dividends and interest.... —.
Proceeds of annual ball.
Life memberships.
Estate of J. C. Tukesbury.

by Corres-

How It

pondents of the Press.

ago.
The Fourth

NEW

A KENNEBUNK CAUCUS

MAINE TOWNS.

F0R funerals
in any design.
DENNETT the Florist, 570 Congress Street.

IE

|

-Java and

Mocha

—

justly called

SMOKE A3¥

•

Prices reduced and cut

on

’aper Hangings and Friezes,
or next 30 days.
Samples

Coffee.
“

WALL PAPERS.

iow

The Aristocratic Coffee of America.*

| lORMAN'S TOOTH

This is the Coffee served in the Japanese Garden at the Pure Food Exhibition.
Always packed whole roasted (unground) in 2 lb. air-tight cans.
You can get free 24 beautiful photographs of Eastern Life. Address,
CHASE & SANBORN, Boston, Mass.
We sell only to the trade.

t

j >f will
tooth
*

ACHE ANTIDOTE.

the most obstinate case
ache in one minute. Liberal
erms to agents.
For oue package
1 end 10 cents silver to Chas. Keeker,
18 Fora St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
jyi
i»*
cure

ready

to show.

| .ORING, SHORT & HARMON.
ju21

eodtf

WHAT

MOT

TO

LOSE.

(Don’t lose oonrage; spirit brave
Carry with you to the grave.
Don't lose time in vain distress;
Work, not worry, brings success.
Don’t lose hope; who lets her stray
Goes forlornly all the way.
1

Don’t lose patience, come what will;
Patience ofttimes outruns skilL
Don’t lose gladness; every hour
Blooms for you some happy flower.

Though be foiled
Don’t lose

your dearest plan.
faith in God and man.

—Exchange.

THEinraLF.

A Brief Narrative
Five Brothers Plug Tobacco is
the Best Chewing Tobacco that
can
be made
the
choicest
selections of the highest grade
Leaf Tobacco, used in connection
with absolutely pure ingredients
to produce a pleasant flavor and
a palatable chew.
We want your
judgment. Ask for Five Brothers
Plug. Use it once, and we believe you will always use it.

Napoleon’s victories had set all Francs
ablaze with military glory. Jean Potoir
and Antoine Savary were French boys
of the department of the Yonne. They
shared everything, were nearly always
together.
Just before the invasion of Russia by

—

the emperor a number of recruits belonging to the village were allowed to
return home for a visit, and the two
boys heard their stories of the last cam-

paign.

JOHN FIHZER& BROS., Louisiille, Ky.
jyA

As Jean could beat the drum, and Antoine was an excellent lifer, the recruits
begged the parents of the boys to let
them go to the army and share in the
glory of taking the capital of the czar.
The parents agreed, and when the recruits went back the boys went too, and

dtfnrmtopcol

were accepted by the mustering officer.
He said he needed a good drummer and
lifer and was glad to see them. Long
before they reached Moscow both had
become prim* favorites in the regiment.

dreary Time ior Tne r rencn
army when it started away on that famous retreat from the city of the czar’s.
Winter had set in, the earth was white
with deep snows, the air was bitter and
it was a

cold. Before they had gone far hundreds of soldiers froze to death.
At night the wolves would fill the
frosty air with their howls, an4 when a
man dropped out of the ranks they would
rush down upon him and devour him
before his comrades. They were large
and fierce, and they came in great packs
and sometimes could not be driven oS,
not even by a fusillade.
One evening near sundown Jean came
to Antoine and said he had discovered a
farmhouse near by. He thought they
might get some warm milk for themselves by telling the people how exhausted they were.
The boys stole off, Jean with his drum
and Antoine with a musket and some
ammunition, which had been given him
by a soldier who had been transferred to
one of the ambulances.
When they reached the place, instead
of a farmhouse they found a hut nearly
ready to crumble to pieces, and no sign
of any one near.
As they passed into the hut something
rushed out with a snarl, and the boys
found they had disturbed a large gray
wolf.
The hungry boys started back. Night
came sooner than common.
Darkness
suddenly swooped down on all the vast,
snowy plain. When they tried to find
the army they could not.
Suddenly there entered the cabin a
long, low howl that startled the young
musicians.
“The wolves have come!” cried Antome, springing np and running to the
door, which they had shut.
On the snow stood a huge wolf whose
sides shone like silver, showing that he
wore a gray coat.
He seemed to head
the pack. He had brought them all on
the boys’ track.
Antoine was for firing at the wolf, but
Jean said it would only precipitate an
attack. They had hopes that some of
Prince Murat’s horsemen would come
along and rescue them without further

Mr. FRANK J. SAVAGE
Is the well-known proprietor of the grist-mill
at Fairfield, Maine. He is another
'•
gentleman who testifies as
to the merits of

(jflODEit's
Eq tofcom ft ma^

concern:

have used Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup with good results.
Having been
dyspeptic for the past ten years, I am able
to appreciate the value of any medicine

r I

for that

disease.

My

trouble

was

as

all

other

dyspeptics, such as Headache, Sour
Stomach; my appetite was generally poor;
once in a while I ate a fair meal, but it would
not set well on my stomach —it was with
difficulty that it digested. But Groder’s
Syrup helped my digestion, and it has
done

for

than any other medicine that I have ever used, and I believe
it to be a valuable remedy for that terrible
more

disease.

me

Yours

respectfully,
J. Savage,
Fairfield, Maine.

Frank

IB
On and after October 1,1891, we give every
person selling our medicine the privilege of
selling six bottles for $5.00, ana guarantee
tlia£ in case it does you no good you can
receive your money back. Read guaranty
with every bottle. We claim to cure Dys-

pepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Nervuubuuas,

A-uab ox

onsep, -ruzzmess, irregular-

of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains,
ity
wind on the
Hacking

Bloat,
Cough, and

Stomach,

Constipation. And -why -will it cure? Beit is Relaxing, Purifying, Soothing,

cause

Healing. It is compounded from the
purest roots and herbs, free from Alcohol
It is harmless to the smallest
or Morphia.
child; children like it, and it is far superior
,to Castor Oil and all other preparations.
9 Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup. None genuine unless bearing our
tirade-mark, the Beaver.
and

JHE GRODER DYSPEPSIA CURE COMPANY,
_

WATEF.YILLE, MAINE.

dangers.
By and by the wolves became bolder.
The boys saw them come almost close
enough to lie struck with a stone. They
had discovered the young musicians, and
now they began to set up their long, pe-

culiar howL
Jean seized the drumsticks and beat
the rataplan in hopes of frightening the
beasts off, but the music made them
howl the more.
“Here they come, Jean!” exclaimed
Antoine. “Look to the door! If they
throw themselves against it in a body
it will not keep them out.”
The pack in front had risen and were
rushing forward. Antoine thrust the
muz.tle of his musket through a crack
and fired into the howling, struggling

Piles

mass.

Several yelps of pain attested the
power of the shot. The wolves drew
off, carrying with them a dead comrade,
and devoured him before the boys’ eyes.
Antoine had reloaded. They stood
against the door and awaited another

Boils
Wounds
Sunburn

Jean seized his dram. The little musician of the Yonne played as he had
never played before; his drumsticks
flew, warming his half frozen fingers
and filling the old shanty with strange
music, the roll call of Napoleon’s army.
Tire hut was not high and its roof was
covered with heavy snow. Suddenly the
boys saw several wolves leap up and disappear. They seemed to have bounded
toward the roof, and when Jean cried
cut that he heard something overhead,
they both knew that the animals were
on the hut.
Yes, the wolves were up there, trying
to scratch the snow away, that they
might leap down into the cabin and
make short work of the young soldiers.
For a moment Jean and Antoine shrank

Soreness

Sprains
Chafing
Sere

Eyes
Sore Feet

Mosquito Bites
Hemorrhages

Inflammation
AVOID

SUBSTITUTES

together aghast.

GENUINE MADE ONLY BY

POSD’S EXTRACT CO., neMkNdoN
T.T&S&wcS

nov7

■

A CARD.
A. B. Butler, so long engaged In tlie Dr
Goods business in this city, lias entered the err [
ploy of J. B. Libby, tlie well known dry good *
merchant on Congress St., where he will h *
pleased to meet all his friends and customer;
who will receive his personal attention, and tli 5
benefit of the best inducements this popula r
house is able to offer.

Respectfully

A. B. BUTLER.
wdl

“Look! the door! the door!” shouted
Jean, dropping hi# drumstick. “They
are here again, Antoine.”
Once more the boy with the musket
fired at the lot outside to hear another
howl and to see the pack devour a slain
comrade.
But this time the wolves did not fall
back; they continued to try to force the
door while Antoine reloaded with half
frozen hands and Jean held the barricade.
The animals on the housetop made a
good deal of noise, and the boys had bethe reaf could not he
gun to

forced, when Jean cried oat that a pair
of eyes were gleaming overhead, and
the young soldiers looked and both saw

the head of a wolf.
“It is the big fellow,” said Antoine,
bringing his musket to bear on the apparition. “It is the head of the wolf we
disturbed when we came to the hut."
The next moment the cabin was filled
with smoke and the boys saw the head
vanish, and the stars only were seen
through the hole in the roof.
The assaults of the ravenous beasts
now began to tell on the strength of the
door.
Jean placed bis body against it,
and Antoine fired as often as he could,
but the wolves appeared ten times
fiercer.
“Listen!” said Jean, suddenly, and he
bent toward the door, making an ear
trumpet with his hands.
The little fifer looked through a crack.
He turned to his friend, crying out with

joy:
“I see dark

figures moving over the
They seem to be horsemen.
Whatever they are, they are coming this
way. They are too tall to be more

snow.

wolves.”
Jean picked up the drum and beat a
wild tune, which went out over the
snow.
It was answered by shouts, and
now both could see horsemen galloping
forward.
“They are Cossacks!” whispered Antoine, his shoulder to the door. “We
shall never see the grand army again.”
The wolves were making a final effort
to force the door. Antoine mechanically
met them, firing away his last charge
and dropping his weapon.
In another moment a party of wild
looking Cossacks swooped down upon
the hut and surrounded it, while the
wolves drew off.
“Come out!” cried the Cossacks.
“Come out, you who are withm! Surrender to the soldiers of the great czar!”
Jean and Antoine opened the door and
walked forth. When the Cossacks saw
the two hoys they set up a loud laugh,
and their hetman, a fine looking fellow,
satirically touched his cap m the way of
a salute.
They had expected to capture
a number of men soldiers.
“Yes, there is the big wolf on the
roof,” said Jean to Antoine; and sure
enough up there lay the big gray monster, the cause of all their trouble. One
of the Cossacks pulled the carcass from
the roof and threw it on the snow.
“Play for us,” commanded the leader
of the wild hand.
Jean and Antoine drew up together in
the snow, and in a moment the lively
airs of France were wafted over the
dreary waste. For awhile the faces of
the Cossacks clouded.
But at last they swung their great
caps over their heads and cheered the
boys of the Yonne.
“You shall go back to your army,”
said the hetman. “Yon shall not be
taken to prison. Yon have been brave.
We like brave boys like onr own.”
The next day the rear guard of the
grand army saw approaching them with
a white flag a troop of wild horsemen of
the steppes, and the regiment to which
Jean and Antoine belonged was overjoyed to receive once more into the ranks
the little musicians.
The boys endured the horrors of that
retreat, and in after years, when they
sat with old playmates under the spreading trees of the village and related
stories of Napoleon’s ill fated campaign,
they never failed to tell how they fonght
the big wolf and his pack, and their rescue by the Cossacks of the Don.—T. L.
Harbough in Boston Globe.

WIT AND WISDOM.
Applying the rule.
The maiden—Of course I like you, Fred, but
I hardly know what to say. Papa objects.
The youth—He's a good Democrat, isn’t he?
“Yes, he’s always been a Democrat.”
“Then it’s all right. You and I are for. He’s
against. We’ve got the necessary two-thirds
and it goes.
He’ll kick, Lucy, but
majority,
he’ll come in.—Chicago Tribune.
THE

At the Coming Out.
Herr Groudowfsky—Miss Peatrice ees vairy
pretty, eesn’t she?
Miss Endicott (out three years)—Yes, society
buds are always interesting.
Herr G.—Why ees dat?
Miss K.—Because you never know whether
they are going to turn out a full blown rose or a
wall flower.—Boston Budget.

Ayer’s Ague Cure is warranted specific for all
malarial diseases and biliary derangements.
Waiter—I’m going to leave here w’en
my week is up.
Regular Guest—Eh? You getigood pay, don’t
irmi

You

get

ten

time

your
a

money’s
month

TO
h*mlfbel?

a

have found the Greatest Cure on
Earth, for Rheumatism and Neuralgia in
their worst chronic forms. I suffered twelve
years and tried every known remedy. Sufferers
write to me and enclose stamp.
MISS E. S.
ORB East Harpswell, Maine.
jyld&wlmo*

FOUND—I

SAYINGS BANK BOOK LOST.
have

been notified in writing,
required
WE by Revised
Statutes, Chapter 47, Section
as

112, by Cyrus B.

Varney, of Deering, Maine,
Book No. 57,986 is lost
desires a duplicate book issued

Deposit

he

MAINE SAVINGS BANK,
by Alpheus G. Rogers, Treas.
Portland, Me., J une 22d, 1892. dl aw3wTh
AGENTS.
are

men

in the United States.
Liberal terms to
good canvassers. Previous experience not necessary. Correspondence invited. THE PROVIDENT AID SOCIETY, Office 98 Exchange
6-8
street, Portland. Me.

ance

Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian fHair Renewer;
the hair and its natural color.

re-

juOdlm

A bright, blooming complexion comes of the
good blood made by using Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

situated on an

elevation

A WIFE

BLANCHARD, Prop.

M. G.

MOUSE,”

Harpswell,

Me.

pleasant seaside hotel has been greatly
improved, and is now supplied with ail the
modern improvements, including hot and cold
sea water baths.
Scenery unsurpassed; good

THIS

bathing, boating and fishing. Open for guests
June 16th, 1892. Special rates tor parties.

HARPSWELL HOTEL COMPANY, PROPRIETORS
accommodations or particulars apply to
POOLER, Manager, Portland, Me.

_mar24-tf

hi UAUCU3C in uiatcuai uscu

will

jj<*y

resort.
All applications for hoard
should be made to
C. B. SAUNDERS,
Cumberland Club,
Portland, Me.
2m
mays

PEAKS

HOUSE.

ISLAND

E. A. SAWYER, Proprietor.
Now open for permanent and transient guests.
Shore dinners a specialty. Parties entertained
at short notice.
ju292mo

EB, this Office.2-1

and models to

machinery
WANTED—Light
make; I also do all kinds of engine,

saw

mill, grist mill and mowing machine repairs;
keep pipe and fittings in stock. HOLLIS CENTHE MACHINE SHOP, Hollis Centre, Maine.
June 28th,
jy29-8
1892._
as
a

Office.

WTANT—You to have a new flag. The place
II
to buy is at RYAN & KELSEY’S, No. 243
Commercial street.

WANTED—People
wanted.

Bigmoney.19-tf

an

experienced

PRESS OFFICE, Portland, Me.6-1

lady desiring to spend a lew
weeks in or near Portland would like a
position as seamstress by the day or week; understands cutting and lilting; can give good references.
Address MRS. A. ELKINS, Island
Pond, Vt.6-1

WANTED—A

English

as nurse

to

woman, proan

Invalid

or

young children, or to do light work, in town or
country. References given, Address, Beta,
this office.
4-1
FOR SALE.

sale—At Spurwink, Cape Elisabeth,
a
farm of 80 acres, stock and tools, one
half tillage, home farm cuts 30 tons of English
and 10 tons
of salt hay, fine sea view. For
particulars inquire on the premises or address
EDWARD P. CARMAN.

For

_7-1

sale—2
call at your store
house
IjiOK
ted No. 58
WANTED—To
and pay you cash for old rags, barrels,
16 finished

iron, rubbers, bottles, metals of all kinds. If
have any of the above please drop me a
postal. Address C. B. WISH, 131 Green

you

street,

city.

11-ltf

NOTICE—Wanted
000 worth of

to buy from $1000 to $15,castrolf clothing; I pay the

highest cash price for ladies’ dresses, gents’
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter over-

story house and stable locaOxford St., house containing
rooms arranged for two families,
all in first class repair, lot 45x95, will rent well
tlie year round, a good investment. Inquire of
A, C. LIBBY, 42 % Exchange St.7-1

building lots
IjtORdry;SALE—Splendid
three minutes walk from
one

always

electric

running every 15 minutes; best location
in Deering. Two six thousand feet, $150 each;
one sixty-two hundred feet, $350; one eighteen
thousand feet, $450. A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 Vi
7-1
Exchange street.
cars,

WANTED—With capital in
PARTNER
well-established business.
Address L., FOR sale—In the western
this

piirht1

rnxrl A+f

TO

TO LET—About July 25th an
upper tenement in new house corner Eastern Promenade and Congress St.
For particulars call on J. H. Blake, Widgery’s Wharf or at
the house
7-1

TENEMENT

evenings._

LET—Two nicely furnished cottages
near Town Landing, Falmouth Foreside,
containing six rooms, one an open lire place,
water near, steamer five trips a day to city, fare
lOcts. Address C. D. Haskell, on premises or
N. S. Gardiner, 185 Middle St„ Portland. 6-1

TO

LET—Two newly finished rents at the
TO
Sterling homestead, Peak’s Island. Apply
to Seth

Sterling, Deputy

Sheriff's office, Port4-4

LET—Two furnished cottages; seven and
rooms, at Westwood Park, Fal-

TO

nine
mouth.

Everything

part

of

»nn/l

an
cityn.n

N. S. GARDHSER, 185 Middle St. 7-1

once.

LET—6 rooms rear 75 Wibnot street,
S10; 5 rooms 48 Chestnut street, .$12;
lower rent 5 rooms 6 St. Lawrence street, $12;
upstairs rent 6 rooms and bath all in order,
$20. L. 0. BEAN & CO., 40 Exchange street.
7-1

land, Maine.

hnuon

room

Sebago, furnace bent; good sized lot, fruit trees,
handy to It. R.. at a low price if applied for at

TO LET.

for

necessary

common

furnished, near the shore.
Best facilities for
boating and bathing. Terms very low for the
season.
For particulars apply to HENRY S.
TEICKEY, No. 9 Exchange St.2-2
LET—A good tenement
TO centrally
located. Price
for sale

of five rooms,
$5 per mouth.
houses in all parts of the city. By
WOODMAN, 105y3 Exchange St. 2-1

Also
J. C.

LET—Very convenient upstairs rent of
TO five
Sebago water, No. 6 Florence
rooms.

street, Woodfords.

1-1

loan

first and second
We
mortgage
any good collaterals.
also buy commercial paper and loan life insurance policies three years old.
W. P. CARR,
Room 6, 2d floor, No. 185 Middle street 30-2

TO

LET—Money
and

to

on

LET—For

street.

19-tf

near

Mon-

by Cyrus
occupied as a boot

now

and shoe store for over 20 years.
Possession
given July 1st. CHAS. MCCARTHY, JR.

11-tf

Sparkling and healthful. Enjoyed by the
whole family. No other root beer extract equals Williams' in strength and
purity. One bottle of extract makes 5
gallons. The great temperance drink.
This is not only “just as good"
as others, but far better. One
trial will support this claim.
William! a Carletoa, Hartford, Ct.

SALE—We have
hand
FOR
base ball
pairs men’s
with leather
these

about 500
lace shoes
regular SI shoes

on

canvas

soles;

but we
this is

are

closing them out for 00 cents a pair;
genuine bargain. H. I’. MCCARTHY,

are
a

395 and

457 Fore street.

0-1

SALE—At Gorham village, two storied
house, barn. 65 acres of land, including pasturage and woodland, 100 grafted fruit trees,
sundry small fruits, water carried into house,
eight minutes walk from centre of village. S,
O. CARRUTHERS, 44 Hampshire street, Portland.
6-2

FOR

horse power horizontal boilFORer,SALE—25
locomotive pattern, tested hundred
cold water
pounds,

ready

for

pressure; now in city and
inspection; will sell cheap; correspon.
P.
C.
MATTOCKS, Portland,

solicited.

dence

Me._

6-2

the most thorough built
three storied houses, pressed brick and
dressed granite, in Portland, the best location
in the western part of the city, splendid views
on all sides, corner lot. must be seen to be appreciated, cheap. W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle street.
4-1
SALE—One of

FOR

SOLD
EVERYWHERE

FORvery

COMPANY,

25

and 27 Commercial Street.
mar7dtf
MALE

HELP.

reliable
to handle
A SMART
Maine, for the best campaign
tremendous
man

State of

novelty

and expenses

N. Y.

5-1

840 per month and expenses
paid, a few good salesmen to sell nursery
stock. Steady employment the year round to
successful salesmen. Address with references.
D. H. PATTY, Nurseryman, Geneva, N. Y.

WANTED—At

____1-1
capable book-keeper,
WANTED—A
with
knowledge of stenographry.

Plum St.4-i

SALE—In the pleasant healthy village
FORof Gorham,
house containing twelve rooms
for

one or two families, choice locaarranged
tion, two minute’s walk to station, near schools
and churches, for sale at a bargain by G. D.
WEEKS, Gorham, Me.
1-2

FOR SALE.—A very nice square
EMERSON PIANO in good condition and
excellent tone, will be sold at a bargain. Enquire of F. O. BAILEY & CO., No. 18 Exchange
street.
1-1

PIANO

sale on

bailey’s island—a
Forvery desirable lot
of laud containing about

acres, large shore frontage near steamer
landing, plenty of pure water on the premises,
5

grana

one

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

1-1°

experience; salary expected.

business tact
WANTED—Gentleman
general sales agent for manufacturing

apr23eod3m

Tooth-Food.
This medicine for babies prevents and
cures pains of teething and
resulting
diseases, not by putting children to sleep
with an opiate, for it contains no harmful
drugs, but by supplying the teeth-forming
ingredients which are lacking in most
mothers’ milk and all artificial foods.
It is sweet and babies like it. JSi.oo a
Send for pambottle, at all druggists.
phlet, "Teething Made Easy.”
THE REYNOLDS MFG. CO.,
Cincinnati, O.
jn2TTh&Sm3
The new business of the UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSUKANE COMPANY for the month of May was
seventy-six per cent above the May
average for the preceding fifteen
years.

“C. L.” Press office.

30-2

MISCELLANEOUS.

attention-Any dealer havPorto
ing a tierce of molasses, Bregaro
Rico number 13—80 gallons, 21 gallons outs
on hand, please drop a card to A. B. C. Argus
office and they may hear something to their ad-

Grocers

H. E.

MILLS,

Piano Tuner.
Order Slate

atChandler’s Music Store 413

Congress btreet.

iebSoodU

a summer

FOR

SAI.E—Elegant set ol modern style
drug fixtures; hand made, finished in ash
and walnut; consists of prescription counter,
sales counter, labelled drawers, patient medicine cases, etc.; a rare chance to secure a valuable set of fixtures for less than one-third their
cost; will prepay freight and charges to any
place witliin reasonable distance. C. B. DAD
JON, 57 Washington street.2tf

FOR

Keith.

pair, good cellar, plenty

vantage.

7-1

PICTURES! Those in want of a
good picture, for a small amount of money,
would do well to call onus. Pictures framed
to order; moulding for sale; picture wire and
moulding hooks. E. D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak

PICTURES!
and

Congress

Buildings in good

streets.

6-1

\XTANTED—All persons

in want of trunks or
11
bags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS’, 556
and 568 Congress street, corner of Oak; as wo
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
trunks repaired; open
you bottom prices;
6-1
evenings.

pleasantly
or a delightful

summer residence; fine schools
and churches within a few minutes’ walk, and
short distance to Maine Central and Grand
Trunk Railroad depots.
Will be sold cheap to
close the estate.
Enquire of ANDREW C.
CHANDLER, near above residence, J. M.
Thompson. Esq., Register of Deeds, Portland, or
L. J. ST ROUT, Administrator, Limington, Me.
I-tf

_

SALE—Farm of 100 acres in City
FOR
Cumberland street;
Westbrook,
mile from East and
on

SAEE—-Houses for sale. Prices, $500,
81,000, $1,100, $1,300, $1,400, 81A00,
$1,700, $1,900, $2,000, $2,200, $2,500, 82^00,
$4,000. By J. C. WOODMAN, 105Va Exchange
street.
2-1

FOR

THE

RELIABLE

OLD

—

op

Adcountry board.
dress M. C. BURNELL. Gorham. Me.,
Box 4, reference required and given.
23-4

PARTIES—wishing

Brown’s $3.00 shoes vs. all othon earth.
Every pair war-

buy
GENTS
$3.00 shoes
er

as

Gold Boot

represented.

B.ROWN’S, Sign

of

2-1

buy Russet Oxfords and Russet
Bals at Sign of Gold Boot for your children. BROWN, 461 Congress St.
2-1

MOTHERS

TO LOAN-011
first
second
MONEY
real estate, good commermortgages
Insurance
on

cial

paper. Life

policies
any good
collateral securities. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY
42Va Exchange St.10-4
or

Cool by wearing Brown’s Russet OxKEEP
fords and Russet Bals. See BROWN'S
of
show window.

FIRIU

—

E.B. ROBINSON* CO.
Have

(ESTABLISHED 1S47.)
removed to their elegant warerooms,

400 Congress St.,
high grade PIANOS and1
OJIGANS at prices that defy competition.
Piano tuning personally attended to.
Pianos exchanged. Second hand instruments
for sale.
fehl3eodlv
and offer

Steamboat For Sale.
The sound and serviceable steamer
the “City of Richmond,” 600 tons,
and having 61 staterooms, notv run.
ning between Portland and Maehias,
on the route of the Portland, Mt. Desert & Maehias Steamboat Company, is
offered for sale, delivered at either
Portland or Rockland, after July 1st
next. She may now he seen on her
For description and
present route.
terms apply to PAY SON TUCKER, General Manager, Portland, Mt. Desert &
Maehias Steamboat Company, Portland, Me.
may3-dft

Brown’s Russet Oxfords and
All widths, sizes and half
2-1
BROWN’S, Sign of Gold Boot.

ranted

of

one

West End; known as
Hussey farm. Inquire of C. E. GRIFFIN,
Cumberland Mills. Me.
14-8

buy
GENTS
Russet Bals.
sizes.

re-

of water, abundance of
small fruit.
This place is
located and would make a nice home
some

—

or

~

location for

SALE CHEAP—A second hand jigger,
SARGENT. DENNISON & CO., No.174
Commercial street.
28-4

of fair

as

business; goods have unlimited demand; no
travelling or soliciting, office work exclusively,
established trade good for $1500 yearly; $100
to $200 required (protected from risk) address

AGENTS,

I

view, elegant

sea

residence or cottage site.
Inquire of CUSH
ING & McKENNEY, 18 Commercial Wharf

some

137 & 139 Middle Si., Portland, Me.

hand, some
in citv built coach harF. O. BAILEY & CO..1

apples and

WANTED—Salesman; salary

8T'., BOSTOX.

at

TRIC MOTOR

seller; 100 per cent.
invented;
JOHN J. STRONG. West End Hotel.
It

HARD OVER NIGHT.
WITHOUT STICKING
WITH HIGH GLOSS.

bargains

new

SAEE—In the village of New Gloucester
FOR
(Lower Corner), the nice residence of he
late Mrs. I. H.

ever

THE SANITARY PAINTS.

line

almost

nesses

Floor space with
heat and
power. Apply to GIANT ELEC-

from start; permanent place; good chance
for advancement; control of large territory and
sub-agents given right man. Onlv house raising
stock in both Canada and United States;
BROWN BROS. CO., Nurserymen, Rochester,

r.4 Ol.I VJ’.IE

The special plans and policies in
use by the UNION MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY have
gained High favor with insurers as
evidenced bv its large increases in
new business.
Send for particulars
of its policy plans.

by

nurse, and a housekeeper who is able to
take the care and mauage economically. Address MRS. H., nurse; or M. housekeeper,

23-4

to know the MUTUAL
RESERVE FUND LIFE ASSOCIATION,
I76V2 Middle street. Free policies. Cash surrender. Paid up value. Incontestable. Average cost $16 per 1000. 3V2 millions surplus.
Call and see our ten year policy. Smart agents

COOK, EVERETT, & PENNELL.

ylGTT&S&wtl4

ANTED—Positions
Wf
* »

a

Address M. K. B., Press
28-2

LET—Store

8 FLOOR AND 12 ARTISTIC WALL COLORS.
THE CARY-OGDEN CO,, Sols Manufacturers,

1351.

LARRABEE,

246 Miclcllo St,

jly7dlw

a

ing Job printing.

278 Middle street,
ument square,
TO
occupied
Lowell. Tnis store has been

eod&wl

The Old Standard Family Medicine.
It regulates the bowels, assists digestion,
and cures those diseases arising from a disordered stomach or liver, such as: Constipation, Biliousness, Indigestion, Loss of
Appetite, Headaches, etc.
BE8T REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN.
Price, 35c., 60c., and SI.00. At all druggists,
Or of the Proprietors,
Da. J. F- TRUE A CO., Auburn, Maine.

quired.
MANSON G.

the best of references,
COMPOSITOR—with
to ability and character, wants posiyoung
printing office with chance of learn- WANTED—By
testant, position

tion in

SUMMER

—

dec3

a

COTTAGES TO UET-Some Of
the best summer cottages in Portland harbor to let. Imquire of A. M. SMITH, Portland,
Me.16-tf

Foss & Son, A. R. Alexander.
SO. PORTLAND, C. A. Tilton. WESTBROOK, H. F.
Boynton. WOODFORDS, F. E. Wheeler,
CUMBERLAND MILLS, H. S. Hudson. OLD
ORCHARD BEACH, N. E. Hill. BRUNSWICK, Adams & Ridley, John Furbish. RICHMOND, Rogers Bros. & Co., J. Hayne* & Son,
BATH, J. A. Winslow & Son.
jun25eodlm

MOW THYSELF._

by
competent
WANTED—Position
stenographer. Address STENOGRAPH-

Congress

F.

Or SELF-PRESERVATION. A new and only
Cold Medal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS and
PHYSICAL 'DEBILITY,
ERRORS of
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE, and all DISEASES
and WEAKNESSES of MAN. 800 pages, cloth,
Only $1.00
gilt; Its invaluable prescriptions.
by mail, double sealed. Descriptive Prospectus with endorsements mr*n QFNn
cf tho Press and voluntary pH I" V I until
testimonials of the cured. I III—. HOW,
Consultation in person or by mail. Expert treatment. INVIOLABLE SECRECY and CERTAIN CURE. Address Dr. W. H. Parker, or
The Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulfincn 6’..,
Boston, Mass.
The Peabody Medical Institute has many imiUerald.
tators, but no equal.
The Science of Life, or Self-Preservation, i» o
treasure more valuable than gold. Read it now,
every WEAK and NERVOUS man, and learn to
Medical Remcu>. (Copyrighted.)
be STRONG

room open evenings and Sunice cream.
A ladies parlor in
G. DaSYLVA, 25 Pearl St. 4-1

connection.

TO

iur

Vitality!

know that I keep

to

the season, a furnished cottage on Peaks Island: seven rooms, lathed
and plastered. Inquire of F. C. WHITE. 480

tivelynon-explosive. Investigate.
PORTLAND,—Nelson Tenney, C. H. Crocker,
F. & C. B. Nash, 0.
M. & D. W.
Nash,
C. A. Cummings, Akeley & Wilson, T.

Strength!

public

to

girl

Mr. C. B. Snnnders, so long and favor- housekeeping.
Two minutes’ walk from
steamer landing (Waite’s Landingl; plenty of
ably known as the steward of the Cum- stable
SALE—Excursionists and visitors to the
room.
Inquire on the premises, or ad- FOR
berland Club, has taken the fine estate dress E. T.
city please call at HAWES’ music store, 414
MERRILL, Portland, Me., care of Congress
street, and select a musical instruknown as Cliff Cottage, on the Shore steamer Alice.
4-1
ment, a music book or some sheet music; take
Road, 2i miles from this city. The
home
tlie
songs “Ta-ra-boom” or “What a differ
LET—At
Cumberland Foreside near
house has been elegantly refitted and TO Grand
ence in the
4-1
Trunk railroad station, a two storied
morning.’’_
will be kept as a first-class summer house, stable and carriage house, eight rooms,
SALE—Coach Harness 2d

m twelve months’ use.
A model of cleanliness, handsome durable, economical, and posi-

stove

return the same to American
Express office, 44 Plum street, city, to LESLIE
E. MITCHELL.5-1

over-

GUFF COTTAGE.
We the undersigned stove dealers of Portland
and vicinity, have thoroughly investigated the
improved VAPOR STOVES of 1892. With the
high state of perfection which they have now
attained, we have no hesitation in stating that
we believe them superior in all respects to anv
known method of summer cooking, and have
accordingly bought and placed on sale in our
respective stores a line of them varying in price
from $4 to §28. We shall be pleased to show
anyone who wishes to investigate their advantages, which in brief are as follows: Their
power is equal to a coal range, and while they
do not materially heat the kitchen, we guarantee to boil three quarts of water in eight minutes, and to heat three eigkt-ponnd fiat irons
hissing hot in the same time on our §8 stove,
which is at least three times as much work as
can be done on any kerosene oil stove sold for
the same money. There is no coal, soot, ashes,
litter, dust, smoke, or kindlings to bother with;
coal range furniture works perfectly on them;
no wicks to trim or labor of cleaning stove to
prevent smell; a flame of absolute purity; no odors
imparted to anything cooked or baked on them.

July 4th, please

9, 1892.

“LAWSOIV

For
J. J.

the finder of the black,
WANTED—Will
short Jersey sack, found in Lincoln Park

do general
in
a family of
housework
four.
References reA

a

Open

Me.,

X looking the city of Westbrook. Rooms all
light and airy.
Accommodation for 60 guests.
Three minutes from P. & R. station. Reasonable rates for boarders.

South
Her Presents.
Wife—Tomorrow is your birthday, darling,
and I am going to stop at the jeweller’s and buy
you a present.
Husband—Get something cheap, pet; I have
not paid him for my Christmas present yet.—
Jewellers’ Weekly.

HOUSE,

Street, Westbrook,

r ■ ima nouse is

6-1

coats; call, or address letter or postal to S.
LEVI, 97 Middle street.auglOtf

SUMMER RESORTS.

HICHLAND

Apply at 41

HELP.

■^V’-A.r^TTESaD.

or

or

wanted to sell
agents
WANTED—Alive
able bodied
the cheapest life insur-

Central

a

ing in a large house preferred.
Chestnut street.

days and serve

brown leather handbag, containing with sundry
other articles, a gold watch with silver case and
fob attached, both cases with open face, and a
purse containing about 825; the person returning it to No. 136 Free street will be suitably rewarded.
G-tf

that his
and that
to him.

by first class cook in
WANTED—Situation
beach
mountain house j pastry cooka

WANTED—The
my dining

FOUND.

noon, July 6th, between No,
LOST—Tuesday
136 Free street and Union Station,
lady’s

stores

Chosen*

worth in the Pbess at 50 cents

LET—Two good furnished rooms. Inat 43 MVllXI-E Street.
Bing right

June

foin’

panion.

The story is told of an American girl
who was stopped one morning by an
English railway porter because she attempted to carry a pet rabbit on board a
train.
“Why,” said she, “there’s no rule
against taking a rabbit Rabbite are
harmless. A friend of mins carried a
turtle on the train the other day.”
“That’s different,” persisted the man.
“Rabbits is cats, and cats is dogs, and
they’s excluded; but turtles is insects,
and they’s goes free.”—Printers’ Ink, j J

or

RICE-_28-tf

O

Favored Waiter—Yes, ’bout the same’s every
where.
Regular Guest—And tips besides?
Favored Waiter—Then what’s the matter?
Regular Guest—They don’t allow me time for
out to meals. I have to eat here.—New
'ork Weekly.

year and nine months.—Youth’s Com-

A Distinction.

LET—Pleasant

in suites*
single
TO with board at 110rooms,
PARKST. MRS. H. M.

Favored

ingly slight, though so tag a fragment
of glass had remained in the larynx for

The early Celts worshiped the dawn
and the sunrise. It is more than probable, therefore, that their liking for the
color green, which we see in their flags,
sashes, etc,, arose from a mistake among
those who had lost a thorough knowledge of the Irish language. The sun, in
Celtic, is called by a word pronounced
exactly like our word “green,” and it is
likely that the Irish fondness for that
color arose through the striking similarity of the two words. In the same way,
when we talk about a greenhouse we
think they are so called because plants
are kept green in them during the winter; yet it is far more probable that the
word is derived from the old Celtic
word for sun, because greenhouses are
so built as to catch the rays and beat of
the sun and store them for future use.—
St. Louis Republic.

MY.__14-tf

LOST AND

writes:
“I had for several years been a sufferer from
constipation, had taken a great many different
remedies, some of which did me good for a time
but only for a time, then my trouble came back
worse than ever.
I was induced by a friend,
whom Brandexh’s Pills had benefited, to
try them. Took two each night for a week,
then one every night for about six weeks.
Since that time I have not experienced the
slightest difficulty whatever, and my bowels
move regularly every day.
I believe firmly that
for sluggishness of the bowels and biliousness
Brandeth’s Pills are far superior to any
other.”

A lady, while eating a piece of pie, fell
into a terrible fit of coughing. A physician could find no cause for the trouble,
and thought that whatever foreign substance had produced it had been swallowed; but the patient insisted that
there was still some obstruction which
not only choked her, but impaired her
power of speech. For six weeks she remained nearly speechless and under constant treatment. After that time she
slightly improved in health and voice,
but without permanent relief.
At length, nearly two years after the
accident, Dr. Ransom, of New York,
was consulted and removed a piece of
glass from the larynx, hanging between
the vocal cords. It was triangular in
shape and measured on its three edges
seven-eighths of an inch, one inch and
inches respectively!
The woman’s voice at once improved,
and the irritation mainly disappeared,
though a slight swelling remained.
Thus the permanent results were exceed-

How Green Came to Be

TO

FEMALE

WANTED.

LET—Pleasant rooms at 71 Free St.
GOod boarding house near. MISS L. B.

FATHER OF MANY ILLS.

Constipation leads to a multitude of physical
troubles. It is generally the result of carelessness or indifference to the simplest rule of
health. Eugene McKay, of Brantford, Ont.,

A Piece of Glass in Her Larynx.

a

ROOMS.

Sign

Gold Boot.

2-1

BOARD.

LAKEWOOD.
lady having

N.
a

j.—Winter

pleasant

home

resort.
A
would take

children to hoard.
Portland,
Address
Lakewood and other references.
BOX 22.
_2-1
Best

of

care.

Nisiiinici' Etoac'il,
MM HE PEQUAKET HOUSE at West Baldwin,
X Me., is now open for the board of families
and others desirous of spending a few days or
weeks in the country. West Baldwin is one of
the most picturesque and healthful places in
Maine, only 30 miles from Portland on the
Mountain Division of the Maine Central. Board
from $3.50 to $5 a week. Pure spring water,
fresh milk and eggs and fresh vegetables are
specialties at the Pequaket House. For further
particulars address OLIVER MURCH, West
Baldwin, Me.
juloeod&w*

,

Oregon Nav. 1 sts.109%
Kansas Pacific lsts.108%
Closing quotations of stocks:
Adams

Quotations of Staple Products
Leading Markets.

in tlu

Stocks and Bonds—Money Easy- Sterling
Exchange Quiet and Steady-Governmen
Bonds Dull and Steady—Kailroads Quie
and

Generally

Firm—Stocks

Closed Quie

hut Firm.
New York, yesterday, money
ranging from 2ffi3 per cent.; last
At

was

easy
at

ioan
cent, closing at 2 per cent. Prime mercan
paper was quoted 3@5 per cent. Sterlini
Exchange was quiet and steady with actua
business in bankers’ bills at 4 87 for 60-da;
bills and 4 8SV4 for demand; posted rates a
4 88@4 89VS.
Commercial bills were 4 86Mile
4 88.
Government bonds were steady am
dull. Kailroads were quiet and generall;
firm.
Tlie pressure to sell in the stock market wai
renewed with vigor after 12 o’clock, especiall;
heavy in Grangers, St Paul, Northwestern,Bur
lington and Rock Island, in addition to Keadiiq ;
and New England.
St Paul was forced off t<
80, or 1 per cent below best price. Kock Islanc
at lowest point showed a like decline. The gen
eral list was,as a rule, placed on a slightly lowei
plane than the opening. Toward 2 o’clock sonu
improvement became noticeable, and the mark
et closed quiet and firm close to lowest,general
ly only small fractions under first prices.
per
tile

Transatactions at the Stock

Exchange aggre

Express.147

American Express.117
Central Pacific. 30
Ches. C& Ohio. 23
Chicago & Alton.149
Chicago & Alton preferred.... irin
Chicago. Burlington & (jiiniev. 99%
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.i35%
Delaware. Lackawanads West..164%
Denver ds Rio Grande. 1(5%
Erie. 2(5
Erie preferred. 62
Illinois Central.102%
Lake Erie & West. 23%
Lake Shore.130% x-d
Louis & Nash. 71 %
Michigan Central.3 05%x-d
Minn. & St. Louis. 10
Minn, dt St. Louis pfd. 28
Missouri Pacific. 59
New Jersey Central.136
Northern Pacific common. 19%
Northern Pacific pfd. 54%

Northwestern.115%

Nortlnvestern pfd.145
New York Central.110%
New York. Chicago & St.Louis 15
do 1st pid. 71
Ohio & Miss. 20
Ont. & Western..
Pacific Mail.
33:%
Pullman Palace.194
Reading.... 59%
Rock Island. 88V1
St. Louis & San Frail. 76
St. Paul. 80%
do pfd..125%
St. Paul & Omaha. 47%

00 pfd.116
Sugar common. <j55/a
Sugar prefd. 96%
lexas Pacific, new.
7
Cnion Pacific. 37%
00
K;
K,xt'ff‘3s7.
Wabash. St. Louis & Pacific
10%
..

do

pfd.:.

gated 269,400 shares.
x

BOSTON, July 6,

reigths.

coal 06c.

Schr Benj. Fabens, Wiscasset and Portland tc
Demerara, ice and lumber, $2000, loaded anc

discharged.
Brig Chas. A. Sparks, Demerara to Delaware
Breakwater for orders, sugar 11c.
Schr Edward Waite, New York to Portland
p. t.
Schr A. R. Weeks, Baltimore to Portland,coa
p. t.
Schr W. H. Allison. Norfolk to Portland, coa
coal

p. t.

Schr E. W. Clark, Philadelphia to Portland
coal p. t.
Schrs Maggie Ellen and Ellen Crusoe, Portland to New York, empty oil bbls 7V2C ancl
loaded.
Schr Fostina, Portland to New York, shooks
and heads 12yac.
Portland Wholesale Market.
FOR

THE

WEEK ENDING

July

6.

Flour is quiet and unchanged. Grain steady
excepting feed, which is lower. In Provisions
we note a firm and higher market on Pork anc
Lard. Shore Cod and Pollock 26c better. Su
gar firm with a good demand. Coffee quiet anc
unchanged. Molasses quiet; demand light. Tea;
dull without quotable change in prices. Cheese
quiet. Butter tending upward, but there is on
ly a limited Inquiry. Raising quiet and steady.
Lemons lower. Coal about 26e higher. Fee si
Beef higher on some grades; sides at 7Vi@9c
# lb, hinds at 10@llc, fores at 4@6c, rounds
at 7V2C, rumps and loins at 12@15c, rattles ai
3V2C, backs at 6@7c, sheep 10, lambs at llVt
@13c, springers 16@20c, pork ribs 10c, sau
sage 10c ;round hogs 7@7Wc
Retail Grocers’

Sugar Rates.
Portland market—cut loaf 5%c;confectioners'
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
Be; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c.
Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Julv 6.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portand. 107 cars miscellaneous merchandise; foi
connecting roads 147 cars.
Grain

Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.

PULLEN, CROCKER
Tuesday’s quotations.

CORRECTEDBY

& CO.

WHEAT.
Julv.
86
86 Vs

Opening.

Highest.

Lowest.
Closing.

Aug.
86
86 Vs

85%
86%

85%
1 86 Vs

CORN.

Julv.
56%
57%
I.owest.
56%,
Closing.
57%
Wednesday’s quotations.

Sepl

Opening.
Highest.

55
50 Vi
55
56 Vs

WHEAT.

•Tulv.

Opening.
Highest.

Aug

86
86
85 Vi

Lowest.

Closing.

86
80
85
85

85 VI

CORN.

Julv.
57 Vs
67%
Sei/s
561/s

Opening.

Highest.

Lowest.

Closing.

Kept
55%
65%
54 v4

04%

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Tuesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Julv.
Opening.78 Vr
Closing. 78V4

Kent,

78%
78Va

CORN.
sent.
49

timv.

Opening. 50%
Closing. 52
Wednesday's quotations.

50%

WHEAT.

July.

Sept

Opening. 78%
Closing. 77%

78%
77%

CORA.

Julv.

_

Sent.
50%
49%

Opening. 51%
Closing. 50%

Boston Stock Market.
The following were to-day's quotations of
locks n Boston:
.tcluson. Topeka & Stanta Fe R. 351/4
:. B. & Q. os
dexicau Central. j 5
Tnion Pacihe
371/,
Sostori & Maine R.I8OV4
do pfd.
Yell Telephone.203
New York and New England it. 35%
do pfd. 89
Maine Central R.135
York Manufacturing Co.1080
New York

Alining Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. July 6. 1892.-The following
re to-day's closing quotations 01 mining siocus:
x>l. Coal.7.. 34%
locking Coal.14
iomestake.14 00
ntario.39

quicksilver. 4
do pfd.20 50

Mexican.
New York Stock and

Aloney Alarket.
Friday’s quotations.
NEW YORK. July 6. 1892.
The following are to-day 3 closing quotations
of Government securities:
July 5. July 6.
New 4’s reg...118
116

New 4’s

147
117
30
23
160
165

98%
135

154%
1(5%
20
63

ioo%
23%
130%
70%
104

10%
27
57

135%
19%
64%
114%
144
110
15
71
20

18%
33%
193

58%
77%
76

soys
125%
47
116

95%
95%

coup.116

United States 2s reg.100
Central Pacino lsts.105%
Denver & R. G. 1st.116
Erie 2ds.104%
Kansas Pacific Consols.109%

116
100
105

117%
105

lOOVi

YORK.

is

uplands at 7 5-18c: do Gull 7 1-I6e; do stained
at oy» c.
NEW ORLEANS, July 6, 1892.—The Cotton

dull; middling 7c.
CHARLESTON. July 6. 1892.—The Cotton
market is quiet; middling 71/80.
market is

1892.—The Cotton
SAVANNAH. July 6.
market is easy; middling 6 16-16C.
MOBILE. July 6.1892.—The Cotton market
is easy; middling7e.
MEMPHIS. July 6. 1892.—The Cotton market is quiet; middlings 7 1-16e.

Foreign Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
LONDON. July6, 1892—Consols 96 9-16 for
money and 904ad for the account.
LIVERPOOL. July 6. 1892.—The Cotton
market is dull: middling 4: sales 7.000 bales;
speculation and export 1000 b ,,es.
LIVERPOOL. July 6. 1892.—Quotations—
Winter wheat at 6s 7d®0s Od; Spring wheat at
6s 7d®0s Od.
Mixed American
corn
at
4s 63/* d.
Cheese 44s 6d for white.

10%
24%

92%
114
6%

42va

FROM

12c; small do ]2V2C; pressed hams

c.

Butter—Western extra creamery at 21@2?c:

fancy higher; firsts and extra firsts at 18(®20c;
extra imitation creamrv 17® 18 c: factory choice
15® 16c;Northern creamery, choice at 22®23c:
New York ana .Vermont dairy, good to choice
18®20c; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
21@22c. The above quotations are receivers,
prices for strictlv wholesale lotsCheese—Northern choice full creams, new at
8%®9c; fair to goon at 5®8V&c; Western
choice, new, at8©8l/2C; lair to good 6®7yic;
sage 3@10e.
Eggs—Eastern extras 17e: Vt and N H extras
at 17c; Mich, extra 1 0V2® 16c; Western firsts
15Vsc; seconds at 15c.

..

1?1,irl-jV.,vl'

Normania

1

50ffl:$2:clover.l2®13c;Hungarian,l 15®1 30.
Hay—Choice. $21:3)00 00: some fancy higher;
fair to to good IS O0®$l 9 00: Eastern line, $18
®$19: poor to ordinary. $15(8)817.
Potatoes—New Potatoes at 1 75@2 00 ® bbl.
fair to good at 1 25@1 60.
Apples—No 1 Hussets at 00®4 60; No 2s at
3 00:3,4 00.

Amsterdam
La Bretagne
Enchantress
Sardinian

..

.New York. .Rotterdam July 16
New York.. Havre ....July 16
.New York. .Rio Janeiro July 16
.Montreal.. Liverpool. .July 16

..

..

MINIATURE ALMANAC.JULY 7.

Sim rises

.4 3 51
(t
watel
Sun sets.7 23 1116,1

i_

451 height

WEDNESDAY, July

Steamer Woodbury, (U S R) Phillips, coast.
Sch Gov J Y Smith. Blake, Bostou for-.
Sell J R Atwood, Cook, Port Monton, NS—
lobsters to order.
Sell White Cloud, Robinson, Sullivan for New

York, leaking.

Put ill for

mackerel.
Sell Jas

Dyer, Western Banks,
sld for

J B Coyie.

00; others 4 5025 00: Stockers 2 20(23 40;
Texans 3 1025 25; cows 3 00(23 75.
Hogs—receipts 23,000; shipments 10,000; active, opened strong.closing shade weaker ;rough
and common at 5 65.86 75; mixed and packers
5 80@5 85; prime, heavy and butchers’ weights
6 90(26 00; light at 5 60@6 9).
Sheep—receipts8,000 isbipments 3000 ;active;
best grades muttons and lambs higher; others
lower: mixed natives 4 60@5 50; wethers 5 60
fe6 15 ;fed Texans 4 30(24 65 ;!ambs3 50@6 75.
6

Gloucester.)

mark-

et-receipts 40.218 packages; exports 2442
bbls and 25,601 sacks; dull and heavy; sales
20,300 bbls.
F'lour quotations—low extras at 2 35@3 15;
city mills extra 4 2524 55; citv mills patents
4 60(24 85; winter wheat low grades at 2 358
3 25; fan- to fancy at 3 2524 50 :patents at 4 00
(24 75; Minnesota clear 3 25(34 00; straights
do at 3 65@4 50; do patents 4 00ffi4 85; do rye
mixtures 3 26@3 75; superfine at 190@2 6'0;
tine at 1 7022 25.
Suotliern flour is weak
and dull°at 3 202 4 65. Iiye Flour heavy and
dull. Cornmeal dull at 2 8523 15. Wheatreceipts 285,300 bush; exports 204,974 bush;
sales 194,000 bush; lower and moderately active, closing weak; N"o 2 Ked 88%c store and
elev. 90V4@91c afloat; 88v«@89%c fob; No 3
Ked at 8514c; No 1 Northern at 86%287%c;
No 1 hard 90% 29114 c; No 2 Northern at 808
81c; No 2 Chicago 85Vt@8614c; No 2 Mil at
82V4C;,No 3 Spring at 7914c. Rye dull, lower
and heavy—Western at 80@85c. Corn—receipts
2.700bush; exports 14.801 bush; sales 17.000 bush; dull and weaker; No 2 at 58258% c
elev, 59.s691ic afloat. Oats—receipts 183,176
bush; exports 11,718 hush; sales 81.000 bush :
moderately active, lower and weak; No 3 at
37l2C;do White at 39c; No 2 at 38@38Y2C; do
White at 40c; Mixed Western at 37:339lie;
White do and White Suite at 38%247c: No 2
Chicago 39@3914c. Coffee—Rio steady and
more active: No 7 at 13c.Sugar—raw quiet and
steady; market for refined steady and quiet;
No 6 at 3 15 1684 1-16c; No 7 at 37/p24c ;No 8
111 a 1 3-1 ft a 3 1 n. 1 fta

■

Mo

Oat 33/ -a' 3 7,,

XT„

1 r,

at 3 11-16@3 13-16cfNo 11 at3%@3%c:No 12
at 3 9-16@3 11-lCc: No 13 at 3 5-10@3 7-16c:
oft’ A at 4®4% ; Mould A 41/'>®4fyyi': standdard
A at 4%&4%c: Confectioners’ A at 4% @4*^ c;
cut loaf at 5@5y8c; crushed at
c: powdered at 4%®4%c; granulated at 43/s@4M‘c:
Cubes at 4% @4% c.
Petroleum steady and
quiet; united at52%e. Provisions—Beef firm;
beef hams quiet; tlerced beef dull;; cut meats
are linn; middles weaker; Lard lower with a
moderate demand; Western steam closed 7 40
bid-.city steam at 6 G0;refined quiet and strong;
Continent at G 87%® 7 76; S A at 8 00@8 25.
Butter quiet and weak; State dairy 15420c;
do crmat 19@21c; Western dairy at 14@16c;do
crm at 1G@21 ;do factory 13 41 Gc; Elgin at 21c.
Cheese dull and weak ; State at 7@8%c; fancy
colored 8.y8@8%: do White at8ya; part skims
at 2%@5%.
Freights to Liverpool irregular and quiet;
grain per steam —d.

CHICAGO. July 6. 1892.—The Flour market
is steady and unchanged. Wheat weak and lower; No 2 Spring at 77% c: No 2 Red at 78% e.
Corn lower; No 2 at 50%. Oats lower; No 2 at
32%. Rye, No2at75e. Barley, No 2 at 60c.
No 1 Flaxseed at 1 03. Provisions lower—mess
pork at 11 55@11 57V2. Lard at 7 12Vz@7 15.
Short rib sides 7 37%. Dry salt meats—shoulders 6 62
76; short clear sides at 7 85®
7 90.
Receipts—Flour. 19.000 bbls: wheat. 105.000
hush; corn. 215.000 bush; oats. 46S.000 Dush;
rye. 9,000 bush; barlev, 13,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 17.000 bbis;wneat.237.000
bush; corn,’237,000 bush; oats 242.000 bush:
rye, 0,000 bush; barley, 15,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS. June 6. 1892.—The Flour market is quiet and unchanged. Wheat closed 1<&:1%
lower; No 2 Red 77J/4C. Corn firm; No 2 at46c.
Oats higher; No 2 at 30%c. Provisions auiet:
only job trade; pork at $12 for new, 11 00 for
old. Lard quiet at 6 90@7 00. Dry salt meats
—loose shoulders at 0 50; longs and ribs at
7 75; shorts at 7 87V2 ; boxed lots 16c more.
Bacon—shoulders at 6 87%; longs and ribs at
8 60 jshorts 8 75.
Sugar cured Hams 11 50@12 50.
Receipts—Flour. 2,000 bbls; wheat. 33.000
bush: corn 13,000 bush: oats, 18,000 bush;
rye, 2,000; barley. 00,000 bush.

Shipments—Flour. 7,000 bbls; wheat. 62.000
bush; corn, 39,000 bush; oats, 6.000 bush;
rye, 00,000 busli; Harley, 0,000 bush.

Philadelphia.
Cld 5tli, sch Laura C Anderson, Potter, Wash-

ams,

ington.
BATH—Ar 4th. sells Flora Morans, Morang,
and Rebecca M Walls. Boston; Daylight, Thos

Lawrence, and John Braeeweil, do.
Sid 4tli, sells Mary A Randall, and May E G
Dunn, westward.

Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Newcastle. NSW, Mav 17, ship Elwell,
Barstow. San Francisco.
Ar at Adelaide June 25, barque Wallace B
Flint, Parsons, New York.
Sid fm Manila May 10, barque Jennie Harkness, for New Y'ork.
Sid fm Nanaimo 3d hist, ship Louts Walsh,
Gammons, San Francisco.
Ar at Cape Town, CGH. June 28, brig C C
Sweeney, Willey, New York.
Sid fm Cape Town, CGH, June 7, barque H L
Barbadoes.
At Pernambuco June 15, barque Lillian, Eaton, from New York, ar 6tli; Bonny Doon, Burgess, for United States.
Arat St Thomas June 2D, sch Alfaretta S

Snare, Smith, Martinique.
Ar at Cienfuegos June 26tli, brig J F Merry,

Bradley,

New York.

Matanzas June 27, sch Alicia B Crosby
Wade, Delaware Breakwater ; 2Dth, Helen G
Sid fm

Moseley, Holt, Philadelphia.

Ar at Hillsboro 2d hist, sells Fred B Beiano,
Sawyer, Boston; Lizzie D Small, Lawrence, do;
Carrie C Ware, Keene, Jonesport.
Cld 2d, schs Abide Ingalls, Kelley, Newark;
4th. Fred B Balano. Sawyer, Boston.
Old at St John, NB, 5th inst- sells Lizzie B,
Belyea, Tliomastou; C J Colwelll, do.

Spoken.
June 2, lat 1 N. Ion 27 W, barque Gleneida,
Frost, from New York for Rio Janerio.
June 27. off Florida, sch Cora Dunn, Harrington, from Pensacola for Boston.
July 3, twenty miles NE of West Island Lightship, sch Jennie Lockwood, for Brunswick.

Office

of Geo. A. Wood, 1
>
Treas. of Elbert Co.,

Kiowa,

Kiowa, Colo., July 15,1801.
C. IT. Graves & Sons, Boston, Mass.:
Gents.—I want to add my testimony to
the cfficaoy of your preparation, called
Dr. Woodbury’s Antidote, as a remedy for indigestion. I have been greatly
benefitted by using it, and as an appetiz-

I can freely say it is all you
recommend it to be. You are at liberty
to refer anyone in this vicinity to me, as
to its value as a medicine, for which you
recommend it. (Signed^)
Geo. A. Wood.
RAII.KOADS.

Portland & Worcester Line.

New York—

STATION FOOT OFPREBLE STREET.

C Rich.
Sell Laura & Marion, Eastman, Ciuidy Harbor—J U Blake.
SATT.RD—Rrie- TTftnrv R f!1p.».vps

?

jsA.h H-maia

G Buchanan.
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

WISCASSET, July 5—Ar, sch H R Condon,
Matheson, Boston.
July 6=Sld, sch Ira D Sturgis, Blaisdell, for
Fort Monroe.

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Ar at Eio Janeiro prior to 1st, barque Boylston. Small, Eosario; Lapland, Buenos Ayres.
Ar at Curacoa June 28, sch Brigadier, Toll-

man.

Apalachicola.

Memoranda.

Advices from Mauritius to June 11 state that
barque Isaac L Skoltield, from Chittagong,
which stranded at that place during a hurricane
had not been floated.
Sch Lavinia F Warren,
Eockland, July 6
Grant, from Boston for Somes Sound, is ashore
at Matinicus, rudder and stern post gone, and
full of water.
She is in a dangerous position
and may become a total wreck.
St John, MB, July 4—Sch Belief, from Thomaston, carried away loremast and went ashore
the

—

Bay.

McLean, from Boston of and for St
John, NB, is ashore at Petit Manan. Crew
landed. Vessel not badly damaged and can be
floated.

On and after Monday, June 27,1892,
trains will Leave Portland:

Domestic Ports.

NEW YORK
Ar 5th, steamer Vigilencia,
Crossman, Santos; Venezula, Hopkins, Porto
Cabello: barque Hiram Emery. Gorham, Boston; sch Nathan F Cobb, Cookson, Mobile.
Sid 5th. barque Jas H Hamlin. Rosario.
BOSTON—Ar 6th. barque Adam W Spies,
Field, Singapore; schs Prince Leboo, Thurston,
Hampden; John Girard. Robbins, Deer Isle;
Sunbeam, Campbell, Bath; Atalanta, Bradbury,
and Pemaquid, Wheeler, Eockland; Mary Snow
Sweet, Eockland; Sarah Hill. Heather, Rockport; Diadem, Thomas, Thomaston ; Metro—

Smith, Vinalliaven; Kipley, Robinson,
ockport; Coquette, Wheeler, Wiseasset; Alice
C Fox, Hopkins, North Haven; Eva L Leonard,
Smith, Calas; D T Patcliin.Ordway, Penobscot;
Francis, Bellatty, and Jas O’Donohue, Newton,
Bangor.
Old 5th, schs Lexington, Paterson, Apple RivEstelle Plunney, Phinney, Kennebec
er, NS;

Silis,

and Washidgton: Win B Herrick. Kellev do
ana Baltimore: H R Condon, Matlieson, Wiscasset and Fort Monroe.
Ar 6th, schs Jas II Teel, Johnson, Philadelphia ; Mary Augusta, Bowden, Rondout; B R
Woodside, Wade, Hoboken; Rhode Island,
Soule, Hoboken; G I, Dickson, Harding, Baltimore ; Lone Star, Pettigrew, Machias.
Cld 6th. barque Rachel Emery, Wyman, for
Portland.
Sid 6tli, sell Anna Pendleton, for Fernandina.
Sid 6th, sch Ada A Kennedy, for Koekport
and Baltimore.
PORTLAND, O— Ar 4th, barque Girard C
Tobev. New York.
PORT EADS—Ar 6th, barque Freeda A Willey, Willey, New York.
PASCAGOULA—Sid 2d, sch Lizzie B Willey,
Rivers, New York.
Ar 4th. barque Hancock, Wright, Kingston.
KEY WEST—Cld 30th, barque Levi S Andrews, Wheeler, Apalachicola.
CHARLESTON—Sid 4th, sell Edw A Young,

Providence.
NORFOLK—Sid 6th, sells Geo H Mills, Saco;
Augustus Hunt, Boston.
NEWPORT NEWS-Ar 6th, sell C A Campbell, Boston.
GEORGETOWN, DC—Ar 5th, sell Alice McDonald, Dukeshire, Brunswick; J J Hanson,
Oliver, Kennebec,
Cld 4th. sch Florence, Gould, Portsmouth.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 6th, ship Baring Brothers, Murphy, Havre; schs Florence Magee,
Rogers, from South Boothbay; Lois V Chaples,
Grace, Jacksonville.
Cld 5th, schs Franconia. Young, for IpswichMary A Power. Wyman, Fernandina; James A
Parsons, Howe, Hallowell; Wm T Donnell Davis, Boston.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 2d, barque RAC
Smith, HooDer, Cienfuegos for New York.
Passed down, brig brig Stacy Clark.
Passed out 2d, sch Maggie S Hart, Philadelphia for Portland.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 3d, schs F G French
Look, Ipswich; Garland, Libby, Boston.
Ar 5th. sch Julia S Bailey, Jordan, Fairhaven.
STONINGTON—Sid 4th, sch Frank McDonald, Gates, Philadelphia.
BRIDGEPORT-Ar 5th, sch Chas S Bayles,
Garrett, Philadelphia.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 2d, schs T W Allen,
Clark, Calais; Agricola, Whitaker, Bangor.
Ar 5th, sch Madagascar, Calais.
NOBSKA—Passed by 3d, sch B R Woodside
from New York for-; 5th, Henry T Wood
do for Bangor.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 6th, schs Velma,

Passen-

fer

Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.

or

m.

and 12.30 p.

m.

For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 #.*m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Water-

horn and Sa.ro River at.4’7.SO a,, m
I 9 an anH
5.30 d. in. Sunday 6.00 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.30 a. m.. 12 30,
3.30, 5.30, 6.20 and 11.15 p. m. Sunday 6.00
p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, West
brook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30,
9.00 and 10.30 a. mM 12.30, 2.00, 3.30, 5.30,
6.20, 9.00 and 11.15 p. m. Sunday 6.00 p.
m.

For Forest Avenue (Deering), 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with
“Hoosac
Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Pine,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Pine” with Boston
& Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New York All Rail Via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.60 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40,
8.30 and 11.45 a. m., 1.3Gj 4.45, 5.50 and 7.35
p. m. Sunday 9.30 p. in.
<
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, applv to S. E. C0RDWELL, Ticket
Agent, Portland, Me.

J. W. PETERS, Supt.
C. J. WIGGIN, Gen’l Ticket Agent
octo
dtf.
—~rr^rz.———:-.
■

Cape Town. CGH, July 2d—Barque Fannie
Skoltield, from New York for Saigon, lias pnt in
here with hatches stove, sails blown away, and
steering gear damaged. Cargo in good condition.
London, July 4—Ship A G Eopes, Rivers, fm
San Francisco for New York, which put into
Pernambuco June 18, had on board the crew of
barque Glanperris, from Barris for Arica.

Boston & IVfaine
In

■

of Canada.
On

ftnd‘
<

After

Trains

SUNDAY,

will leave

as

June
follows!

26th,

j'

;■,

departures.
For Auburn and Pewiston, 7.10 and 8.40 a1
m.. 11.10.
5.15 arid 8.15 p.- m. For Gorham and Island Pond. 8.40 a. m.. 1.25 and
8.15 p. m.
For Montreal and Chicago
8.40a.m., and 8.15 p. in. For Quebec, 8.40
a. m. and 8.15
For Buckfield and
p. m.
Canton, 8.40 a. m. and 1.25 p. m.

ARBIVAPS.

■.

From Pewiston and Auburn. 7.35, 8.25 and
11.45 a. m., 3.10,.5.40 and 5.50 p. m. From
Island Pond and
Gorham, 7.35, 11.45
a. m.. and 5.40 n. m.
From Chicago and
Montreal,17.35 a. m., and 5.40 p.m. From
Quebec, 7.35 a. m., and 5.40 p. m.
The 8.15 p. m. train rims only to Island Pond
Saturdays; to Montreal and West everv other

day. Sundays included.
TICKET
50

OFFICE.

Exchange Street,

and
India Street.

Depot foot of

Lowest fares from Portland, X armouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago $20 and $15.00; St. Paul; $31.50 and
$25.75; San Franciscp. California, $90 and
$56.75. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEAKGEANX, Geheral Manager.
jun27
dtf

AROUND THE WORLD $610.
Boston

JAPAN and return,
$428.50. ALASKA and return,
$223. 50. Apply to CANADIAN
PACIFIC RAILWAY, 197 Washington
St., Boston.
to

tuht&S3mo.

Jel4_

CALIFORNIA, TEXAS AND MEXICO.
Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
eomblning comfort, low rates, quick time, PuU.
inan sleeping cars. Call on or address E. E.
CURRIER, New England Agent Southern Pfc
•Jflc Co., 192 Washington St, Boston, Mass.
]nnl»
sodSa

Are You

TROUBLED
With

|(')

INDIGESTION

]

Dyspepsia or any form of Stomach Trouble? V

They will relieve and cure you. 25 cents '!>
box, at druggists or by mail.
}(i
VBRONSONCHEMICAL CO., Providence, R. I. 7
>)

|

f
|

V It Cfl TRY DR. BRONSON'S
5
V lr oU PEPSIN TROCHES )
{

per

decia

R.

R.

Effect June 26, 1892.

eod2wtc

st» ami: ns.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT Cth,
Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.

WESTERN DIVISION.

Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Searboro Reach, Pine Point, 7.30. 10.15 a.
m., 1,45. 3.30, 5.15. 6.15, 8.30 P. in.; Old Orchard Beach, 7.30. 8.45, 10.15 a. m., 12.20,
WEEK DAYS.
1.45.3.30, 5.16, 6.05,6.15, 8.30 p. in. Saco,
For Forest City Landing, Peaks Island,
8 45,
7.30,
10.15
a.
m..
12.20,
1.45,
5.45,
6.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.00, *10.30, 11.00 a.m.,
8.30
Bidde3.30,
5.15, 6.05,
p. m.;
12.00 m., 12.30, *1.45, 2.15, 3.00, *3.45,4.80,
10.15 a. 111. 12.20, 1.45,
ford. 7.30, 8.45,
5.00, 6.45, 6.10, *7.00, 7.30, *8.00, 9.15 p. m,
3.g0, 5.15. 8.30 p. m; Kennebnnk, 7.30. 8.4a
a. in., 12.20, 3.30. 5.15. 6.05 8.30 p. m.; Wells i Return 6.20, 7.20, 8.30, 9.30, 10.30, *11.00,
Beach, 7.30, 8.45 a. ill., 3.30, 5.15 p.m. ;North 11.30 a.m., 12.20, 1.00, ‘2.15, 2.45 3.80, *4.13.
Berwick, Great Falls, 7.30. 8.45 a. m., 12.20, 6.00, 5.30, 6.05, 6.30, *7.00, *7.30, 8.20, *8.50,
3.30,5.15 p. ni: Kennebunkport, Dover, 10.15 p. m., or at cluee of entertainment.
For Cushing's Island,
6.40. 8.00. 9.00,
7.30, 8.45 a. m.. 12.20. 3.30, 5.15, 6.05 p. m.;
*10.30, 11.00 a.m., 12.80, 2.15, 8.00, 4.30, 11.10,
South New Market Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Powell, Boston, 17.80, *7.00, *8.00, 9.15 p.m. Return 7.00, 8.15, 9.15,
t8.45 a. m., *12.20. 3.30 p. m., 16.05 p. m.; *10.45, 11.20a.m., 12.45. 2.55. 3.40, 4.45, 6.40.
*7.20, 8.30, 9.30 p. m.
Rochester. Farmington. Alton Bay. WolfFor Trcfethen’s, Evergreen, Little and
boro. 8.45 a. in., 12.20, 3.30 p. m.;
Wolfboro, Center Harbor, Weirs, (via Alton Bay Great Diamond and Long Island, 6.30, 6.00,
7.00.
8.00.9.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 in., 2.00,
and Steamer Mt. Washington), 8.45 a. ill.,
12.20 p. m.; Worcester,
(via Great Falls *3.15, 4.20, 5.45, J6.10, 7.30, 9.30 p. m.
For
Marrtner’s Landing, Long Island,
and Rochester), 7.30 a. m.: Manchester and
9.00, 10.30 a. ill., 2.00, *3.16, 5.45 p. ju.
Concord, (via Pawrence), 8.45 a. m., 12.20 p.
111., (via So. Newmarket Junction), 8.45 a. ni.
RETURN.
3.30 p. in.
Leave Trefethen’s, 6.20, 7.00, 8.00. 0.10
•Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.00, 8.30 a. m.,
11.50 a. m., 1.05, 3.20, *4.35, 5.25. 6.85
10.20,
1.00, 4.00 p. m.
7.00, 8.35, *10.30 p.
Sunday Trains from Union Station, for
Leave Evergreen, 6.15, 6.55, 7.53, 9.05,
Searboro Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard
10.15, 11.45 a. 111., 1.00, 3,15, *4.30, 5.20, 6.40,
Beach, Saco. Biddeford, 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 8.30, *10.25
p. 111.
5.30, 6.20 and
12.55, 2.00, 3.30, 4:15.
Leave Little Diamond,
0.30, 7.15, 8.10.
and 7.15 p.m.; Kennebunk, Wells Beach,
a.
m„ 12.00 m., 1.15. 3.30 *4.45,
9.20.10.30
Great Falls, Dover, 12.65, 4.15, 5.30 p. m.;
6.50, 8.45, 10.40 p. m.
5.36,
Exeter, Haverhill, Pawrence, Powell, BosLeave Great Diamond, 6.25, 7.05, 8.05.
ton, 12.55, 5.30 p. m.
9.15, 10.25,11.55 a.

Summer

Arrangements, July 5,

1892.

Tri

EASTERN DIVISION.

itiuuciui

u,

m

urisuiuiiui,

iVCWUUl

JIMMT.

lem, Lynn, Boston, (12.15 t3.30 a. ‘m. daily),
19.00 a.m., (J12.30 p. m. daily) 6.00 p. m.
Bogton fcr Portland, 7-30 a. m.. (*9.00 a. m.
daily) 12.30 p. m., (§7.00, 9.45 p. m. daily.)

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Cape Elizabeth and Scarboro Crossing

@*“12.25,

4.30 p. n).
For Portsmouth and way stations. 4.40 p. m.
tConnects with Rail Lines lor New York,
South and West.
tConnects with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from North Berwick Sun-

days only.
^Western Division from Dover.
([^“Connects at Scarboro Crossing with
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
ThrouglAickets to all points South and West
for sale at Union Station,
JOHN W. SANBORN.Acting Gen. Man.,Boston
W. F. BERRY, Geu’I Traffic Manager., Boston.
O. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A. Boston.
D. W. SANBORN, Genl, Supt., Boston.

ROYAL

BLUE

LINE.

Finest and Safegt Trains in the World
—BETWEEN—
New

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore
Washington

and

—VIA—

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.
All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted bj
gas. Unequaled dining ear service.
time table May 22,1892.
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North River,
For Philadelphia at 4.00„ 7.45, 9.00, 10.00,
11.30 with dining car, a. m., 1.30, 2.15, 3.30
with dining car 4.00,5.00,6.00, 7.30,8.45 p.m.
12.15 night. Sundays—9.00, 10.30, 11.30
with dining car a. m. 1.3u, 3.30 with dining
car 5.00, 6.00, p. m.. 12.15 night
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
11.30 with diningcar a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dining
ear 5.00 p.m., 12.15 night
Additional train week days for Baltimore at

6.00 p. m.
Parfor cars

on' day

trains-Sleepers

on

nighl

Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New

England.

Boston office, 211 'Washington street.
dec22

Portland & Rumiord Falls

dtf

Railway.

Effect June 27, 1893.
Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, daily 8.40
In

m.

1.20 p.

a.

m.

RETURNING—Leave Canton daily 8.35 a. m.,
3.20 p. m. Mondays only 5.00 a. m.
STAGE CONNECTIONS-Daily—From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buekfield for TV.
Sumner and Turner; Canton for Peru, Dixfieldand Mexico; also for Brettun’s Mills,
Livermore.
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt.
je25dtf

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
Bangor,
Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal

For

Bar

and the West.

On
and after
June 26, 1802, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.30, and 11.10 a. m., 1.15, 5.10 p. m.,
and.op Sundays at 6.40 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 6.40 a. m., *1.00,
5.05 and $11.20 p. in.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
6.40 a. ni., 3.20 and $11.20 p. m.
Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell and
Augusta, 6.40 a. m., *1,00, 1.20, 5.05, and
$11.20p. m., and for Brunswick, Gardiner
and Augusta at HI.20 a.m.
Farmington, Phillips, and Rangeley via
Lewiston, 8.30 a. m.. 1.15 p. m.; via Brunswick, 6.40 a. m., 1.00 p. m.
Monmouth, Winthrop, Readfield and Oak«
land, 8.30 a. m., 1.15 and 5.10 p. m., and for
Winthrop and Oakland at 11.10 a. m.
Wafcerville via Lewiston, 8.30, 11.10 a. m.,
1.15,5.10 p. in.; via Augusta, 6.40 a. m.,
*1.00, 1.20, $11.20 p. m., and HI.20 a. m.
Skowhegan via Lewiston, 1.16 p. m.; via
Augusta, 6.40 a. m., 1.20. $11.20 p. m.
Belfast, 1.20 and 11.20 p. m.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 11.20 a. m.,

Bangor via Lewiston. 11.10 a. m., 1.15 p. m.;
via Augusta, *1.00, 1.20 aud {11.20 p. nt,
111.20 a m.. and Sundays only at 7.20 a. m.

Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, at
11.10 a. m., 1.00 and 11.20 p. m.; via Oldtown at,11.10 a. m., 11.20 p. m.
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, 11.10 a. m., *1.00
and {11.20 p. m. and 111.20 a. ni.
Vanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
11.10 a. ni., *1.00, 1.20 and {11.20 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock. St. Stephen and North
Aroostook, 1.20 and 11.20 p. in.; St. Andrews, 11.10 a.rn., If 11.20 p. in. The 11.20 p.
m. train Mondays.
Wednesdays and Fridays
connects at ltockland with
Steamer Frank Jones

for Bar Harbor, Machiasport and intermediate landings.
•Runs daily, Sundays included. {Night express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night, Sundays included, but not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or beyond Bangor, excepting Bar Harbor, on
Sunday mornings.
IfRuns daily, Sundays included, through to Bar Harbor.
White Mountains and

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

From Waterville and Lewiston. 8.30 a. m.: Au.
Bath, &c., 8.35; Montreal, St. Jolmsury, Fabyans and Brklgton, 8 a. m.; St.
John, Bangor, etc., 11.45 a. m.; Farmington,
Skowhegan and Lewiston. 11.50 a. m.; Bar
Harbor and Bangor Express, *12.05 p. in.;
St. Johnsbury, Lancaster. Fabvans and BrklgLake
4.45
ton, 12.15 )).
m.; Sebago
m.;
Bath,
Waterville,
Augusta and
5.25
Yankee
oekland,
p. ill.; Flying
fi.35 p.m.; Bangeley, Farmington,Skowhegan,
Waterville aud Lewiston, 5.45 p. in.; Montreal, Quebec, Lancaster. Fabyans, Bridgton,
8.16 p. m.; Night Pullman, *1.40 a. ni. and
Bar Harbor Night Express, *3.20 a. m.
•Sundays included.
I’AYSON TUCKER,
Y’ice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHY, Gen’l. Puss, aud Ticket Agent.
Portland. June 24,1892.
dtf.
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STEiMFcOMPm

FACIFIC MAIL

—

California, Japan. China, Central and
America and Mexico,

Sctlh

From New York, pier foot of Canal street.
North River, for San Francisco tu The isthmus

ol' Panama.

For Japan and China.
NEWPORT sails Monday, July 11, noor.
From San Franofeco, 1st ami Brannon St«.
CHINA, sails Saturday. Jtiiv 6. 3 p.m.

6.46, 8.40, *10.53 p. 111.
Leave Police's Landing, Long Island, 6.05,
6.40, 7.46, 8.50, 9.50, 11.20 a. m„ 12.50. 2.50,
*4.05, 5.10, 6.35, 8.20, *10.16 p. m.
Leave Marriner’s Landing, Long Island,
10.00, 11.30 a. m., 3.00, *4.15. 6.45 p. 111.
SUNDAYS.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks Island,
8.00, 9.00, 10.00, *10.30,11.00 8.111.: 12.15,
2.15, *3.16, 3.45, 4.45, 6.10, 7.30 p. m.

For Freight, Passage, or general information
to or address the General Eaxtnrn Agents.
E. A. ADAMS * CO„
113 State Street, Cor, Broad St., Boston.
dtf
JelO

apply

in.

12.16. 2.15; 3.45, 4.46, 6.10, 7.30 p.
For Trefethen’s. Evergreen Little
Great Diamond and Long Island, 7.00,
9.30, 10.30 a.m. ; 12.16, 2.00, *3.16. 4.20,
m.;

+6.10, *7.30 p.

and

8.00,
5.15,

m.

For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island only,
*1.30 p. ni.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island,
9.30,10.30 a. m.; 2.00, *3.15, 4.20, 5.15 p. 111.
*Not run in stormy or foggy weather.
tDoes not run to Long Island.

C. W. T. CODING.

_jy5dtf_General Manager.
FREEPORT STEAMR0AT C0^
Time Table For 1802.

PHANTOM
STEAMER
day June 20 will leave

on and after MonFreeport at 6.30 a.
m.; 2.06 p. m. Wolf’s Point 6.40 a. in.: 2.10.
p m. Great Ohebeague 7.05 a. m.; 2.40 p.m.
Littlejohn’s Island 7.10 a. m.; 2.45 p. m.
Cousins’ Island 7.15 a. m.; 2.50 p.m. Falmouth Fore Side 7.40 a.m. ; 3.10 p. m.
Arrive at Portland 8.30 a. m.; 3.50 p. m.
RETURNING—Leave Portland Pier 9.25 a.
m.; 5.00 p. m. Falmouth Fore Side 10.00 a. m.;
5.30 p. m.
Cousins’ Island 10.25 a. m.; 6.00

&m.
reat

Littlejohns’

Island 10.30

a. m.

6.05 p.

m.

Chebeague 10.40 a. m.; 6.10 p. m. Wolfs
Point 11.05 a. m.; 6.45 p. m.
Arrive at Freeport 11.10 a. m.; 6.50 p. m.
Fare to South Freeport, including a drive ot
five miles, making an Excursion of 38 miles for
$1 the round trip.
Passengers taking the 9.26 a. m. boat for
Freeport will arrive in time for trains going
East. Passengers coming West by all a. m.
trains can have a delightful ride and sail by
taking our carriages at Freeport Village for
2.05 p. m. boat, arriving in Portland at 3.50 p.
m.

NEW EXCURSION ROUTE
By STEAMER PHANTOM,
Will leave Portland Pier for Mere Point and
all landings, week days, at 9.25 a. ni.
Returning leave Mere Point for all landings
at 1.30 p.

m.

Will leave Mere Point Tuesdays.Wednesdays,
Fridays and Saturdays at 5.50 a. m. for all landings. Returning leave Portland Mondays,
Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays
at 6 p.

m.

ju20dtf

for Mere Point.
H. B. SOULE, Manager.

UIAMOND ISLAND, YARMOUTH &

;

From boston every weanesMv aiis ^aturnay.

From

Time Table 1893.

COMMENCING .Tune 6,

steamers Alice and

Isis leave Portland Pier tor Yarmouth.
8.25 a. m.. 2.20 and 6.00 p. ra.
For Falmouth Poreslde, 8.26, 11.00 a.m.

and 2.20, 5.00, 6.16.
For Diamond Island, 6.50, 7.45, 10.00,
11.00,12.15 a. m. 2.10, 4.00,5.15 6.15 p. m.
RETURN.

Leave
Y'armouth for Portland and inter
mediate landings, 7.00, 9.45, a. m. and 3.40
m.
p.
Leave FalmnuthTown Landing, 5.50, 7.30,
10.15 a. m.; 1.00,4.15.
Leave Diamond Island, 6.30, 7.20, 8.15,
10.80 a. m.; 1.25, 2. 45, 4.45, 6.30 p. m.
Royal Elver House carriages from Yarmouthville will connect with steamers at Yarmouth
Foreside,
B. M. SEABURY, Gen’l Manager.

ju4Utf

Greenwood Garden and Cushing’s
island Steamboat Line.

Summer

Arrangements. On and after Mon-

day, May 9, Stmr. Enterprise will leave East
Boothbay every Monday at 7.15 a, m. for Portland, touching at So. Bristol, ‘Heron Island,
Boothbay Harbor and ‘Squirrel Island. Every
Tuesday leave Franklin Wharf, Portland at 8
a. in. for Round Pond,
touching at ‘Squirrel
Island

Boothbay

Harbor and ‘Heron Island.

Every AVednesday leave Round Pond at 6.30 a.
for Portland, touching at ‘Heron Island,
Boothbay Harbor and‘Squirre Island. Every
Thursday leave Portland at 8 a. m. for Pemaquid, touching at'. ‘Squirrel Island. Boothbav
Harbor, ‘Heron Island, So. Bristol and East
Boothbay. Every Friday leave Pemaquid at ti
in.

lor Portland touching at So. Bristol, East
‘Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor
and ‘Squirrel Island.
Every Saturday leave
Portland at 8 a. m. for East Boothbay, touching
at‘Squirrel Island, Boothbay Harbor ‘Heron
Island and So. Bristol, ‘Steame rtouches from
June 15 to Sept. 15. No freight received after
а. m.

Boothbay,

7.45

a. m. on

mylOdtf

day

of

sailing.

ALFRED RACE. Manager.

steamer city of Richmond
The
will make its last trip from Portland
FriJune
on

day,

24th, at usual hour and thereafter
from Rockland, leaving there
Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 a.m., from Maine
will

9.00 a. ill.; 2.00, 6.00 p. m.
Return for Portland.—Leave Orr’s Island,
б. 00,10.10 a.m. 4.00 p. m.
Bailey’s Island.
6.10, 10.45 a, in.; 3.45 p. ill.
Harpswell, 6.25.
11.35 a. m.; 2.00, 4.25 p. ill.
Littlefield’s. 6.50
а. ni.; 2.25, 4.55 p. m.
Jenks’, Great Cliebeague and Hope Island, 7.05 a. m.; 12.05. 2.40.
б. 05 p. m. Waldo. Little Chebeague, 7.20 a. m.
12.20, 2.50, 4.45, 5.20 p. in. Long Island, 7.40
a. 111.: 12.35, 3.10, 5.00,
Ar5.35, ‘10.00 p. m.
rive
8.15 a. ill.: 1.00, 3.40, 5.50, 6.00,
10.30 p. ill.
Sunday Time Table.—Leave Portland for
10.00 a. m.; 2.00, 7.30 p. iiy
Long
Harpswell and intermediate landings, 10.*)
a. m., 2.00 p. m. Return leave
Harpswell 11.45
a. ill., 3.50 p.m.;
Long Island, 12.35, 5.00,
‘10.00 p. ni. Arrive Portland, 1.00, 5.30 10.30
p. m.
“Or at close of Casino Theatre, Long Island.
Sailing trips 22 miles down the bay, 9.00, 10.15
a. m. ; 2.00 p. m. Tickets
only 60 cents. Round
trip tickets, Portland to Long Island w ith adm slon into
Casino Theatre 25 cents. Sundays to
Harpswell and return 35 cents. Other Landings 25 cents.

Portland,
Island,

Jvj1SAIAH

DANIELS, General Manager^

Tuesdays,

run

Central R. R. wharf in connection with Maine
Central R. R. trains, thus making three trips
per week instead of two as
formerly. Passenger trains will leave Portland for Rockland commencing June 27th, at 0.40 a. m., 1.20 p. m.
and 11.20 p. in., the latter train running daily
Sundays included with sleeping car attached.
After Friday the freight business will be handled by the Mama Central R. R. and shippers
must deliver good* at the freight house of the
Railroad Company instead of sending to the
wharf.
Freight will be received at Freight House
West Commercial street up to 4.30 p. m. and
sent forward by express freight leaving Portland at 0 p. m. on Mondays, Wednesdays and

Fridays.

Returning City of Richmond leaves Machiasport Mondays, Wednesdays and FTidays at 4 a.
m., passengers arriving in Portland at 1.20 a m
Tne City of Richmond will be succeeded by
the Steamer “Frank Jones” on or about July 10.
PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.

_jun21dtjly8

Allan

Line

Royal mail Steamships.

BETWEEN LIVERPOOL, QUEBEC AND MONTREAL
From

l
From
From
Montreal I Quebec.
9 July |
10 July
30
16
17 "
;
| Sardinian
7 July
23
| ‘Numidian,
1 24
14
30
| Parisian,
I 31
*S. S. Mongolian and Numidian will only carry
on
the
passengers
voyage to Liverpool.
Cabin $45 to $80 according to steamer and
location of stateroom.
Second cabin $30.
Steerage $20.
Service of Allan Lina SteamI

Liverpool | Steamships
23 June
l ‘Mongolian
••

STATE

New York and

Glasgow,

via

Londonderry,

every fortnight Cabin $40 and upwards. Return $75 aim upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage $19; .intermediate
$30. Apply to T. P. McGOWAN Portland or
H. &. A. ALLAN, Boston,
dtf
yiom

JOJjSd BOSTON'
ftjlERS
.00
w

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Daily, Including; Sundays.
THE NEW AND

run

ILANU

PALATIAL

ANU

STEAMEB9,

llttMuNT

Altematly leave Franklin Wharf. Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In season
for connection with earlies trains for points be-

yond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell

Worcester, New York, &c.
Returning, leave India Wharf. Boston, every
evening at 7 o’clock.
J. F. LISCOMB,
J. B. COYLE.
General Agent.
Manager.
dtf
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International Steamship Co.
—

FOR

—

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.
and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Caiupobello and
St. Andrews, N. B.

Summer Arrangement.
and after July 4 and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf. Portland. Wednesday and Saturday at
5.00 p. m., for Eastport ant! St. John, with
above connections; Returning. leave St. Johu
ami Eastport Tuesday and Friday.
Through tickets issued and baggage cheeked
to destination. gp-Freight received up to 4.00
On

p.

Delightful Sail 32 Miles Down Casco Day.
Commencing July 4th steamers Chebeague and
Merryconeag will leave Portland Pier for Long
Island, 9.00. 10.15 a. in.; 2.00, 4.00. 6.00, 7.30
Little Chebeague, 9.00, 10.15 a. m.;
p. m.
2.00, 4.00, 6.00 p. m.
Hope and Great
Chebeague islands, Harpswell, 9.00, 10.16 a.
m.; 2.00, 6.00 p. m. Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands,

Tuesday and Friday.

Portland, Mt. Desert & MachiasS. B. Co.

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.

Portland & Boothbay Steamboat Co.

every

_

Commencing June 27, 1892. steamer S. E.
Spring will leave Portland Pier as follows:
Week days—For Peaksand Cushings Islands:

*6, 7, 8, 9.30, 10.30 a. m.; 1.15 2.15, 3.30, 4.45,
6.15, 7.30, 9.30 p. m.
Eeturn for Portland—Leave Peaks: 6.20,
7.30.8.20,9.50, 11 a. m.; 1.45, 2.35, 3.50,
t6.15, 6.35, 9, tl0.15 p. m.
Leave Cushings: 7.20, 8.30,10, 10.50 a. m.:
1.35, 2.45, 4, o, 6.45, 8.45, 9.50 p. m.
Sundays- For Peaks and Cushings: 9, 10,
11.30 a. m.; L 2.15, 3.30, 5, 6.15 p. m.
Eeturn for Portland, leave Peaks: 9.20,10.30,
11.50 a. m.; 1.30, 2.35, 4.00, 5.30. 6.35 p. m.
Leav Cushings: 9.30,10.20, 12a. m.; 1.20,
2.45, 4, 5.20, 6.45 p. m.
* Does not
stop at Cushings Island.
t Or at close of entertainments.
L. C. MEANS. Agent.
ju27dtf

Philadelphia

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. K. R„ and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip *16.00.
Passage *10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, 7u Long Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, sy State St, Flake Building. Boston.
Mass.
oct22<ifi

FALMOUTH FORESIDE ROUTE

Quebec Line.

For Cumberland Mills. Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryeburg, North Conway', Glen. Bartlett, and Fabyans, 8.45 a. ill., 1.05 and
6.15 p. m.; and for Cumberland Mills and
Sebago Lake at 2.50 p. Ill; St. Johnsbury,
Newport and Montreal. 8.45 a. in.. 6.16 n.
m.; Jefferson and Lancaster. 8.4o
a. m.
and 1.05 p.m. For North Stratford, Colebrook and Quebec at 1.05 p. in.
The 8.45 a. m. train connects for ail points in
Northern New Hampshire. Vermont. Chicago
and the West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and PaThe 6.15 p. m. train
cific Coast points.
runs daily, Sundays included, and has through
sleeper for Montreal, where connections are
made with trains via “Soo” Line tor Minneapolis and St Paul.

op

leave Franklin Wharf on
Wednesday 1
ami Saturdays at t> p. m.. affording *
day trip on Long Island Sousa. F*.n.M.!ng
leave Tier 38, East Hi’, er, New Vor», on Sfo»
days, Wednesdays and Saiurduvs a*. 4 p. m.
Fare 85.00; Hound trip, fd.00.
J. it. COYI.E, Manager.
J. F. j.ISCOMB, General Agent.
inyatdli

m., 1.10, 3.25, *4.40, 5.30,

From Union Station; For Cape Elizabeth,
Searboro Crossing, (53^*8.45 a. in.; Amesbury, 3,30, 9.00 a. ill.. 12.30, 6.00 p. m.;

WeoJi.ly

■

Steamers Manhattan

m..

ing tonic,

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

—W

ISLAND STEAMERS.

je27dtf

with 900 qtls

Sch City of Augusta. Adams. Kennebec and
Philadelphia—J S Winslow & Co.
Sch Morning Light, Nickerson, Cane Sable,NS

RAILROADS.

Colo. )

Cleared.

Steamship Manhattan, Bragg,

at Courtney
Sch Vera,

Domestic Marktes.

repairs.

Sch Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—
lime to C 8 Chase.
Sell Starlight, Bunker, Tremonfcgravel to
L D Tibbetts.
Sch C M Gilmore, Thompson, Camden—lime
to Carlton Bros.
Sch Dan’l Webster, Hatcii, Pemaquid.
Sell Caroline Vouglit, shore, with 220 bbls

fish, (and

Chicago Cattle Market.
(By Telegraph)
CHICAGO. July 6. 1892.—The Cattle market
12,000;
shipments 4000; brisk and
—Receipts
10@25c higher; choice to extra steers 5 25@

6.

Arrived.

live stock on the market—Cattle,
3160; sheep and lambs, 9328; calves, 706:
swine, 12,927. Nuumber from the different

third qality, 3 23 v<c; poorest grades ol coarse
oxen, cows, hulls, stags, etc, 2 7523 00.
Prices of Western Beef Cattle ;p 100 ihs, live
weight; Choice 4 50284 75. second quality $4@
4 25; third quality,S3 25 <i.S3 76 ;poorest grades
of coarse oxen, cows, huljs, stags, Texan, Colorado, SI 50@3 50.

};; % g \ {g

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Amount of

Sheep and
Cattle.
Lambs. Calves.
Swine
Western. 3,155 9,210
12,892
Vermont.
5
101
680
27
17
8
126
N.Hampshire.
Prces of Northern and Eastern Beef Cattlechoice, at 5Vs 3)53/i.c p ib dressed weight: first
OlPllihr CI'SR.V.
cnoo.wl

tide

9 03
9 02

MARmE"NE¥8

Brighton Cattle Market.

States:

T*

....

ens

Beans—New York, hand-sicked pea, at|l 90®
1 95; marrow pea 1 85; choice screen uea at
1 50® 1 75; hand-picked medium at
80;choiee
yellow eyes, 1 80®1 85: California pea beans
2 30® 2 40: hand-picked. 2 50®2 60.
Seed—Timotliy. 1 60®1 75: Western red top

,,fT,,!-.,

New York.. Hamburg .July 14
Santiago.New York. .Cienfuegos July 14
Etruria.New York. Liverpool.. July 16
Nevada.New Yo.dc. Liverpool.. July 16
Furnesia.New York. .Glasgow
.July 16

Poultry—Northern fresh-killed spring chickWestern iced fowls
16®18c;live fowls at

at 25c; fowls 16®16c;
at 00 a 12 V- e; chickens at
lOiffillc.

TIME
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
12
13
13
13
13
13
13

Alvena.New York- Kingston ,. July
Servia.New York. Liverpool.!!. .Jly
Arizona.New York.. Liverpool.. uJly
Marcia.New York. Rio Janeiro July
Federation
.New York. .Rio Janeiro July
Mongolian.... Montreal... Liverpool.. July
Yucutan.New York. Hav&Mex July
Spree.New York. .Bremen
.July
New York.. Rio Janeiro July
Vigilancia
Rotterdam... .New York.. Amsterdam July
Labrador.Montreal... Liverpool. .July
Venezula.New York. .I.aguayra. .July
City New York New York. Liverpool.. July
Britanic.New York.. Liverpool.. July
....

1892.-The

(By Telegraph.)
NF.WYORK. July 6. 1892.—The Flour

FOR

Weehawken for Danvers port; Fair Wind, Rondout for Boston; Ben Hur, Hoboken for Haverhill; Melissa A Willey. Savannah for Portland,
(maingaff broken); L A Lewis, Newburg for
Bangor; Walter M Young, Hoboken for Pembroke.
Sid 4tli, sehs Richmond, Eliza Levenseller,
Lugano, Helen Keler, Julia A Decker, Hattie
Godfrey. Damon, Nellie Eaton, Charlotte Fish,
Cassie Jameson, Ellen Morrison, J Paine, Emma Louise, Jennie G Pillsbury, Herman F Kimball, and John Lenthal.
EDGAKTOWN-Ar 5th. sells Wide Awake,
Maddox, Perth Amboy for Boston; Jordan L
Mott, Gregory, do for Rockland; E L Dow, do
for Portsmouth.
SALEM—Ar 1st. sells Sandy Point, Grant, So
Amboy; L Holway, Foss, Port Liberty.
Ar 4th, sell Annie B
NEWBURYPORT
Mitchell, Burdick. Philadelphia.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar 5th, sch G M Brainard,
New Y'ork.
BANGOR—Ar 5th, sch Henry J Smith, Ad-

Gregg,

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.

71/4
50

11V2 c.
Lard—Choice at 7% c p tb in tierces and tubs;
10-lb pails in cs 8V*e.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6%c ® lb; country

do 6 v<

(By Telegraph.)
July 6. 1892.—The Cotton
quiet and unchanged; sales 1010
bales; good ordinary uplands 4 15-16c; do Gull
5 5-16c; good ordinary stained 4 7-16c;middIing
NEW

market

37%

following are
to-dav’s quotations ol provisions. Produce, etc.
Pork—Long cuts 00 00(216 00: short cuts at
00 00(216 25; hacks at 1(» z5@00 00; lean lends
at uO 0CXgl7 00; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork
11 50.
Hams at

DETROIT.July 6.1892.—Wheat-No 1 White
No 2 Red at 82 Vac; weak and lower.
Corn nominal—No 2 at 61 c. Oats weaker—No 2
White at 36Vfec; No 2 Mixed at 34e. Eye nominal—No 2 at 76c.
Receipts—Flour, —bbls; wheat. 26,000 bush;
corn, 1,000 bush; oats, 10,000 busn.
at 82 Va ;

Cotton Markets.

Boston Produce Market

The following are recent charters:
Bark Rachel Emery, Boston cr Portland tc
Rosario, lumber $10.
Bark Strathome, Portland to Buenos Ayres
lumber *8 60.
Brig H. B. Cleaves, and Schr Addie Charleson, Kennebec to Philadelphia, ice 60c.
Brig Mary C. Mariner, Savanna-la-Mar tc
New York, logwood roots $4.
Schr Clara Leavitt, Port Jolni5on to Port

land,

24%

Western Union. 92
St Paul. Minn. & Mann.114
Richmond « West Point.
7
do ofd. 43%

109%
106%

m.

For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at tho Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or lor other
information at Company’s Office,
UallroaJ
Wharf, foot of State street.

je20

J. B. COYLE, Geu’l Manage:.
dtf

STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOK BHO JOB PRiflTER,'
No. -17 PLUM STREET.

S1IOKK AI¥

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

THE FIELDS CASE.

PRESS.

THE

TODAY.

OLD

Coroner'* Jury Bring in a Verdict of Accidental Drowning.

The coroner’s inquest, called to investigate the death of William A. Fields,
which was described in the Pkess of
Monday, met in the county attorney’s
offices in City Building yesterday. The

New Wants, To Let, For Sale. Lost, Found,
and similiar advertisements will be found under
tiie appropraite headings on page 6.
A

Magnificent Transcontinental Tour.

A tour across the continent with more than
ordinary attractions is announced by Messrs.
Baymond & Whitcomb, with September 5 as
the date of leaving Boston.
A week will be
passed in the Yellowstone National Park on the
outward journey, and the Pacific Coast is to be
traversed from British Columbia to Mexico.
The regular tour lasts 61 days, but the return
tickets are good from any part of California for
six months. Another party will start at the
same time for a three weeks’ trip to the Yellowstone Park, returning direct.
A descriptive
book will be mailed free by Baymond & Whitcomb, 296 Washington street (opp. School
street), Boston.

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at 10 o’clock this
morning the furniture of the Sophronia Butler
estate, Mechanic street, Deerlng.

investigation was under charge of
Coroner Stephen Hall, and was conducted by County Attorney Robinson.
The jury consisted of Foreman Milton
Higgins, Jabez Eveleth, A. E. Pitman,
N. O. Cram, J. M. Tolford and W. H.
Malone.
E. N. Perry summoned the
jury and the witnesses, and attended on
the proceedings.
Nine witnesses were
summoned to testify: Michael S. Cahill,
the soldier who

see

PERSONAL.

Hon.

B. Barrows was in town
his way from Boston to

Geo.

yesterday on
Fryeburg.

Prof. Arthur B. Morrill of Willimantic,
Conn., formerly of the Portland High

School,

is in the

city.

Ex-Governor Perham of Washington,
D. C., passed through this city on his way
to his home at Paris yesterday.
William D. Howells, the celebrated novelist and managing editor of the Cosmopolitan Magazine, has arrived at the Intervale House for his second season. His
family accompany him.
Prof. Harvey Murray and Mr. John
Calvin Stevens have gone to Boston and
New York to look over new organs for
the State street church.
They will remain until the latter part of the week.
Hon. Sumner I. Kimball, Superintendent of Life Saving Stations, was in this
city yesterday. He has been inspecting
stations on this coast, and left for Sanford yesterday afternoon to visit his old
home. He returns to Washington the
the last of this week.
Mr. George H. Moore and family were
to have sailed for England July 20 on the
steamer City of Chicago, which has just
been wrecked on the Irish coast. Now
that the vessel will he unable to sail for
some time, if at all, Mr. Moore and family have been assigned to the City of Paris
which sails two weeks later.

with Fields

the

Saturday night; Mary E. McLane and
Katie Feeney, the two girls who were
with Cahill and Fields; Charles Murray,
brother-in-law of Fields, who went to
the wharf Sunday morning to find Fields;
Forest E. Libby, M. J. Malone, the engineer at the Fort, who testified as to
conversation with Cahill: Thos. Hopkins,
who grappled for the body, and Drs.
Sullivan and Smith, who made the post
mortem examination Sunday, Cushman
J. Morrison and Officers
Frank and

Webster

The witnesses

were

all

During a cavalry raid by the First
Cavalry on the night of October
12, 1863, in which the regiment twice during the night rode into and out of the
rebel army, Corporal Charles W. Skillings of Portland was made prisoner.
He passed from prison to prison, among
them those at Belle Isle, Richmond, Andersonville, and several others. Finally,
after a year and a half of prison life, he
was exchanged at
Vicksburg and discharged from the army. Captain Joel
Wilson, who reported him missing, served throughout the war and was mustered
out with his regiment.
Captain Wilson
passed through the city yesterday, and
Maine

near

the soldiers’ monument the two old
met for the first time in 29

comrades

It is needless to say that old
years.
times were lived over again, army yarns

swapped by the dozen, and the two old
veterans, now on the downward hill of
life, were for the time being young once
more.
Captain Wilson has left for New
York, where he is now located.
BRIEF JOTTINGS.

evnmineA witil

It was a

magnificent moonlight night

care, but their stories did not differ
in essential points from those already-

last night.

outlined.

into the cooler last

The examination
on

was

very
the lack of

account of

clearness in the statements of the three

Two drunken

women

The examination of

High School

were

gathered

evening.
teachers for the

is in progress.

morning,

then at

8.30, 9.10, 9.40,

10.30, when we have half past the even
hour again and so on through the day.
Cars leave Westbrook on the

odd hour
and each 40 minutes. This is the present

temporary arrangement.

The Weather

Shaw.

a

art

and

the time Fields went overboard.
The physicians found that Fields came
to his death by drowning, and other
witnesses were of the opinion that the
bruises about Filds’s head might have
been caused by striking against the
lobster cage as he fell.
The jury returned a verdict that Wm.
A. Fields of Portland came to his death on
the second day of July, by drowning,
said Fields while in a state of intoxication having accidentally fallen overboard
from Portland Pier.
WEDDINGS.
B r nns-Gar re tt.

Last evening, Mr. Nelson A. Bruns and
Miss Minnie E. Garrett were married at
their future residence, No. 169 Oxford
street, by Rev. Mr. .Hughes of Chestnut
street church.
The house was prettily
decorated.
The brother and sister of
the groom officiated as best man and
maid of honor respectively. There were
many pretty presents, and a supper followed the ceremony.

There will be a meeting of the Fresh
Air Society at the Y. M. C. A. rooms to-

day

at 10.30 a. m.
The schooner

Walking

on

the Water.”

respected citizen.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be
spread upon the records of the club, and that a

an

honored and

copy

of the

same

be

sent to the

deceased.

family

of the

JohnD. Prinpable, 1
Horatio Clark,
! Committee.
Isaiah

Daniels,

)

A large and substantial float for the
of boats has been constructed at
Cushing’s landing, Cushing’s Island. It

Are

they

Because

they

never

spoil

nice

desserts.
Because the

cakes, puddings,

made to
creams,
taste.
refined
the
most
please
Because they are extracted by
a new method, from the true
fruit, so that each has its own
natural and distinctive charThat is
acter.
why Dr.
Delicious
Price’s
Flavoring
etc.,

the connoisseur the difference
between them and the

Flavoring Extracts

great

in words.
will prove their
excellence.
-.i

com-

is

that it cannot be

pressed

Lewiston.
Committee on Privileges—Messrs. McCone,
Sweetsir and Homan, Portland; Courant, Wilson and Lawrence, Lewiston.

The day will be celebrated at Maranocook.

are

Extracts, Lemon, Orange,
Vanilla, etc., are wanted. To

mon

Advertising—
Messrs. X.yseth, Portland; Daley and Coombs,

A

so
ex-

trial

superior

Cape Elizabeth.
Mr. A. Marshall

Spear of South Portland, some months ago purchased a farm
near MarshallHall, just out of Washing
ton. A large, new dwelling is nearly
compleied, an extensive orchard of various kinds of fruit trees has been set out,
and many other evidences of improvement and progress are observable on his
farm.
Great Diamond

Island.

There was a lively scrapping match on
Market street, near Hannaford’s saloon
It was the outyesterday afternoon.
come of a feud that dated from the last
Washington’s birthday. One of the parties was involved in the affair at Cape
Elizabeth a short time ago.
Both were
hauled in.
The

Old Orchard Races*

The kite track at Old Orchard is now
good condition again, and the postponed races, which take place today and
in

continue

through Friday and Saturday,
will be full of interesting sport.
A large
party of Portland people have made
preparations to attend.

ting
not

to

75

place

as a

for

Blue Storm
50

get-

it,

ten

to

in

Many

one

r*
vJUAUUUll

l,

Serge

and

yard

and other Fancy

to close.

Flannels,

yard.

a

all

prices.

All Wool Tricots, 38inches

in

new

wide,

50

pieces

at 39c a
a

yard.

yard, reduc*

Hosiery, Gloves and Handkerchiefs.

things

in Gents’

Creat sale of Cents’
Scotch

Furnishings.

Suspenders 15c,

Cinghams

at 15c a

25c and 50c

a

pair.

yard, reduced from

25c.

bags, shawl straps and
dog collars, artists’ materials, Magic clothes clean_i
cuiu

pieces

Bargains

it’s here and in variety.
For instance do you
know we keep valises and

tl

a

25 pieces White Plaid Nainsooks at 12 l-2c
ed from 17c.

everything—things

ask for

25c and 37 l*2c.

Great sale of Dress Coods at 39c

town; whatever it is send
or

12c,

pieces Outing Flannels, Ginghams
Cotton Fabrics, at 5c

think

kept anywhere else

2000 yards of
50

Zephyr Cinghams

pieces Indigo

at 9c a

Blue Print at 6 I-4c

The best assortment and lowest
in Portland.

5I1UC

polish, playing cards, poker chips, cork screws, shoe
strings, candles, pillows
and quilts, screens, lamps,
and
pictures
frames,
crockery, toys, baskets and
picnic things, hammocks,
tennis goods, games, bathing goods, cut glass and

Everything

in

Drug

a

prices

Sundries at cut

yard.

yard.
for Small Wares

prices.

Warner Bros.’ Corsets.
P. D. French Corsets.
Ball’s Cabo Corsets and many other popular makes from
50c to $3.00 a pair.

umbrellas?

There are
which
many things
you
expect to find here—the
unexpected is here too.
This

will sell

of linen damask
size

quality
$2

a

Don’t Start

a

Your

on

SUMMERVACATION

morning the linens

department
fair

lot

towels,

Until Yon Have Seen These

excellent

and

at 17 cents

each,

BARGAINS!

dozen.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Notice the display in the Pearl street Windows and
you think of them.

see

what

HERE ARE THREE SPECIAL BARGAINS
$1.50.
One lot of Ladies’ Fancy Oxfords for tennis, rubber soles, assorted colors, C and D wide, sizes
2 1-2 to 6. These are the things for yachting, tennis and vacation generally.

Mr. Robert W. Denvtr
An Exempt Fireman of Jackson Engine Co,
Long Island City. N Y, says that at Christmas,
1890, he could only take a smell of dinner, as
he was in a fearful condition from Dyspepsia.
The next summer he went to Europe for his
he; '.th, but came home uncured. In the fall he
decided upon a thorough trial of

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

And by Christmas had a hearty appetite,
healthy digestion, and was perfectly well His
cure was due wholly to Hood’s
Sarsaparilla.

HOOD’8 Pills cure liver Ilia, constipation,
biliousness, Jaundice, and slckheadache. Try them.

GXtCi#

0/ 460001

*
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60444St064446
0004

40646,1
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06444^ jf
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so.00

4e&f6 -400004

d00^^b^} O^Z/oOfst-Cd/t
44464
S-

d00444-

$1.2 0.
One lot of Ladies’tan goat Oxfords, B, C, D and
E wide, sizes 2 1-2 to 8. These are as stylish as a
shoe can be made and yet are stylish and graceful on any foot, large or small.

The Biggest Ecclesiastical
convention of the century will
begin in Madison Square Garden, New York City, to-night.
So great will be the attendance, that though the Garden
will hold 10,000 people, the
overflow will fill all the churches
in the neighborhood. The
Christian Endeavor delegates
will number not less than 25,000.
Africa, India, China, and in fact
every country under the sun,
will be represented.
It is uselesss to quote

$1.00.
Five or six broken lots of ladies’ patent tip and
common sense kid Oxfords,Skid The© ties, beaded
slippers. These are all thrown in regardless of
cost or value and will all be closed at $1.00 a pair.
You can obtain a great trade out of this assortment if you come

cheap prices

unless there is good
value to go with the price.
We sell Men’s Suits as low as $7,
$7.50 and $8. They’re good for the
price, but you get better values by
for

.--

■■>

004/04/4} 2^00/00
do- 01/4/00/ Oedd.
d2//.£&.

02/6064^

d0444600

&

-Z3/044,

Clothing

TI

Ju25

MIDDLE,

dtflstor8thp
MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY.

Formerly Farrington Bros.,

542

CONGRESS

PROVINCETOWN, MASS,
old

on

writ

favorable

If you desire Marine Insurance, write the
Company for rates and terms.
Correspondence solicited and given prompt
attention.
L. N. PAINE,
LEWIS NICKERSON,

may2

President.

Secretary.

d6m

DELSARTIAN
Summer School of Expression
will open at Shaw’s Business College, Portland
July 11th to August 1st. Vocal and Physiea
Culture, Gesture, Shakespeare, Painting anc
Languages; a large faculty of the most promt
nent Boston teachers; courses for beginners anc
for teachers, singers and public readers; sene
for

circulars.

FRED WINSLOW ADAMS

principal, 607ya Congress street, Portland, Me
ie7XT&Slm

AND

Manager,

VINE

STREETS.

PERCALES.

morning 100 styles of Sanies’ Percales, a very fine quality, nearly a yard wide, the latest material for Shirt Waists. The price

dit

now

Cren’l

We offer this

STREET.

INCORPORATBD, 1845.— MARINK RISKS ONLY
and reliable Company is
the most
THIS
ing Marine Risks
terms.

PEARL

SARNES;

BICKFORD

\

EQUITABLE

Atkinson,

]ly7___dtf

You’ve no notion of the purchasing
power of $12 or $15 till you try.
&

ATiSTCDWAIIY,

Isaac €.

to $18.
You expect to
them
now
than early in
buy
cheaper
the season and we expect to give you
the proper seasonable reduction.

FARRINGTON

early.

WE CLOSE AT 6 O’CLOCK EVERY EVENING EXCEPT SATURDAY

//// paying $12
0/00024 r- 06440/I
J‘

Mr. H. M.

Jones, Dr. Fenn, Mr. WoodThe Cape Waterworks,
side. Mrs. Blanchard, Dr. Cummings,
and Dr. Swasey are among those who
The Portland Company has the conhave recently moved to the island.
tract and are building the stand pipe for
Miss Marion Shaw, of Minnesota is the waterworks that will furnish the
visiting Weld Rollins.
Cape with its supply of pure Sebago
Mr. Wallace Noyes’ Sunday School water.
The work is progressing most
Class spent the Fourth with him at his favorably and it will be only a short time
before it is completed.
cottage,

Ladies’ Gauze Vests at 8c,

even

of this

Charles Hurd, machinist for S. D. War
& Co., lost two of his fingers whili
assisting in the repairs on the large woot
chopper at their mills Tuesday.
Mr
Hurd was conveying one side of a sectioi
of this machine when his hand was
brought between the iron section and :
post. His little finger was completely
severed from the hand and it was neces
sary to amputate the third finger at th<
first joint.

is enclosed in a frame of

at 8 o’clock.

going—still

lines and lines

We’d like you

VYLO I DrtUUN*

use

strong piling,
arranged to remain in position through the winter.
This will be the committee on celebraThe annual moonlight sail of the
tion of Labor Day:
Toung People’s Methodist Social Union
Chairman of the Committee—W. H. Lyseth,
of Portland, will come off this evening.
Portland.
The American Cadet Band is going, and
Secretary—Jas. T. State, Portland.
Committee on Transportation—Messrs. Healy
The steamand State, Portland; Paige and Coombs, Lewis- a pleasant time is expected.
ton.
er Merryconeag will leave Portland Pier
Committee on Printing and

as

you who know
the store best are unaware
of.
which

sprung a leak, and is anchored off the
breakwater water logged.
Schooner Nellie Grant brought in 6000
cunners yesterday,
while the lobster
smacks landed 20,300 lobsters.
The monthly meeting of the Yacht
Club was held last evening, but no business of importance was transacted.
The Christian Endeavor party left
To Close Evenings.
yesterday noon as planned, and will be
in New York this morning if all goes
The Atkinson store will close every
well.
evening, except Saturday, at 6 o’clock
Steamer Forest City went on the rail- through the months of July and August
way as a slight leak was discovered yes- Those who have been accustomed to d<
terday. She will be on duty again to- their shopping in the evening should
bear this in mind. Every one should no
day.
Mrs. Annie Louise Cary Raymond, has tice their “ad.” of a special sale of straw
once more renowed her free bed at the
hats in another column.
They are great
Maine
General Hospital by paying bargains.

that for .Tnlv 5.

are

BARGAINS!

can

here, what is

and

coming

experiments ii
of clay, h<
nas undoubtedly put the possibilities o
sculpture on a level with painting. Hii 1
panel already mentioned representin'
Christ, is the only completed work of tin
kind in existence; but Mr. Shaw has sev
era!
other pieces nearly completed
Among them is a design of a woot
nymph standing by a pool of water, i)
which her shadow is reflected, and b;
causing this water to be represented up
on the polished marble, a really wonder
ful shimmering effect is secured.
Mr
Shaw’s productions will be exhibited si
multaneously in 1893 at the world’s fai:
in Chicago and at the Paris Salon.
Un
til that time he prefers to
keep his meth
ods somewhat of a secret, and to brin<
them as nearly as possible to perfection
He has taken out patents in America an<
Europe, and has refused $50,000 for :
half interest in his discovery in th<
ur
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almost
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ties in perspective effects.
Mr. Shaw can reasonably claim that af
ter successive tests of the qualities o

modeling in

a

everything;

A

1892.

store for

Thisgetting

large panel of marble was cut into t<
produce the picture, so to speak, and tin
effects produced by the refraction o
light through this marble were striking
ly beautiful, and showed new possibili
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of

“transparent sculpture,’
which Mr. A. Shaw, the well known in
ventor of |the art, was testing at St
Luke’s cathedral.
His
subject wai
“Christ

Today

is likely
fair.

principal witnesses,
girls
Fifteen members were added to the
the soldier.
As nearly as could be as- Lincoln Club last
evening.
certained the two girls and Cahill and
Yesterday was bright and cool in the
Fields were so stupidly drunk as to be
morning, warmer, with sout^h wind in United States.
aware of very little that was going on, at
the afternoon.
the two

The young men who broke the Legrow
window in Bosworth Memorial hall,
July 4th, have come forward and setJewett-Boody.
tled.
A very pretty home wedding took place
Officer Harmon, day turnkey at the
at No. 37 Smith street, the future home
station, says there were eight arrests on
of the happy couple, where Mr. Eugene the
Fourth, the smallest number for 20
S. Jewett and Miss Nellie M. Boody were
years on that day.
united in marriage most impressively by
Mr. Floyd, who has charge of EverRev. Dr. Blanchard.
The esteem in
green cemetery, is improving the enwhich the wedded pair are held by their trance
The Reception to Mr. Cleaves.
by putting up a new fence in front
friends was evidenced by the of the
waiting station.
Saturday, at the reception to Hon. H. many
beautiful gifts they received.
The Deering Land Company have anB. Cleaves at Great Diamond Island, Mr. many
nounced their intention of putting up
Fred Y. Chase, Esq., will act as toastPavilion Theatre.
four new tenement houses on William
master and a shore {dinner will be served
Last night was a most beautiful one to
and Pitt streets, Oakdale.
in the large dining hall at 4.30 p. m.
the
to
islands
and
the
boats
were
filled
go
The ladies’ committee of the Munjoy
Steamers will leave Custom House wharf
with happy excursionists.
In Manager
at 2.00 and 3.15 p. m., returning at 5.30,
Lodge
fair, will meet with the chairMcCallum’s popular summer theatre
3.10 and 8.35 p. m.
It is hoped that
man, Mrs. A. M. Sawyer, 31 Free street,
seat
was occupied and the audievery
this afternoon at 3 o’clock.
every member of the Portland Club will ence was an
appreciative one, warmly
A large party of ladies from Portland
and
attend
this
try
reception, and it is applauding the efforts of Mr. McCallum
visited the Lawson house at Harpswell
desired that as many as can will take the
and the other members of his strong and
2 o’clock boat.
The following compose
yesterday and enjoyed a fine dinner, and
well balanced company.
The specialreceived every attention from Mr. Poolthe committee of arrangements:
ties also were received with evidences of
er.
James H. Hall,
James F. Hawkes,
favor. This week’s entertainment at the
David T. Bines,
Lyman N. Cousens,
Mystic Lodge, I. O. G. T., intends havL. A. Goudy.
Pavilion is a good one and deserving of
a picnic at Camp O. M. O. B. on
ing
The reception committee is composed
liberal support.
Peaks Island, next Saturday.
A full atof the following gentlemen:
tendance is desired at the meeting this
Ex-Gov. Fred’k Eobie, Col. Fred E. Boothby,
In Memoriam.
Ardon W. Coombs,
Frank Dudley,
evening.
Clarence Hale,
Holman S. Melcher,
The Lincoln Club has passed these
Weston F. Milliken,
H. II. Shaw,
The reason Councilman Simpson did
resolutions:
William M. Marks,
Byron D. Verrill,
not present to the city meeting a petition
Col. Fred E. Biehards, Charles J. Chapman,
While our list of membership is lengthening
Josiah H. Drummond, W. S. raton,
by the accession of new members, we are pain- relating to a rifle range, was because he
Hiram L. Jones,
Henry C. Peabody,
called upon from time to time to place the had ascertained that the
fully
location referred
George M. Seiders,
George P. Wescott,
black star opposite the names of those whom
Jacob S. Winslow.
death removes.
The last name thus sadly
to could not be bought or leased.
marked upon the roster is that of Capt. Geo. w.
A gentleman of
this city who reEddy, whose death afflicts us all with a sense
The Westbrook Electric June.
of loss and sadness; therefore,
turned from Baldwin, Tuesday of this
Resolved, That by the death of Capt. Eddy
The electric cars leave for Westbrook
the Lincoln Club is bereft of a zealous, active
week, reported that the temperature
at half past all even hours and then each and influential member, that the Eepublican there
was so low that the ground that
is
of
a
devoted
and
deprived
loyal,
40 minutes. The first car leaves at 7.10 party
patriotic adherent, and this community has lost morning was actually frozen.
Think of
in the

Mr. F. A.

month ago the Press had ai
opportunity to observe and described tb<
new
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Deputy Marshal Chase.

unsatisfactory

For additional Local News
Fifth Page,

was

TRANSLUCENT SCULPTURES.

MEET.

Captains Charles W. Skillings and Joel
Wilson Have a Reunion After

AUCTION.
F. 0. Eailey & Co.
FIFTH PAGE.
Pines Brothers.
W. L. Wilson & Co.
Dow & I’inkham.
Frye’s amandine; 3.
Horse collars.
Wanted; reliable man.
Good country board.
Wanted; girl for housework.
Dividend notice.
Kaymond's vacation excursions.
EIGHTH PAGE.
The Atkinson Company.
Harrison Guards.
X. John Little & Co.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Farrington & Bickford.
X. John Little & Co.

FRIENDS

HORSE COLLARS.

12 I "2 Cts. Per Yard.

1 Hand-made Scotch Team Collars, made
NO.
by collar-makers, give the best satisfaction
of

any collar In use. JAS, G. McGLAUFLlN,
Manufacturer of custom harnesses and all
kinds of horse goods, 61 Preble Street, Portland, Me.
jelldlm

HARRISON

GUARDS!

member of the Harrison Guards is reto meet at the Lincoln Club rooms Friay evening. July 8th, at 8 o’clock. Per order.
G. w.
Capt. comandlng

Every

3nested
F. F.

Gilchrist,
H^Rais, Clerk,

i

Co,

lJ'7a2t

,

-

